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Abstract
Problem statement and motivation
The working environment and the processes in the operating room increase in complex-
ity due to the continuous introduction of new technical systems. This adds an enormous
amount of work for conﬁguration and information seeking to the clinical routine; thus
being time-consuming and introducing new sources of errors. A situation-dependent
behavior of technical systems will reduce the workload. In many ﬁelds of industry,
complex and cooperative processes are structurally supported by workﬂow manage-
ment systems. To this end, the workﬂow is represented as a sequence work steps,
roles are deﬁned and resources are assigned. In contrast to business processes, surgi-
cal procedures are characterized by a high inter-process variability because of multiple
inﬂuences such as individual anatomy and pathology, which are hard to measure and
quantify. In this thesis, the concepts of workﬂow management are extended towards a
framework for context-aware technical assistance functionalities in the OR. This work
may contribute to the implementation of a cooperative technical working environment
for the surgeon and the OR team, in which the personnel can focus exclusively on the
patient treatment.
Methods
Information on the actual context of application of medical devices, especially the sur-
gical situation, are essential for the implementation of intelligent system's behavior.
The thesis focuses of three major aspects: the formal modeling of processes, the intra-
operative tracking and processing, and based on that the implementation of assistance
functionalities for the surgical working environment.
Formal modeling of surgical processes
The models of surgical processes should have a descriptive character due to the high
inter-process variability. The work aims on a machine-readable representation of sur-
gical activities and situations. The developed structure for contextual information
xi
includes three levels of abstraction of activities as well as several other perspectives,
such as patient status or technical resources. The potential courses of an interven-
tion are represented through a network of tailored process models, which forms the
knowledge base for subsequent processing.
The high-level perspectives are based on expert knowledge, whereas the low-level
perspective is modeled bottom-up from recordings of real processes. To cope with the
high inter-process variability, specialized forms of state-transition models are deﬁned.
The novel model forms explicitly handle frequently occurring loops and hubs with large
amounts of possible transitions, as these aspects are the major problems in graph-based
low-level process modeling. In particular, the transition probabilities are explicitly
correlated to the history of the actual work step.
Intraoperative tracking and processing
The available data from workﬂow recognition are intraoperatively processed based on
the developed process models and model networks. Methods for intraoperative tracking
of the process within the models and on-the-ﬂy adaptation of the low-level models are
presented. A propagation of information through the network allows the generation
of comprehensive surgical situation descriptions. The included information entities
are combined with preoperative information to provide a process-related context to
the operation of devices. Additionally, algorithms for the prediction of the remaining
intervention time and the forthcoming process states are described.
Applications
The implementation of a context-aware behavior of medical devices is based on a cen-
tralized unit, namely a Workﬂow Information System (WIS), which was conceptualized
and implemented. The WIS provides the continuously updated contextual information
to consumers via network. Based on that, a rule-based strategy for context-aware
medical device adaptation is proposed.
The conducted evaluations of the performance indicate the suitability of the ap-
proaches for intraoperative application. Overall, about two hundred recordings of
clinical use cases from ENT surgery and neurosurgery were used in the evaluation
studies. Furthermore, example applications of the novel technology were implemented
in a realistic demonstration setup.
xii
Discussion
The present work combines and adapts methods from machine learning, workﬂow man-
agement, and knowledge-based systems. Finally, strategies for the implementation
of context-aware assistance functionalities in modern integrated operating rooms are
demonstrated. The thesis focuses particularly on the formal representation of surgical
procedures and their variances, and the realization of rule-based, situation-dependent
system's behavior taking into account the necessary risk management for medical de-
vices.
xiii

Kurzzusammenfassung
Problemstellung und Motivation
Das Arbeitsumfeld und die Arbeitsabläufe im Operationssaal werden durch die Ein-
führung neuer technischer Systeme zunehmend komplexer. Dies resultiert in einem er-
höhten Aufwand für Konﬁguration und Informationssuche und kann den Arbeitsprozess
des Chirurgen langwieriger und fehleranfälliger gestalten. Ein situationsangepasstes
Verhalten der technischen Systeme kann zur Reduktion dieses zusätzlichen Arbeit-
saufwands führen. Im industriellen Umfeld werden komplexe und kooperative Ar-
beitsabläufe häuﬁg durch Workﬂowmanagementsysteme strukturiert und unterstützt.
Dabei werden die Abläufe in Aktivitäten eingeteilt, Rollen deﬁniert und Ressourcen
zugewiesen. Chirurgische Arbeitsprozesse sind im Gegensatz zu Geschäftsprozessen
jedoch durch eine hohe Varianz und schwer quantiﬁzierbare Einﬂüsse, wie z.B. Patien-
tenanatomie und -pathologie, gekennzeichnet. Im Rahmen der Dissertation werden die
Workﬂowmanagementkonzepte auf die Anforderungen in der Chirurgie angepasst und
damit ein Beitrag zur Weiterentwicklung des Operationssaals zu einer kooperativen
technischen Arbeitsumgebung geleistet.
Methoden
Informationen über den aktuellen Verwendungskontext eines Medizingerätes, insbeson-
dere über den chirurgischen Arbeitsprozess, sind für die Implementierung von intelli-
gentem Verhalten technischer Systeme erforderlich. Im Fokus der Dissertation stehen
dabei drei relevante Aufgabenbereiche für die Umsetzung situationsbezogener Konﬁg-
uration der technischen OP-Umgebung: Die formale Modellierung chirurgischer Ar-
beitsabläufe und ihrer Varianz, die intraoperative Verarbeitung von Prozessinforma-
tionen und, basierend darauf, die Implementierung geeigneter Assistenzfunktionen für
den Chirurgen und das OP-Personal.
xv
Formale Modellierung chirurgischer Prozesse
Die formale Repräsentation chirurgischer Prozesse muss auf Grund der hohen Varianz
im Gegensatz zu Geschäftsprozessmodellierung deskriptiv erfolgen. Angestrebt wird
die maschinenlesbare Repräsentation chirurgischer Aktivitäten und Situationen. Die
entwickelte Beschreibung chirurgischer Situationen umfasst drei Abstraktionsebenen
der Aktivitätsrepräsentation von elementaren Arbeitsschritten, wie Koagulieren oder
Schneiden, bis zur OP-Phase, z.B. Resektion des Tumors. Daneben werden weitere
Blickwinkel, zum Beispiel die Operation als Folge von Patientenzuständen, model-
liert. Die Verlaufsinformationen zu einem Eingriﬀstyp werden dann durch ein Net-
zwerk spezialisierter Prozessmodelle dargestellt und bilden die Wissensbasis für die
weiterverarbeitenden Systeme.
Abstraktere Perspektiven, zum Beispiel der Patientenzustand, können auf Basis
von Expertenwissen modelliert und in Form von adaptierten Hidden-Markov-Modellen
repräsentiert werden. Ausgehend von einem Zustandsübergangsmodell wird für die
niedrigste Abstraktionsebene der Aktivitätsrepräsentation eine neuartige Form chirur-
gischer Prozessmodelle entwickelt. Die Modellform berücksichtigt insbesondere häu-
ﬁge Schlingen und Schleifen sowie die große Anzahl entstehender Zustandsübergänge
als Hauptprobleme graphenbasierter Prozessmodelle. Dazu werden Abhängigkeiten
zwischen Übergangswahrscheinlichkeiten und der Historie des aktuellen Zustands im
Modell explizit modelliert.
Intraoperative Verarbeitung
Mit Hilfe der entwickelten Repräsentationsformen für Prozesswissen werden die verfüg-
baren Daten zur aktuellen chirurgischen Tätigkeit intraoperativ verarbeitet. Aus einer
Analyse bestehender Technologien zur automatischen Erkennung der chirurgischen Ak-
tion werden zunächst die verfügbaren Informationen abgeleitet, die verwendet werden
können, um den Ablauf eines Eingriﬀs in einem detaillierten Prozessmodell zu verfol-
gen. Die Modellform lässt sich außerdem mit Hilfe einer speziell entwickelten Methodik
während des OP-Verlaufs automatisch und selbstlernend an die Charakteristika der
laufenden Prozessinstanz anpassen. Die gewonnenen Aktivitätsinformationen werden
dann im Modellnetzwerk weiterverarbeitet und alle Ergebnisse in einer kompakten Si-
tuationsbeschreibung zusammengefasst. Die maschinenlesbare Repräsentation der Si-
tuationsbeschreibung bildet zusammen mit präoperativ verfügbaren Informationen, wie
geplanten Prozeduren, Ressourcen und Patienteninformationen, den prozessbezogenen
Kontext für eine dynamische Konﬁguration der technischen Systeme. Die Arbeit um-
fasst zusätzlich Methoden zur Prädiktion der verbleibenden OP-Zeit und des weiteren
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OP-Verlaufs, da automatisierte Konﬁguration und geeignete Informationspräsentation
oft auch von zu erwartenden Aktivitäten des Chirurgen abhängig sind.
Anwendungen
Zur Umsetzung eines situationsangepassten Systemverhaltens von Medizingeräten wird
ein Workﬂowinformationssystem (WIS) konzipiert und implementiert. Das WIS stellt
prozessbezogene Informationen taxonomisch strukturiert im OP-Netzwerk bereit. Im
Rahmen der Arbeit werden basierend darauf Implementierungsstrategien für eine regel-
basierte Adaption von Medizingeräten vorgeschlagen. Die entwickelten Modellformen
und Algorithmen werden anhand klinischer Anwendungsfälle aus der Augen-, der HNO-
und der Neurochirurgie mit insgesamt rund zweihundert Aufzeichnungen chirurgischer
Prozesse evaluiert. Außerdem werden exemplarische Anwendungen der entwickelten
Technologien in Szenarien aus der HNO-Chirurgie im Rahmen eines realitätsnahen
Demonstrators umgesetzt.
Diskussion
Die Dissertation kombiniert und adaptiert Methoden aus den Bereichen maschinelles
Lernen, Workﬂowmanagement und wissensbasierte Systeme, um Strategien zur Im-
plementierung von workﬂow-gestützten Mehrwertfunktionen in vernetzten Opera-
tionssälen aufzuzeigen. Der Fokus liegt dabei insbesondere auf der formalen Reprä-
sentation chirurgischer Abläufe und ihrer Varianzen sowie der Realisierung von regel-
basiertem, situationsabhängigem Systemverhalten unter Berücksichtigung des erforder-
lichen Risikomanagements für Medizingeräte.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Smart devices have become common companions in the daily life of our society. Soft-
ware with smart behavior is already part of traﬃc lights, cars, home appliances, and
mobile phones. These applications and the underlying technologies interplay with the
developments in many economic sectors. For example, logistics, automated manufac-
turing, public transportation, or ﬁnance apply technologies and paradigms of intelligent
system's behavior. These technologies contribute to eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency. As al-
ready discussed in many publications [SH06; Hsi07; BN07; LR07; BAD13], both of
these goals are also pertinent to the health care sector. Demographic change in mod-
ern societies increases the need for medical treatments, where surgery is one of the
most relevant services in hospitals, both clinically and economically. Although the
health care sector suﬀers from increasing cost pressure, there are yet few smart ap-
plications in surgical procedures. The most critical working environment hinders the
direct transfer of technologies. So far, the development in the operating room (OR)
was driven by improvements in the instrumentation. New devices provide new func-
tions in the treatment processes and sometimes change the surgical approach, as for
example the multi-stage development of endoscopy [BF00], the heart-lung machine for
cardiopulmonary bypasses [Zim03], or the robotic/telemanipulator systems for mini-
mally invasive procedures [HM99; SG01]. In general, the devices in the OR become
more and more sophisticated in terms of the functions they provide to their diverse
users.
After all, surgery is teamwork: surgeons, anesthesiologists, assistants, and circulators
cooperate in the implementation of surgical procedures. There, human-computer inter-
action is also a signiﬁcant factor for the patient outcome. The continuous introduction
of additional stand-alone pieces of technology increases the complexity of interaction
for clinicians. In the long run, the medical technology should rather become a member
of the surgical team. This requires from the equipment not the mere provision of a set
of functions, but the right function at the right time in the right place for the right
user.
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An eﬃcient integration of the technology into the team must be based on the co-
operative and intelligent behavior of the infrastructure and the devices. The evolving
networked ORs [LV06; Boh+12; KAR16] provide the technological prerequisites for
proactive and adaptive OR equipment. The implementation of autonomous behavioral
adaptations will add a signiﬁcant value to the established equipment and will help to
cope with the challenges in surgical patient care.
1.1 Scopes and aims
In this thesis, the author develops the concept of extending networked ORs, work-
ﬂow management approaches, and especially surgical workﬂows towards context-aware
equipment that facilitates the implementation of surgical procedures. There are ﬁve
major topics considered in the research area of surgical workﬂows: recording, analysis,
modeling, recognition, and intraoperative processing. The following paragraphs pro-
vide very brief introductions to these topics, illustrated in Figure 1.1, and discuss the
aims of this thesis.
Figure 1.1: The research topics related to surgical workﬂows and the considered scopes
(blue).
The recording of performed procedures in the OR aims on the acquisition of data on
processes. The recording is usually performed for selected perspectives. The selection
depends on the planned applications of which modeling and analysis are the most
common ones. Many of the recording approaches focus on the surgeon's activities as
2
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these activities are the driving force of the surgical process. Creating protocols on
what the surgeon is doing has become a popular approach [Sid+06; Neu+09; Rif+10;
For+12], introduced by Neumuth et al. in 2006 [Neu+06].
A detailed analysis of surgical workﬂows may be performed on recorded data logs,
sometimes referred to as workﬂow mining [Blu+08b; BD12], or recordings and anno-
tations by human observers [Blu+08a; Rif+10; Neu+10]. Mainly statistical properties
of a set of surgeries are evaluated to gain insights into the processes. Sets of record-
ings of the same intervention type allow for the creation of generalized process models
[Neu+10]. These representations formalize procedures with their potential variations.
The intraoperative tracking of surgical procedures within process models requires
a monitoring of the activities in the OR. The real-time data acquisition and analysis
are the main challenges of the workﬂow recognition research area. The classiﬁcation
of the surgical situation is the ultimate goal of the eﬀorts. Multiple data sources,
mainly additional sensors [NM12; Kra+13a; GDN15] and video analysis techniques
[Bha+07; Spe+09a; Lal+10; Lal+11b; Lal+12a; Bou+12; TSL16], have been applied
for this objective. Ultimately, preoperative modeling combined with intraoperative
recognition, tracking, and processing enables context-aware assistance functionalities.
The scope of the thesis includes the modeling of surgical procedures, their online
tracking and intraoperative processing, and the implementation of demonstration ap-
plications of context-aware assistance technologies for integrated operating rooms. Al-
though these topics are also closely related to the research areas of workﬂow recording,
of workﬂow recognition, and of OR integration technologies, these aspects are not in
the major scope of this thesis.
The overall aim of the work presented here is to unburden the surgeon and the OR
staﬀ from information seeking and device conﬁguration tasks. The amount of these
secondary tasks tends to increase with the complexity of the OR setup. The work may
be simpliﬁed by the implementation of a cooperative technical working environment.
Such a technology would help the surgeon to concentrate on the core task to cure the
patient. For this, the amount of manual interaction with devices and infrastructure
components should be minimized. Thus, the medical devices need to show some kind
of autonomous intelligent behavior mainly by adapting themselves to the requirements
of the personnel in the given situation. Simple examples for such an adaptation would
be adjusting operating parameters, such as irrigation or drilling speeds to the clinical
use case, or presenting relevant information by video overlay at the right time.
The medical devices and systems in modern ORs may provide shared interfaces
for documentation or remote control [Boh+12; Kon+13; Kön+13; Boh+13; ORN15;
Kas+15b], but they show only very limited cooperative behavior. This is especially
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true in terms of active cooperation with the surgeon and the OR staﬀ. To implement
intelligent system's behavior, the devices need to have a general kind of understanding
of the surgical processes and be aware of their actual application context.
The conceptualization and the implementation of a context-aware system's behavior
in the operating room, that relies on workﬂow management strategies, present several
challenges, which need to be addressed. First of all, surgical processes must be math-
ematically modeled in a manner that is suitable for intraoperative applications. For
these applications, an approach for tracking of surgical procedures within the surgical
process models has to be developed. Furthermore, structured contextual information
need to be derived to represent the complex application context of a medical device.
Subsequently, a strategy for the implementation of context-awareness and intelligent
behavior of medical devices must be compiled based on these contextual information.
And ﬁnally, the practicability of overall concept needs to be proven by demonstration
applications.
The targeted assistance functionalities diﬀer in their complexity and in the demands
on the contextual information. The complexity ranges from simple reactive behavior
to proactive adaptation based on estimated forthcoming situations. On the lowest level
of complexity, the system simply reacts to the surgeon's actual activity, for example by
switching the navigation system to the primary display as soon as the surgeon starts
to use the navigation pointer. A provision of information may also be based on the
estimation of a more complex aspect of the situation. For instance, the assistance might
present the estimated status of relevant anatomic structures based on an analysis of
past and ongoing activities. Finally, proactive behavior might include the adaptation
of operating parameters of medical devices prior to potentially critical situations, such
as reducing the shaver revolution speed prior to incisions close to risk structures. The
context-aware behavior helps to ensure a smooth surgical process with minimal user
interaction. Ultimately, this thesis aims on the development of an enabling technology
for all those kinds of assistance functionalities.
1.2 Outline
The thesis is outlined as follows: In the ﬁrst part (Chapter 2 to Chapter 4), the con-
ceptual foundations in modeling and processing of surgical procedures are described.
The second part (Chapter 5 to Chapter 7), however, presents the design and techni-
cal implementation of assistance functionalities based on the proposed model types,
modeling strategies and processing methodologies.
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In Chapter 2, the situation in today's operating rooms and technical developments
towards integrated operating rooms based on open standards are presented. These
technologies are a crucial prerequisite for the developed concepts for context-aware
surgical assistance systems. Furthermore, the state of the art in workﬂow recognition
and knowledge-based clinical systems will be discussed, since the presented work builds
on them. Finally, the surgical interventions, used as examples and evaluation cases,
are brieﬂy described.
The developed formalisms for the modeling of surgical procedures in various per-
spectives are presented in Chapter 3, mainly based on [FN14a; FMN15]. The diﬀerent
types of process models proposed in this thesis and their properties are discussed in de-
tail, especially concerning their suitability for intraoperative application. The diﬀerent
model types were published in [FLN12b; FMN13; FMN15; FN15b].
Chapter 4 describes the tracking of surgical procedures within these process models.
Several algorithms for the intraoperative processing of process-related information are
presented based on [FMN13; FMN15; FN15b]. Thus, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 are
strongly connected. Additionally, the conducted evaluations on the performance are
described and their results are presented.
An overall framework for context-aware assistance functionalities based on the
process-related information entities is conceptualized in Chapter 5. The overall system
environment, the requirements, and a general strategy are discussed. Furthermore, the
design and implementation of a comprehensive technical system for the intraoperative
processing is described. Various aspects of the implementation have been published in
[FLN12a; FSN12; RFN13; FN14b; FN15c; FN15a].
A set of demonstration applications implemented upon the discussed concepts is pre-
sented in Chapter 6 and has been published in [Fra+16a; Fra+16b]. The applications
focus on use cases in head and neck surgery. They are integrated into a sophisticated
demonstration OR and tested with realistic patient phantoms. The results of the tech-
nical validation are discussed as well. Chapter 7 includes ﬁnal remarks on opportunities
for clinical implementation, limitations, and future work.
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Chapter 2
Background
The state-of-the-art in OR integration technologies, surgical workﬂow modeling, and
context-awareness is discussed in this chapter. Furthermore, the situation in today's
operating rooms is described. The considerations relate in part to ear-nose-throat
(ENT) surgery and neurosurgery, as all examples and use cases for evaluation are
taken from these disciplines. In particular, the clinical implementations of eye cataract
surgeries, sinus surgeries, lumbar discectomies, and intracranial tumor removals are
brieﬂy described to provide an overview of the considered surgical domains. Finally,
the positioning of the present work as a link between the discussed research areas is
explained.
2.1 Today's operating rooms
The clinical environment has become very complex, imposing many diﬀerent adminis-
tration tasks as well as medical treatment and care procedures that must be dealt with
by the hospital staﬀ [DRK00; LB11; BAD13]. The operating room is an especially crit-
ical working environment [Chr+06; Sex+06; Hu+12]. Interdisciplinary teams rely on
data from a large variety of sources and make use of highly specialized medical devices
from various vendors to implement sophisticated surgical treatment procedures.
Additionally, constraints such as sterility of the equipment and pressure of time under
anesthesia need to be met to maximize patient safety and treatment eﬃciency. Thus,
complex patterns of communication within the OR team can be observed [Lin+02;
Und+06b] and questionaires, technical systems, and scores were developed to as-
sess team communication and working climate [Sex+06; Und+06a; Mak+06; Blo+07;
Und+07]. Basic tools, such as checklists [Wor08], were introduced to increase situation-
awareness and patient safety. Verdaasdonk et al. [Ver+09] and later Russ et al.
[Rus+13] performed systematic reviews on the eﬀects of surgical safety checklists on
teamwork and performance. They found evidence for a positive eﬀect of surgical safety
checklists as a structured form of information provision. Overall, team interaction,
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communication, and cooperation were identiﬁed as crucial factors for the patient out-
come and the quality of care and have been assessed using a wide variety of methods
[Hea04; Yul+06; Und+06b; Rei+12]. Patient safety issues and the related required
technology developments have also been studied [WDL17]. A systems approach to re-
duce adverse events in surgery has been proposed [DG05], in which an analysis of causes
of errors shall be used to improve the overall system, including team and technology,
with risk management measures instead of blaming individuals.
In general, the technical complexity of OR setups is still increasing [LV06; LB11;
Pad+12; Jan+14; Gué+14; Kas+15b]. This development is also driven by the evolu-
tion of minimally invasive treatment strategies [Kra+13b; BAD13]. These techniques
reduce the trauma for patients by means of smaller incisions and the use of further
assistance technologies. In terms of patient safety, Blikkendaal et al. investigated the
eﬀects of integrated ORs compared to conventional ORs in laparoscopic hysterectomies
[Bli+17]. They concluded that there was neither a signiﬁcantly lower rate of surgical
workﬂow disturbances nor an increase in patient safety. Asssistance systems that help
streamlining the surgical workﬂow seem still an open issue. The technical equipment of
operating rooms also still causes a remarkable amount of incidents and adverse events
[Wub+10; Gué+14].
The medical devices and systems need to be conﬁgured. For example, often the
patient identiﬁcation needs to be entered manually prior to a procedure. During the
surgery, various foot pedals and control consoles provide operational parameters and
functionalities of the medical devices. However, this often requires physical access to
the devices in a closely packed OR, as the control consoles are usually bound to the
devices. Conﬁguration and information seeking becomes more diﬃcult in an increas-
ingly complex working environment [Mey+07; Kön+12; Kon+13]. The surgeon needs
to integrate information from a variety of sources into the mental model of the situ-
ation. The information may be displayed by technical systems, signaled by acoustic
alarms, or conveyed via team communication. This may include preoperative data, for
instance case history, CT images, or histopathological reports, as well as intraoperative
data, for instance from endoscopy, ultrasound, anesthesia, angiography, or navigation.
For an integrated human-computer interaction, there are several commercial solutions
available, either as part of an integrated OR, such as Karl Storz OR1TM[KAR16] or
Olympus EndoAlphaTM[Oly16], or focused on video distribution, for example the EIZO
CuratORTM[EIZ16]. Such installations usually also provide large, centralized displays.
These displays either combine diﬀerent video sources, or provide comprehensive views
on the data collected based on proprietary integration technologies. Figure 2.1 shows
an example from the IRDC private ENT clinic in Leipzig.
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Figure 2.1: Example of a large, centralized display: The Surgical Deck with three work-
ing areas in the IRDC (Source: [Gol+12]).
The risk of an information overload in clinical working environments and the need
for intelligent information presentation have been identiﬁed in the community [Pic+10;
RFN13; Kon+13; Kra+13b; Kat+14b]. A context-aware selection and pre-processing
of information should be a crucial part of the next generation of surgical working envi-
ronments. However, the need for context-aware information presentation is not limited
to the medical domain, but has been identiﬁed as a general challenge. Not the infor-
mation availability but the human attention is the limiting factor in many occasions
[Fis12]. Thus, systems shall be designed to provide "the right information, at the
right time, in the right place, in the right way, to the right person." [Fis12,
p. 1] However, the meaning of right remains an application-speciﬁc, open question.
So far, centralized consoles for information presentation and control functionalities
might simplify human-device interaction in the OR, but they do not solve the general
overload problem.
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2.2 Digital operating rooms and integration infrastructures
The opportunities and challenges of digital, integrated operating rooms have been
identiﬁed over a decade ago [CKM05; Kor+06; LV06; KAR16]. Vendors of operating
room technologies as well as academic institutions started to work on related research
topics. Especially the speciﬁcation and implementation of an infrastructure based on
open standards, instead of proprietary solutions, emerged as a research ﬁeld. Sev-
eral research projects with public funding addressed the design and implementation
of general architectures [Kön+13], the suitability of communication paradigms already
established in the industry and the telecommunication domain, as well as semantic in-
teroperability [And+14; And+15] and especially human-machine interaction [Kön+13;
Ben+14; Jan+14; Del+16]. The earlier projects were mainly focused on technical solu-
tions, starting from speciﬁc clinical domains, for example the project OrthoMIT (2005-
2011) [RWT16a] in orthopedics or smartOR (2010-2013) [FLN12a; Kön+12; Kön+13;
RWT16b], which focused on laparoscopic interventions.
Besides the German projects, research group from the United States are working
on deﬁning an Integrated Clinical Environment based on open standards (OpenICE)
[Hat+12; PAG14]. The initiative has a broader focus and the associated projects
are far more diverse considering the whole clinical environment. In contrast to that,
a Japanese project, called Smart Cyber Operating Theatre (SCOT) [Ise+12], designs
and implements advanced operating room conﬁgurations for speciﬁc interventions. The
eﬀorts currently focus on brain tumor removals with intraoperative magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI).
In 2006, a very general design concept for OR integration infrastructures - the Ther-
apy Imaging and Model Management System (TIMMS) - was postulated [LV06; LB07].
With the aim of shifting from an image-centric view to a model-guided therapy [LB11;
Ber+14; BL15], a modular architecture with kernels, repositories, and a shared com-
munication interface (middleware) was proposed. Burgert et al. discussed the potential
of combining the concepts of model-guided therapy with workﬂow management tech-
nologies for context-aware, personalized visualization [Bur+14].
To realize modular surgical assistance systems, a communication library and appli-
cation programming interface (API), called TiCoLi [Boh+09; Ges+11], was designed,
implemented, and made publically available1 at the Innovation Center Computer As-
sisted Surgery (ICCAS) in Leipzig. The API included service discovery and description,
parameter reading and writing, remote procedure calls, and continuous data streaming.
At the communication level, TiCoLi supports OpenIGTLink [Tok+09; FB11] and De-
1https://www.iccas.de/ticoli/
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vices Proﬁle for Web Services (DPWS) [OAS09; FBB11] and has been used in various
projects [Fra+09; Fra+10; FLN12a; Boh+13; RFN13; Fra+13] at ICCAS. However,
the implementation in medical devices and clinical IT systems was very limited.
The German ﬂagship project OR.NET [KL14; ORN15; Feu+16; Roc+17] was
launched in 2012 as a national initiative and a research project with numerous part-
ners from academia and industry. The main goal of the project was to establish a
shared infrastructure with a broad support from the device manufacturers. The overall
architecture for device integration implements the service-oriented architecture (SOA)
paradigm. Details on the core principles of a SOA can for instance be found in the
OASIS Reference Model for Service Oriented Architectures [OAS06]. Brieﬂy, service
providers oﬀer their capabilities, which may be combined by service consumers to
fulﬁll complex tasks. This requires visibility (discovery of services and description of
capabilities) and interaction (using capabilities to solve a problem). The conceptual-
ized Open Surgical Platform (OSP) of the OR.NET project enables medical devices
and systems to provide their data and functionalities in form of services via network
[KL14; ORN15; Kas+15b]. The OSP derives a service-oriented medical device archi-
tecture (SOMDA) from the original SOA paradigm, but is speciﬁcally tailored to the
needs in critical medical infrastructures [Kas+17]. The proposed infrastructure is an
incarnation of the OpenICE concept speciﬁcally focussing on device interoperability in
the OR [And+16b]. The communication is implemented based on (Medical) Devices
Proﬁle for Web Services [OAS09; Kas+15a] and a real-time PowerLink network. The
newly developed set of IEEE 11073 standards for the service-oriented communication
of medical devices [Kas+15b] is depicted in Figure 2.2. The approach combines three
standards, as a set often referred to as IEEE 11073 SDC. The basic communication
patterns for syntactic interoperability are handled according to Medical Devices Proﬁle
for Web Services (MDPWS, IEEE 11073-20702) [IEE16]. On top of that, the IEEE
11073-10207 standard ensures semantic interoperability by providing a domain infor-
mation and service model to describe devices, services and data semantics [IEE17a] as
a Medical Device Information Base (MDIB). Syntax and semantics are tied together in
an overall architecture using a binding standard (IEEE 11073-20701) [IEE17b]. These
open standards aim to technically enable cross-vendor interoperability in the OR.
However, the project's scope was not limited to device communication, but in-
cluded also the integration into the clinical IT environment [And+15], real-time com-
munication [Pfe+15], a distributed risk management [Mil+15], a compatibility test-
ing [DKT14; Din+15], several regulatory issues, the international standardization
[Kas+15b], and hospital operator strategies [ORN15]. In the OR.NET project, a com-
prehensive demonstration OR was implemented at ICCAS. Clinical use cases from head
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Figure 2.2: A schematic overview of the device communication standards developed in
the OR.NET project [Kas+15b].
and neck surgery were addressed. The demonstration setups especially focused on reha-
bilitating middle ear surgery and transsphenoidal resection of pituitary adenoma (see
[Roc+17] for details). Thus, the setup includes a microscope-centric setting as well
as an endoscopic clinical use case. The demonstration room, depicted in Figure 2.3,
was available for the implementation and testing of novel concepts for context-aware
assistance of this thesis as well.
Figure 2.3: A photograph of the demonstration OR at the Innovation Center Computer
Assisted Surgery (Source: ICCAS, Universität Leipzig).
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The emerging integration of medical devices and IT systems in the operating theater
is an enabling technology. A large variety of applications from surgical assistance
systems to management and administration support may be based on the data provided
by medical devices [Roc+17]. The discussed OR integration technologies have several
characteristics and features in common. They allow for plug-and-play functionalities
with automatic device discovery, a syntactic and semantic description of the capabilities
of the device, and interaction patterns for device data retrieval and function activation,
mainly following the SOA core paradigm. These functionalities focus on a syntactic
and semantic interoperability of medical devices as a key characteristic of integrated
operating rooms. These capabilities frame the technical environment of any context-
aware surgical assistance system.
2.3 Workﬂows and process modeling
Besides the device interoperability, the modeling of the processes in the OR is a crucial
foundation of the targeted assistance functionalities. Thus, an overview of the pub-
lished work on process modeling and on surgical workﬂow recognition is provided in
the following subsections together with a discussion on a shared terminology for the
description of surgical procedures.
2.3.1 Terms and deﬁnitions
Most of the elementary process-related terms in this thesis are based on the deﬁnitions
provided by the Workﬂow Management Coalition (WfMC) [Wor99]. Besides these
general deﬁnitions, there are a large variety of terms and an inconsistent terminology
[LJ13]. The relevant terms, their deﬁnitions and expressiveness are discussed in the
following paragraphs to establish a uniform terminology for this thesis.
Workﬂow
The WfMC deﬁnes the term workﬂow as follows: "The automation of a business
process, in whole or part, during which documents, information or tasks are passed
from one participant to another for action, according to a set of procedural rules"
[Wor99, p. 8]. However, the term is often used in a much broader sense, in particular
omitting the aspect of automation.
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Process deﬁnition and process model
As the WfMC has an economical background, the term process deﬁnition is used in a
very normative sense. A business process is represented in a machine-readable form
with criteria for start and termination, responsible individuals, as well as resources
and data [Wor99]. According to the WfMC, a process deﬁnition consists of a network
of activities (see deﬁnition below) and their relationships, which is also common to
graph-based process models (see Section 2.3.3 and 3.2). In this thesis, a representation
consisting of a network of distinct activities is referred to as a surgical process model.
Activity, Task, and Phase
The WfMC deﬁnes an activity as a "description of a piece of work that forms one
logical step within a process" [Wor99, p. 13]. An activity may also be called work step,
task, node, or operation depending on the domain. A process may be investigated and
described on diﬀerent levels of granularity. In the surgical workﬂow modeling domain,
Lalys et al. proposed the hierarchical subdivision of a procedure into phases, which
may be further subdivided into steps [LJ13]. However, in the context of this work, it is
useful to distinguish between a step (an activity) performed during a concrete process
instance and an activity which is deﬁned abstractly in a process deﬁnition. A performed
activity is part of exactly one process instance and has temporal information (start
time, duration, etc.), and thus is no sudden incident, and it has a concrete participant,
for example "Dr. Nick". In this thesis, the performed activities are referred to as
work steps. Based on the deﬁnition of the WfMC, a work step is a set of performed
actions that forms one logical, semantic unit within a concrete process instance and
has a temporal extent.
In contrast to that, activities included in process deﬁnitions and process models
have a more abstract character. The participant is usually generalized to a role, such
as "surgeon" or "assistant". The temporal information might be represented by statis-
tical parameters describing an assumed underlying distribution over the durations of
actually performed work steps. The activities denoting elements of a process deﬁnition
or process model are here referred to as tasks or nodes. Hence, a task is a set of ac-
tions that forms one logical, semantic unit with some temporal extent within a process
deﬁnition. Brieﬂy, work steps may be interpreted as instances of tasks, or tasks may
be regarded as a generalization of a set of (suﬃciently similar) work steps.
Whether a set of work steps is suﬃciently similar can be determined by a compar-
ison of the information entities that usually constitute a work step. Neumuth et al.
proposed the following ﬁve perspectives onto a work step: functional (what is done),
organizational (who is performing), operational (with which tools), spatial (where, on
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which anatomical structure), and behavioral (when) [Neu+09]. In this thesis, the ﬁne-
granular representations of the surgical procedures mainly follow these perspectives.
However, the considered information entities are referred to as sub-perspectives. The
term perspective is used for viewpoints onto the whole process which might not be
directly related to the surgeon's activities, for example the patient status or technical
resource requirements.
2.3.2 Business process modeling approaches
A large variety of languages, formalisms, and tools have been established for the mod-
eling and implementation of processes in various ﬁelds of business and industry. One
of the most common languages for modeling business processes is the Business Pro-
cess Model and Notation (BPMN), which provides standardized symbols for tasks and
processes. A large variety of modeling tools from diﬀerent vendors support the BPMN
modeling language, among them Activiti [Alf16], ADONIS [BOC16], Bonita BPM
[Bon16], and jBPM [Red16]. The BPMN language is the ISO/IEC 19510:2013 stan-
dard for modeling and execution of business processes since 2013 [ISO13]. The Process
diagrams included in the BPMN standard can depict individuals, activities, tasks, and
resources among others. However, the representation of quantitative measurements of
duration or relative frequencies and especially their usage in execution is limited. A
more formal foundation with Petri Nets is provided by Yet Another Workﬂow Lan-
guage (YAWL) [AH05]. The corresponding open-source software framework2 can also
be used as a workﬂow management system [Lie+13]. The establishment of workﬂow
management tools mainly aims on the streamlining of processes and the increase of eﬃ-
ciency. Thus, eﬀective resource management is an essential problem to business process
modeling and business processes are modeled in multiple perspectives. A survey on
multi-perspective business process modeling can be found for example in [Wes12].
In the medical domain, business process modeling has yet been applied to admin-
istration and general management tasks as well as to the guidance of precisely speci-
ﬁed diagnostic or therapeutic procedures [MH98; Mül+98; DRK00; MGR04; Sch+12].
Workﬂow modeling and workﬂow management are considered useful to optimize the
clinical processes [SH06; HA12]. The implementation of workﬂow management mainly
aims on the improvement of treatment and a reduction of workload for the hospital
personnel [MGR04]. The modeling of work processes in clinical environments is some-
times also referred to as clinical pathways (CPs). There are a few approaches towards
adapting BPMN for clinical pathways based on the extension concepts of BPMN 2.0,
which are for instance summarized in [SCV11]. For clinical extensions, two main as-
2http://www.yawlfoundation.org/
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pects were considered: mapping domain-speciﬁc knowledge and methods to BPMN
elements [HA12], as well as extending BPMN to cover process aspects, for example
complex resource views [Bra+16], which are speciﬁcally relevant to the clinical do-
main. Recently presented extensions to BPMN, such as BPMN4CP [Bra+16] for
general clinical pathways or BPMNSIX [Neu+16] for surgical interventions, derive
tailored modeling languages for the clinical domain.
2.3.3 Workﬂows in the surgical domain
Every process performed in a hospital may be as well regarded as a business process. In
the surgical domain, a surgical process was deﬁned by Neumuth et al. "as a set of one or
more linked procedures or activities that collectively realize a surgical objective within
the context of an organizational structure deﬁning functional roles and relationships"
[Neu+09]. A deﬁnition of a surgical workﬂow, which is focused on automation and
based on the deﬁnition given by the WfMC, was provided by Jannin et al., who deﬁned
it as "the automation of a business process in the surgical management of patients, in
whole or part, during which documents, information, images or tasks are passed from
one participant to another for action, according to a set of procedural rules" [JM07].
In contrast to most business processes, surgical interventions are inﬂuenced by an
enormous amount of external factors. For example, the patient's anatomy and pathol-
ogy, the biochemical reactions to anesthetics, the human factors of the OR team, or
even device availability determined by other parallel surgical procedures aﬀect the
considered process. These inﬂuences are hard to quantify. Thus, a certain level of
variability is intrinsic and the rather normative approach of business process manage-
ment is not fully applicable to surgical processes. For any application, this means that
decision must be made under uncertainty.
The concept of the descriptions of the processes as a sequence of tasks was transferred
to surgical procedures in the early 2000's [Mun+00; Jan+01; Jan+03]. In laparoscopic
surgery, MacKenzie et al. proposed a hierarchical decomposition for analysis purposes
[Mac+01]. The granularity levels in which a process may be described highly diﬀer
among the applications and range from phases and high-level tasks [Blu+08a; Lal+11b;
Lal+11a; BJD11; Sta+14] to surgemes which represent simple movement patterns and
gestures [Lin+05; Lin+06; RH09; Var+09]. However, consistent and robust deﬁnitions
of granularity levels are missing, with the exception of a loose deﬁnition in [LJ13],
which makes it diﬃcult to classify and compare approaches.
Models of surgical procedures can be generated either top-down or bottom-up. Usu-
ally, recordings of intervention processes are used to obtain the required data for
bottom-up modeling. Such recordings described a process with performed activities
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over time, proposed in form of patient-individual Surgical Process Models (iSPMs)
[Neu+09]. A set of iSPMs could be compiled into a generalized Surgical Process Model
(gSPM) [Neu+10; Neu+12]. A gSPM is conceptualized as a representation of a sta-
tistical "mean" process including all variations seen in the training set of iSPMs. The
work steps of the process are represented as states or nodes, whereas the arcs represent
state transitions. The transitions were annotated with the corresponding probabilities
[Neu+10]. These probabilities are calculated as relative frequencies of occurrence in
the training set. The resulting gSPM might be interpreted as a Markov Chain with a
discrete time and discrete state space.
In contrast, states of processes would be deﬁned by experts in top-down modeling
analogously to normative process engineering approaches in business process modeling.
However, the approach is limited to high-level and abstract perspectives due to the high
inter-process variability of surgical procedures. A manual modeling of the enormous
amount of states and possible transitions would not be manageable. Also, estimating
the required frequency information is very diﬃcult without relying on annotated data.
Additionally, generic knowledge representation had been proposed for the interpre-
tation of surgical situations in context-aware augmented reality systems [Kat+10].
Surgical events were used for the recognition of surgical phases to provide dynamic
systems behavior. An ontology, named OntoSPM, and a derived domain ontology for
laparoscopic interventions (LapOntoSPM) were proposed to manage the knowledge on
the activities of the surgeon [Kat+15a].
Comprehensive reviews on surgical process modeling can be found in [LJ13] and
[Neu17]. However, most of the mentioned surgical process modeling approaches were
limited to activities of the surgeon. Surgical decisions and the related demands on the
OR technology are also inﬂuenced by additional perspectives and peripheral factors.
These aspects contribute to the context of the implementation of surgical activities
and the related technical assistance, but are yet not modeled explicitly.
The concepts of business process management were transferred to the OR. A Surgi-
cal Workﬂow Management System (SWFMS) was proposed to handle surgical process
models intraoperatively [Neu+12]. The SWFMS was designed as a centralized unit to
guide surgical procedures. However, a strategy for the implementation of interfaces to
integrated ORs or of actual management applications is still an open issue. The eﬃ-
cient use of available resources is an urgent demand regarding increasing cost pressure
in health care. The common resource scheduling problem was addressed with various
approaches tailored to surgery. For example, Sandberg et al. proposed a workﬂow-
based automatic detection of exceptions, such as wrong patient or intervention starts
ahead of schedule, mainly based on an indoor positioning measuring system [San+05].
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A major problem in optimizing resource assignment and especially OR allocation is the
uncertainty of process duration [DVV07]. The remaining intervention time is a cru-
cial process-related information, especially in terms of department-wide optimization.
Thus, various approaches have been proposed. Especially remarkable are online meth-
ods, where intraoperatively available data sources were used to predict the remaining
intervention time, among them anesthesia and vital sign data [Dex+09], device data
[Gué+15; Gué+16], video data [Bha+07], and work step data [MVN15].
So far, observation-based as well as knowledge-based approaches towards the mod-
eling and the analysis of surgical procedures have been proposed. Also, speciﬁc man-
agement use cases have been addressed. However, a modeling strategy, which supports
a broad set of use cases and is tailored to intraoperative application, is missing.
2.3.4 Surgical workﬂow recognition
The recognition of the actual process state is a crucial prerequisite for any workﬂow
management approach. The recognition is especially complicated in surgery, because of
the large variety of work steps of which a signiﬁcant amount are manual tasks. There is
usually no intrinsic data or signal available to recognize these manual tasks. Because of
the limited sterile interaction capabilities of the surgeon and the targeted ﬁne granular-
ity, explicit, manual signaling is also not suitable. Thus, intrinsic data sources (videos,
device data, etc.) and additional sensors are often required to obtain suﬃcient data
on the actual process state in the operating room. Many modeling approaches focused
on surgical workﬂow recognition applications using diﬀerent information sources such
as room cameras [Bha+07; Twi+15], motion data [Spe+09b], endoscope video and
microscope video [Lal+10; Lal+11b; Lal+12a; BD12; TSL16], or sensor data [NM12;
Kra+13a; GDN15]. These approaches were tailored to speciﬁc clinical use cases.
The general recognition task is very complex. The complexity needs to be reduced
by means of external constraints. For instance, Lalys et al. proposed a framework
to analyze visual clues from microscopic video for high-level task detection [Lal+12a].
The method was validated on eye cataract surgeries. Although they applied common,
general algorithms from computer vision, their approach required the deﬁnition of
visual clues with semantics speciﬁc to the use case. Additionally, a dedicated pupil
segmentation was required to obtain relevant information [Lal+12a]. In the ﬁnal signal
classiﬁcation, they applied Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) and Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) [Rab89], which perform well in a large variety of applications. Thus, Markov
Models as well as DTW have been commonly used in surgical process modeling for
recognition, for instance in [Ros+06; Blu+08a; BFN10; Lal+11b; Lal+11a; Pad+12;
MN12; Mei+14; TSL16].
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Besides cataract surgery, laparoscopic cholecystectomy is another frequently ad-
dressed clinical use case [Pad+12; Kra+13a; Sta+14; Kra+14]. Many of the pro-
posed recognition techniques rely on sensor data and their analysis [Blu+08a; Kra+14;
Sta+14]. The signal analysis approaches might be generalized; however, their suitabil-
ity for other types of laparoscopic interventions has yet not been broadly shown.
The advent of integrated OR suites will provide larger sets of signals from vari-
ous medical devices, as discussed in Section 2.2. Thus, technical signals will become
intrinsically available for a large variety of clinical use cases, making device data a
considerable source of information for workﬂow recognition. For example, an analysis
of sixty intracranial tumor removal recordings (see Section 2.5.4) revealed that over
forty-two percent of the work steps are performed with powered devices. For medical
devices that do not yet provide network interfaces, Rockstroh et al. proposed a method
for the detection of device interaction [Roc+16]. The displayed video streams from a
microscope, an ultrasound device, and a neuronavigation system, were analyzed to de-
termine if the device is currently in use. A combination of this approach with sensor
technologies for additional input signals, as those for instance presented in [NM12;
Pad+12; MN12; Kra+13a; Mei+14], should enable surgical workﬂow recognition also
in OR suites that are not fully integrated.
Besides the electronic devices, mechanical instruments, such as scalpels, forceps,
or bone punches, are essential to most of the surgical procedures. Hence, several
approaches towards the detection of surgical instruments have been proposed. For
laparoscopic interventions, methods have been published that attempt to detect and
identify instruments in the endoscopic video [Spe+09a; Bou+12; Twi+17] or directly
recognize tasks/phases [Lea+16; Twi+17]. However, this is still a very challenging task.
A more general approach towards the recognition of plain instrument's usage was based
on radio frequency identiﬁcation (RFID) [MN12; NM12; Kra+13a; Mei+14]. The
presented methods rely on RFID markers attached to the instruments. An instrument
recognition that focused on the instrumentation table and used optical and weight
analysis methods was published by Glaser et al. [GDN15] as a multi-sensor system.
For laparoscopy, another approach making use of the trocar was proposed by Toti
et al. [Tot+15]. They used a camera at the trocar which recognized color wheels
attached to the handle of the instruments. The aforementioned approaches focus on
the used instruments or devices and thus cover an essential sub-perspective on the
surgical low-level workﬂow.
The action performed with the instrument is another highly relevant sub-perspective
on the workﬂow. Often, the performed action, for example cut, coagulate, or drill, is
directly linked to the instrument. However, instruments such as forceps may be used to
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hold or remove tissue or to handle a needle during suturing. Thus, gesture recognition
technologies have been proposed. For instance, Unger et al. presented a hand gesture
recognition using thermal imaging of the operational ﬁeld to distinguish eight actions
performed by the surgeon during endoscopic procedures [UCN14]. Furthermore, ap-
plications based on accelerometers worn by the surgeon were proposed for activity
recognition [Ahm+09; Mei+14]. In Robotic Minimal Invasive Surgery (RMIS), the
robot's kinematics provide an additional source of data. These data were used for
surgical gesture classiﬁcation in various projects [Lin+05; Zap+13; DiP+16].
In general, recognition rates are hardly comparable among the diﬀerent approaches.
This is mainly the case due to diﬀerent clinical use cases and settings. Addition-
ally, the methods address diﬀerent levels of granularity. As discussed for the proces
modeling, the level of granularity of recognition also ranged from gestures, sometimes
referred to as surgemes, [Zap+13; Tao+13; UCN14] and low-level tasks [Lal+12b] up to
high-level tasks [Lal+11a; BJD11] and phases [Blu+08a; Sta+14; Twi+17]. Addition-
ally, the research on surgical workﬂow recognition focused several diﬀerent clinical use
cases, among them pituitary surgery [Lal+10], laparoscopic sigmoidectomy [Wee+12],
eye cataract surgery [Lal+12a; Que+14], or laparoscopic cholecystectomy [Pad+12;
Twi+17].
In general, one can expect that the workﬂow recognition problem might be solved
at least for most of the clinical use cases with acceptable accuracy. There are several
approaches available that seem suitable to recognize surgical activities on a reasonable
granularity level. Nonetheless, the recognition technologies, as they rely on noisy
data and interpretation, will not be fully accurate under all circumstances. As a
consequence, the intraoperative tracking of surgical processes needs to be able to cope
with uncertainties in the input data.
2.4 Knowledge-based systems and context-awareness
The foundation of clinical decisions and workﬂows on large sets of data, formalized
knowledge, and models is a trend also eﬀecting the surgical domain [LV06; Ber+14]. A
wide range of concepts has been developed for knowledge-based systems and context-
awareness in various other ﬁelds of application. In this section, a very brief introduction
focused on clinical applications and the context-awareness for medical devices is pro-
vided.
The concept of a context to computation was introduced in pervasive mobile com-
puting, and initial deﬁnitions of context-aware computing were mainly focused on the
location, either of the user or of relevant interaction opportunities [SBG99]. Schilit
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and Theimer initally referred to context as a combination of location, nearby objects,
and people, for example, co-workers or oﬃce coﬀee carts [ST94]. In the understanding
of context in mobile computing, the interaction opportunities, either interaction with
the context or the device, were emphasized over the years [DAS01; PB03; BN07]. In
relation to that, context-aware computing was conceptualized as the ability of sys-
tems or applications to adapt their properties or behavior to the circumstances of use
[KS04]. The feasibility of a representation of the information entities that can be used
to characterize the situation highly depends on the desired application. Conceptualiz-
ing a context representation for a given application domain is a modeling task. The
key challenge is the selection of the relevant properties of reality and their abstract
representation. The representation might be handled either stand-alone or only in re-
lation to planned actions [BN07]. Its internal structuring may be hierarchical, focused
on activities, or based on the actual usefulness of the information entity, and should
also be tailored to the targeted application [PB03; BN07].
Context-aware applications have already been proposed in the health care domain.
For example, Kjeldskov and Skov proposed a context-aware system for a mobile ac-
cess to patient data (MobileWARD) during the nurses' morning routine based on an
electronic patient record (EPR) [KS04]. The aim was to reduce the complexity of the
interface and the human-machine interaction through context-awareness of the system.
However, the context-awareness of the mobile handheld device was mainly based on
its location. In another project, an EPR was combined with a context-aware hospital
bed and a context-aware pill container to assist information provision for the nurses
[Bar04], and a broader set of mobile and stationary systems for information provision
[Bar+06] was analyzed. The approaches introduce new hardware and software, but do
not incorporate existing devices and systems. A comprehensive review on the appli-
cation of the context-awareness paradigm in health care can, for instance, be found in
[BN07].
In the surgical domain, Kati¢ et al. proposed a rule-based approach to the interpre-
tation of context to recognize surgical phases in laparoscopic surgery [Kat+14b]. The
approach used a formalization of adrenalectomies, cholecystectomies and pancreatic
resections based on an ontology for laparoscopic surgeries [Kat+15a]. However, the
recognition of surgical phases is by itself not useful to the surgeon. The ultimate goal
of such approaches should be the construction of context-aware assistance systems.
The basic approaches for formal, ontology-based knowledge representation were ap-
plied to elaborate demonstration applications, for instance augmented reality concepts
in dental implantation [Kat+10; Kat+15b] and laparoscopic surgeries [Kat+14a].
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In the operating room, the increase of patient safety is a major goal. Bardram and
Nørskov implemented, based on a Java Context Awareness Framework (JCAF) [Bar05],
a system displayed at a centralized monitor [BN08]. The system presents preoperative
records and images, checklists, and safety status information. The context-awareness
is based on signals from the operation scheduling system to initially display the patient
record and a checklist afterwards. During the intervention, patient safety issues are
tracked and displayed. More recently, a task manager including a visualization of
ongoing processes was implemented to increase the team awareness and to simplify the
synchronization of work in the operating room [WB14; FWB15].
Context-aware assistance is frequently referenced as a major goal in the research
ﬁeld on surgical workﬂows, as mentioned for example in [Pad+08; Spe+09b; Kat+14b;
Sta+14; Kat+15a]. The implementation of autonomous or cooperative assistance sup-
port systems is discussed as well [Kra+14]. However, the behavior of any context-
aware, autonomously adapting system should be intelligible and explicable to the user
[BN07]. This is crucial to the acceptance of the system, which requires a balance of
proactivity and transparency [Sat01]. Optimally, the technology would be integrated
with the user. It should disappear, or become transparent, to some extent, as it is
expressed in the idea of pervasive computing [Sat01]. In the OR, the devices, their
hardware, and the user interfaces should not be in the focus of the OR staﬀ. Functions
and information should be available at the right place, at the right time in the form of
intelligent tools.
Closed-loop approaches have also been proposed in the medical domain to imple-
ment the desired behavior of assistance systems. Known as Cognition-Guided Surgery,
a loop of perception, interpretation, planning, and action was proposed, for example,
in medical robotics [Wee+13]. The research eﬀorts also considered infrastructures for
the integration of scientiﬁc and clinical data throughout the whole treatment process
[F+16]. Additionally, the concept of dynamic applications, which provide context-
aware assistance and are based on the idea of self-organizing pipelines along the treat-
ment processes, was proposed [Phi+15]. Concerning safety in the operating room and
for surgical procedures, the integration of standardization on the one hand and of ﬂex-
ibility on the other hand is discussed in [Gué+17]. The authors concluded that an
adaptive support is required to allow for standardization but to also retain ﬂexibility
and that a recognition of the surgical situation is a fundamental prerequisite for such
a concept.
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Consequently, a closed-loop approach should also be applied to workﬂow manage-
ment in the operating room. The adaptation of the closed-loop concept to workﬂow-
driven surgical assistance technologies has been published in 2015 [RFN15]. The pro-
cessing schematically depicted in Figure 2.4 should be continuously executed during
surgery.
Figure 2.4: A schematic overview of the closed-loop approach for surgical workﬂow
management [RFN15].
First of all, the surgical process, especially the activities of the surgeon, needs to be
monitored. The aim is to obtain structured data from various sensor systems. A sub-
sequent analysis of these signals is performed to deduce the actual state of the process.
These two steps are the main research subjects in workﬂow recognition. Based on a
combination of the process state and a knowledge base, an interpretation is conducted
to derive a general kind of understanding of the surgical situation. The workﬂow mod-
eling techniques contribute to knowledge bases, which consist of entities of information
on the procedure, such as instruments, tasks and their dependencies, or intervention
phases. After processing these data, a comprehensive description of the surgical situ-
ation should be available. Finally, medical devices may deduce required actions from
the situation to optimally assist the surgeon during the procedure. The key challenge
of the design and the implementation of such an approach will be to mediate between
desired ﬂexibility, reasonable reliability, and the requirements for a regulatory approval.
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2.5 Clinical use cases
The surgical procedures referenced throughout this thesis are related to head and
neck surgery. The procedures are described in the following subsections on a high
abstraction level. They diﬀer in their duration and complexity and range from short,
well-structured cataract surgeries to lengthy, rather ad hoc intracranial tumor removal
procedures. All available training sets are based on process recordings provided by
previous projects conducted at ICCAS. The process instances were carefully checked
for consistency and mapped to a shared terminology and granularity level within each
intervention type.
2.5.1 Eye cataract surgery
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The prevalence of visual impairing cataract is signiﬁcantly
higher for elderly and the surgical intervention is the es-
tablished treatment of choice [Ame11]. The main goal of
the procedure is to replace the blinded, natural lens with
an artiﬁcal lens implant. A schematic representation of the
process is depicted in Figure 2.5.
After initial preparation, aqueous ﬂuid may be removed
from the anterior chamber of the eye (Paracentesis). Subse-
quently, a small incision is made into the capsule that holds
the cataractous lens. The hard lens nucleus is softened by
ultrasound (Phacoemulsiﬁcation) and extracted through the
incision. Finally, the implant is placed into the empty cap-
sule where it unfolds. The incision usually heals without
sutures.
Eighty process instances, which were recorded since 2006
at the University Hospital of Leipzig, were available. The
recordings contained forty inpatient and forty outpatient
cases. The interventions were preformed by three diﬀerent
surgeons. Overall, 76 distinct surgical tasks were considered
and the recordings consisted of 37.9 work steps in mean.
The duration of the procedures ranged from 10 min 28 sec
to 23 min 56 sec with an average duration of about ﬁfteen
minutes.
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2.5.2 Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery
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The aim of a Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery (FESS)
procedure is usually to restore the ventilation and the
drainage provided by the paranasal sinuses. This is achieved
by a modiﬁcation of the local anatomy. The anatomic struc-
tures are approached transnasal under endoscopic vision.
The simpliﬁed representation in Figure 2.6 and the following
description of the intervention are based on process record-
ings performed between 2006 and 2009 at the University Hos-
pital of Leipzig.
During the FESS procedure, an endoscope with straight op-
tics (0◦) as well as angled optics (30◦ or 45◦) may be used.
The diseased mucosal tissue is removed during the inter-
vention using mainly powered shavers, suction tubes and
nasal forceps (Blakesley). The treatment of several anatomic
structures can be part of a FESS procedure, among them the
Sinus maxillaris, the Sinus sphenoidalis, the Sinus frontalis
as well as the Cellulae ethmoidales. An overview of the
anatomy is depicted in Figure 2.7. The approach and treat-
ment of the cavities and tissue may be performed in diﬀerent
ordering. A detailed description of the anatomy and the pro-
cedure can be found for instance in [SJ13].
Figure 2.7: Illustration of the lateral wall of the nasal cavity
[Gra18, Fig. 855].
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2.5.3 Lumbar discectomy
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The objective of a lumbar discectomy is the removal of herni-
ated discs in the lumbar spine. A comprehensive description
of the indications and the established surgical techniques can
for example be found in [Bla13]. Brieﬂy, the patient is posi-
tioned face down or in a kneeling position. The approach to
the herniated disc starts with a skin incision and the use of
retractors to hold the muscles and the skin. Subsequently,
a preparation of the spinal canal ensures a clear view on
the vertebrae and the disc. In some cases, tissue, bone, and
ligament need to be removed to gain access to the disc with-
out damaging the nerve tissue. The aﬀected disc fragments
are removed and the situs is ﬂushed during the discectomy
phase. Finally, the retractors are removed and the incision
is closed with sutures in the closure phase.
Forty-one recordings were available, twenty-one recorded at
University Hospital of Leipzig and twenty at Rennes Univer-
sity Hospital in France. A simpliﬁed representation of the
procedure, which is based on these recordings, is depicted
in Figure 2.8. All surgeries were recorded by the same ob-
server. The interventions took about an hour in mean with
over 120 distinguishable work steps, which were included in
the recordings. The intervention type is an example of a
rather structured procedure that contains excessive loops,
especially during the fragment-by-fragment removal of the
disc. The commonly used devices include a microscope, a
ﬂuoroscopy as an intraoperative imaging modality, and a suc-
tioning device. As the intervention is frequently performed,
it is a valuable clinical use case for analysis and technical
assistance.
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2.5.4 Intracranial tumor removal procedures
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The surgical removal of intracranial tumors is a complex pro-
cedure. It involves numerous medical devices and technical
systems. The demanding work process and the technical
complexity indicate the need for context-aware assistance
and automation. The description of the procedure and the il-
lustration of the surgical workﬂow in Figure 2.9 are based on
process recordings which were available from various former
projects at ICCAS.
For analysis, the procedure was modeled with four major
phases. The procedure starts with a preparation of the pa-
tient and the devices. This phase includes disinfection, nav-
igation system registration, and incision planning. During
the subsequent craniotomy, the skin incision is made, and
the skull and the Dura mater are opened to approach the
intracranial tumor. The actual resection of the tumor is
performed and ﬁnally the skull occlusion and suturing of the
incision are performed during the closure phase. Besides a
microscope, a neuronavigation system, a trephine and an HF
device, ultrasound and electrophysiology might also be used,
depending on clinical requirements.
The available set of process recordings contained sixty in-
stances, which were recorded by human observers with
a medical background using the ICCAS Workﬂow Editor
[Neu+06]. The observers recorded the work steps directly
in the OR.
The interventions were chosen regardless of the diagnoses,
but according to the surgical procedure - a craniotomy. The
duration of the procedures ranged from 2 h23 min54 s to
6 h37 min25 s, with a mean duration of 3 h53 min59 s ±
53 min19 s. A recording consisted of a mean of 190.5± 76.6
work steps. The process model generated from the sixty
recordings included 168 diﬀerent tasks with an average du-
ration of 18.7 s± 12.3 s.
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2.6 Positioning of the thesis
The aim of the present work is to assist the OR personnel during surgical procedures
as those described above. This shall be achieved by smart behavior of the involved
technology. Smart devices in daily life mainly recognize situations (context) and adapt
themselves or provide assistance, which is expected to be useful in the present envi-
ronment [ST94; SBG99; DAS01; Aug+13]. In contrast to that, the medical devices are
usually bound to the surgical working environment, in which the human as well as the
technical actors are focused on the intervention. The performed activities are intended
to safely implement the planned procedure. Nonetheless, surgical processes include ad
hoc decisions. They are neither as predictable as production processes, which workﬂow
management was conceptualized for [GHS95], nor as individual as activities of daily
living. Hence, it seems reasonable to consider a formal modeling of surgical processes
and their variations as a foundation of context-aware surgical assistance systems.
Proactive and adaptive delivery of technical assistance during surgery is a multidi-
mensional challenge. It involves the modeling and recognition of the surgical process as
well as device interoperability and context-aware system's behavior. Context-sensitive
user interfaces [Blu+08a; Lal+11a], information ﬁltering [Kat+15a], automatic re-
porting and documentation [Pad+08; Lal+11a], and general context-aware assistance
[Spe+09b; Kra+14] were frequently mentioned as future applications of workﬂow recog-
nition. But knowing the actual process state, which the recognition aims on, is not
suﬃcient for such applications. There is a considerable gap between the recognized
process state and context-aware behavior of medical devices.
The present thesis contributes to diﬀerent aspects in that research area. Firstly,
formalisms for process models are developed, which are speciﬁcally tailored to the
challenges of intraoperative application. In contrast to existing modeling strategies,
which apply mainly to workﬂow analysis and workﬂow recognition, the intraoperative
requirements were explicitly considered. Thereby, a holistic approach towards repre-
senting surgical situations and procedures has been developed, whereas most of the
existing work was limited to the activities of the surgeon. Although the activities of
the surgeon are the driving force of the processes, various other aspects signiﬁcantly
contribute to the implementation of a planned procedure, the challenges imposed to
the OR technology, and the patient outcome.
Additionally, a modular software system was implemented for the intraoperative
tracking of surgical procedures within the proposed models. The implementation is
not tailored to a clinical use case, but follows a general approach and is highly con-
ﬁgurable. Regarding the added value for the clinicians, a wide variety of applications
are addressed, among them information presentation, documentation, and adaptivity
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of technology. So far, speciﬁc solutions which are mostly centered around a concrete
use case were developed in the former research eﬀorts. Among them are a system
for context-aware augmented reality in dental implant surgery [Kat+15b], a sterile
user interface for preoperative datasets and intraoperative images [Sta+12], and auto-
mated endoscopic camera guidance [Wee+13; BW14]. As opposed to these approaches,
the present work extends the emerging concepts of OR integration to implement a
distributed, cooperative, technical environment for surgical procedures. Established
medical technology shall gain the ability to actively cooperate with the OR team in-
stead of introducing further, specialized hardware. This is achieved by the ﬁrst general
framework for context-aware OR equipment. The developed approach bridges the gap
between machine-readable representations of surgical processes and emerging OR in-
tegration architectures.
Finally, the feasibility of the general concept is demonstrated in multiple applica-
tions under laboratory conditions. The interactive demonstration setup focuses on
realism using real instruments and devices, whereas former projects worked mostly
retrospectively. Sophisticated patient phantoms were available for initial tests of the
implemented workﬂow-driven, context-aware assistance. The present work is the ﬁrst
comprehensive attempt to implement an intelligent operating room, regarded as a set
of medical devices, equipment, and systems that actively cooperate with the users.
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Chapter 3
Modeling of surgical procedures
There are several methods available to model surgical procedures; either single in-
stances or the general course of a given procedure type. The intraoperative generation
of process-related information, however, makes particular demands on the models and
requires tailored processing algorithms. The following sections discuss the demands
and appropriate methods to cope with the speciﬁc requirements of intraoperatively
applied surgical process models.
3.1 General modeling approach
In this thesis, the representation of surgical procedures follows a general modeling
approach, which was designed based on the idea of a multi-perspective process descrip-
tion. Starting from the symbolic representation of performed surgical procedures on
a ﬁne-granular level (low-level perspective), models for various perspectives onto the
surgical process are derived from existing methodologies. The following subsections
provide a brief overview of the approach.
3.1.1 Requirements of modeling and intraoperative tracking of surgical
procedures
The intraoperative application of surgical process models imposes several requirements
concerning the modeling and tracking of surgical procedures during the process imple-
mentation, which were revealed in an initial requirement analysis.
Representation of inter-process variability
The surgical workﬂow is inﬂuenced by many diﬀerent factors, such as the patient's
anatomy and pathology, the OR team or the technical equipment available. Most of
these factors and their inﬂuence onto the course of an intervention are hard to measure
or quantify and model. Many surgical procedures, especially the more complex ones,
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consist partly of ad hoc workﬂows despite a potentially established standard operating
procedure (SOP). The surgeon and the OR team need to rely on personal experience
and training to handle situations that could not be planned in detail as well as un-
foreseen events. Hence, the process instances of a given intervention type always diﬀer
in the duration and sequencing of the performed work steps. The variability tends to
increase with a more ﬁne-granular representation of the process. Whereas the consider-
ation of surgical phases results in a very straight course representation, the inspection
of surgical low-level tasks reveals extensive diﬀerences between two performed proce-
dures of the same type. For instance, an analysis of the intracranial tumor removal
recordings showed one hundert sixty-eight low-level tasks and over one-thousand-one-
hundert diﬀerent transitions. Consequently, in mean, a low-level task will have more
than six potential subsequent tasks. The intrinsic inter-process variability is a well
known phenomenon in surgical workﬂow analysis [Neu+10]. For instance, Forestier et
al. analyzed the sequencing of work steps in lumbar discectomies and could distinguish
between junior and senior surgeons [For+12]. Thus, the surgeon is a relevant inﬂuen-
tial factor. Neumuth et al. studied the inter-process variability in terms of required
sizes of training sets in cataract surgery, and concluded that even a hundred process
recordings did not cover all variations in low-level tasks [Neu+12] for the rather struc-
tured eye cataract surgeries. Hence, any modeling approach needs to account for the
inter-process variability, especially in the representation of low-level perspectives.
Robustness against exceptions
Training samples of surgical procedures are time-consuming and expensive to gather,
as the studies conducted in [Neu+09] demonstrated. Furthermore, the variability of
surgical processes bears the risk of exceptions in a process. Work steps or a sequencing
of work steps might occur that was not included in any of the process instances used as
training samples. The process models and the intraoperative tracking approach need
to cope with these exceptions. Furthermore, the methodology should be able to bridge
these situations and reinitialize the tracking of the procedure as soon as possible.
Expression of reliability
In intraoperative application, the process models will be used to transform information
from lower to higher perspectives. Uncertainty in the input data will propagate from
workﬂow recognition to the interpretation of the process states in this transformation
process. Hence, uncertainty is immanent in the description of surgical situations.
To allow informed decisions based on the results, the modeling approach should also
represent the reliability of the classiﬁed process states.
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Projection capabilities
The overall aim to automatically assist the surgical workﬂow also requires the ability
of technical systems to anticipate forthcoming states of a process (surgical situations).
However, this is not trivial due to the non-linearity of the work step sequencing. Also
the modeling approach should consider this aspect because the models needs to fulﬁll
the prerequisites of the required projection methodologies. Basically, this requires the
ability to provide a probability distribution over forthcoming work steps for a given
situation.
Handling of parallel activities
Since surgery is teamwork, work steps are carried out in parallel. The overall modeling
method should be able to represent these parallel activities. Within a single model,
this might be implemented by a distinction of the various actors, as proposed with the
organizational perspective (participant/actor) in [Neu+09] (see also Section 2.3.1).
Coverage of various aspects
As for postoperative analysis purposes, the posed question determines the requirements
to the model also in intraoperative application. The modeling of surgical procedures is
an abstraction of real surgeries. The relevance of parameters and aspects depends on
the planned application. The existing works in surgical workﬂow modeling for analysis
and recognition purposes, discussed in Section 2.3.3 and Section 2.3.4, indicated that a
coverage of a large variety of granularity levels and aspects is also required for modeling
for intraoperative application. The modeling approach needs to support a broad set of
intraoperative questions to be applicable.
Clearly deﬁned interfaces
On a very abstract level, intraoperative application can be seen as a form of on-the-ﬂy
workﬂow analysis of a procedure. An ongoing process is continuously compared to a
knowledge base, which usually contains a set of previously recorded procedures. Hence,
the modeling approach must provide a linkage mechanism between an incomplete pro-
cess instance and a generalized model. Finally, to be successfully integrated into any
operating room, the modeling approach should be as independent from the technical
environment as possible. This applies to the recognition input as well as to the pro-
cess state outputs. Clearly deﬁned interfaces will be needed to provide the required
independence and to ensure a broad applicability of the resulting models.
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In this thesis, the modeling follows the graph-based approach discussed in Section
2.3.3. The established requirements are reﬂected in the multi-perspective modeling
approach described in the following section.
3.1.2 Multi-perspective workﬂow modeling
The state of a graph-based process model represents an interpretation of the current
surgical situation. A single process model may only cover a speciﬁc perspective onto
the process. A surgical situation should be described in multiple perspectives to com-
prehensively represent the operating context of the technology. The multi-perspective
modeling approach for surgical procedures has been published in [FMN15]. Figure 3.1
schematically depicts possible perspectives and their main relations.
Figure 3.1: Example selection of relevant aspects of an intraoperative surgical situation
and their interconnections including detailed low-level activities, high-level
tasks providing context, the changing patient status and the demand for
technical resources.
The low-level activities, which are described with terms like cut the skin with a
scalpel or remove tissue with forceps, usually only take a few seconds. They are the
fundamental representation of the process changing the patient status. They are also
embedded in the context of a more abstract high-level task, such as skin incision or
tumor tissue removal. The technical resource perspective is exceptional because it aims
to provide qualitative information on the projective demand on devices in categories
such as likely to be required or not required anymore. In this thesis, a network of process
models is proposed together with a processing pipeline to represent the perspectives
and these dependencies. The concrete implementation of the models and the states
considered within highly depends on the clinical use case.
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In the proposed concept, each perspective may be represented by a graph-based
model. These models are connected according to the links of the perspectives, as de-
scribed in the example above (see Figure 3.1). The communication between the models
is implemented using the state of a low-level model (output) as observation (input) to
the high-level model update process. Hence, the generation of a comprehensive sit-
uation description is implemented by the processing of a network of process models,
which is described in more detail in Section 4.1.1.
3.2 Process instance models
The starting point of any bottom-up modeling approach is a set of recorded process
instances. The procedures need to be recorded at least as ﬁne-granular as the low-level
modeling should represent the process. This section provides a brief overview of the
structured representation of low-level process instances.
Any performed intervention may be expressed with symbolic representations of low-
level work steps. The course of a surgical intervention can then be described with
surgical low-level work steps on a time line. Each work step thus has a start time and
a duration. Simpliﬁed, each process instance X(k) may be deﬁned as a vector of work
steps x for structural analysis focusing on the sequence. A set of process instances of
a given intervention type may then be represented as X = {X(k)}.
X(k) = (x
(k)
1 , .., x
(k)
n ) (3.1)
In a set of process instances, a task (state of the process) s is a class of work
steps, which are equal in actor, action, instrument, treated anatomical structure and
intervention phase. A surjective relation between work steps and states may be deﬁned
as follows: x⇒ s iﬀ actor, action, instrument, structure, and phase are equal. Basically,
the sub-perspectives, which describe the low-level activities [Neu+09], are compared
to determine if a work step is an instance of a given task (see also Section 2.3.1).
3.3 Generalized surgical process models
A process instance model represents a concrete realization of a surgical procedure of a
given type. If a set of process instance models describes the same type of intervention
and uses a common set of terms for the representation of the sub-perspectives, then
a process model for the procedure type may be generalized from the set of instances,
as proposed for instance by Neumuth et al. [Neu+10; Neu+12]. In the bottom-up
modeling approach, a set of process instances of a given intervention type is compiled
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into a generalized surgical process model. This approach is used for the low-level per-
spective onto the surgical procedure, whereas the high-level perspectives are top-down
modeled but subsequently trained with the process instances. The diﬀerent approaches
and their application to diﬀerent types of perspectives onto a surgical procedure are
discussed in the following sections.
3.3.1 State-transition models
A state-transition model is the simplest model to express the possible states and se-
quences occurring in the training set. The concept has already been used in surgical
workﬂow research, mainly for analysis purposes [Jan+03; JM07; Neu+10; Neu+12;
Lie+13].
In the frame of this thesis, the state-transition model MG is deﬁned as
MG = (S,A, pi) (3.2)
with a set of states S, a transition matrix A and the initial probabilities pi. The
constructed models do always have an explicit start state sstart and an end state send,
thus pi = (1, 0, .., 0). The start and end node are required to represent the process state
before and after the actual intervention. The elements aij of the transition matrix A
may be calculated as relative frequencies of the related transition occurrences in the
training set.
Pij =
|X|∑
k=1
|{(x(k)t , x(k)t+1)|x(k)t ⇒ si ∧ x(k)t+1 ⇒ sj}| (3.3)
aij =
Pij∑|S|
l=1 Pil
(3.4)
Hence, A is a probabilistic matrix with
∑|S|
j=1 aij = 1 per construction. The represen-
tation of the process instances by vector X(k) = (x(k)1 , .., x
(k)
n ) eliminates the pauses,
which frequently occur between work steps, for example due to instrumentation ex-
change or device preparation. An explicit inclusion of these pauses as nodes in the
model would either create hubs that complicate the course representation or an enor-
mous amount of additional nodes representing the diﬀerent pauses. Both approaches
of pause handling have undesirable eﬀects; hence, the pauses are included into the
proposed model types by duration information attached to the transitions instead of
explicit nodes. This still allows for computations of duration and timing, but reduces
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the complexity of the structural course representation. This approach, however, is
based on the assumption that the pauses do not provide any relevant information to
the overall course of a procedure. The generalization as a bottom-up modeling ap-
proach is depicted schematically in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the creation of a generalized process model
(bottom) from a set of recorded instances (top) by generalization. Suﬃ-
ciently similar work steps are combined to a single model node.
A state-transition model represents the general procedure, i.e. all known variations
present in the training set, for a given intervention type. The deﬁnition of the inter-
vention type may be very speciﬁc, such as trans-femoral aortic valve replacement, or
can be rather broad such as intracranial tumor removal. Whereas the ﬁrst procedure
type term clearly deﬁnes the minimal-invasive approach and access (trans-femoral), the
latter only speciﬁes a tumor location (intracranial) but neither the type of tumor nor
a particular approach. Broader deﬁnitions include more diﬀerent process instances,
which is desirable due to the increased applicability of the resulting model and the
simpliﬁed gathering of training data. However, these models also tend to have a more
complex structure, since they usually need to represent a higher inter-process variabil-
ity.
The complexity of the resulting model is also signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by the granu-
larity of the terms used to characterize a low-level work step. For instance, low-level
tasks may be performed by various individuals in the OR, e.g. a surgeon, an assistant,
a sterile nurse, a medical-technical assistant or a circulator. Considering each role in-
dividually in terms of the actor sub-perspective would usually result in an increased
amount of diﬀerent process states (nodes in the model). As an example, cut, scalpel,
skin would be considered two distinct work steps, if done by the surgeon and at least
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once by the assistant. With some further abstraction, the actor perspective would
for instance only consider sterile and unsterile as characterization of the individual
performing the activity. Thus, sterile, cut, scalpel, skin would represent both afore-
mentioned situations, which results in a lower complexity of the generalized model.
3.3.2 Surgical Workﬂow Trace Models
The transition probabilities in a state-transition modelMG solely depend on the source.
The newly developed Surgical Workﬂow Trace Model MT = (S, a, pi) extends the MG.
In contrast to the MG, the transition probabilities in MT are encoded in a function,
not a matrix. The function a takes the history of the source state into account. The
model formalism has been published in [FMN13].
The dependencies on the previously performed tasks are implemented using a so
called Surgical Workﬂow Trace. The trace is a three-part progress key, in a vector-like
form (ancestor state, prior state, actual state). The third part of the key represents
the current (or most recent) task. The previously performed task is expressed as the
second part. The ﬁrst (oldest) part encodes the latest prior-performed task that was
categorized as structurally relevant. The classiﬁcation of structural relevance requires
some additional statistical analysis of the frequencies of states.
First, the relative frequency oSi of a state si in a training set X = {X(k)} may be
calculated as follows:
oSi =
|{x(k)t |x(k)t ⇒ si}|
|⋃|X|k=1X(k)| (3.5)
Second, the structural relevance may be characterized by the distribution of the
state's occurrence over the process instances in the training set. Thereto, we analyze
the relative occurrence oXi of a state si in {X(k)}.
oXi =
|{X(k)|∃t : x(k)t ⇒ si}|
|{X(k)}| (3.6)
While oSi represents how often a task is seen in mean during an intervention, o
X
i
indicates which proportion of the interventions contains the given task. Finally, we
may deﬁne the structural relevance level of a state as binary relation Rstruct(s) ∈ {0, 1}.
Thereto, the relative frequency and the occurrence of a state are combined based on
self-information theory.
rstruct(si) = −oXi · log|⋃|X|k=1X(k)| oSi (3.7)
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Rstruct(si) =
1 rstruct(si) in top 20 percent of all rstruct(S)0 otherwise (3.8)
The deﬁnition ensures that tasks that usually occur in the procedures and are more or
less unique in the intervention course are considered relevant. This way, the binary re-
lation Rstruct classiﬁes tasks such as registration of the navigation system, skin incision,
or an implantation as structurally relevant. Hence, these tasks occur as ancestor part
in the Surgical Workﬂow Trace. In turn, coagulation at soft tissue or removing tissue
with forceps is not considered structurally relevant. Finally, the Surgical Workﬂow
Trace may be deﬁned as follows:
α = (αa, αp, αc) with α ∈ (S ∪ {⊥})3 (3.9)
The special token ⊥ may be assigned to any part for marking it as ambiguous. This
may be useful for ﬂexible processing and will be explained in detail later in this section.
A valid (and non-ambiguous) Surgical Workﬂow Trace α needs to additionally fulﬁll
the following deﬁned constraints for given a process instance X(k) at work step x(k)t .
αc ⇐ x(k)t (3.10)
αp ⇐ x(k)t−1 (3.11)
αa ⇐ x(k)τ with (3.12)
R(sa ⇐ x(k)τ ) = 1
τ ≤ t− 2
τ = t− 2 ∨ ∀t˜ ∈ [τ + 1, .., t− 2] : R(s˜⇐ x(k)
t˜
) = 0
The current part αc represents the currently performed task, which thus matches the
currently performed low-level work step. This analogously applies to the prior part αp,
which represents the previously performed task. The ancestor part αa needs to match
a work step that is older than αp and from those is the most recent characterized as
structurally relevant.
Furthermore, may x¯(k)t′ = (x
(k)
1 , .., x
(k)
t′ ) be a sub-sequence of a process instance X
(k)
from the beginning of the recording up to t′ and may X¯s = {x¯t′ |xt′ ⇒ s} represent the
set of all work step sub-sequences x¯ ending with state s in a set {X(k)}. The a sub-
sequence matches a given trace α (x¯ ∼ α), if the respective sequence of nodes would
generate the given trace in a corresponding model MT . Based on that, the absolute
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transition probability from a given trace α to a potential next task sj may then be
calculated in a Surgical Workﬂow Trace Model MT :
Pij(α) =
|X|∑
k=1
P
(k)
ij (α) =
|X|∑
k=1
|{(x(k)t , x(k)t+1)|x¯(k)t ∼ α ∧ x(k)t+1 ⇒ sj}| (3.13)
Hence, the transition probabilities directly depend on the trace in a Surgical Workﬂow
Trace Model. Finally, the relative probability for a transition from si to sj with a given
valid trace α, especially αc = si, may be calculated as follows:
a : (S ∪ {⊥})3 × S 7→ [0.0, .., 1.0] with a(α, sj) = Pij(α)∑|S|
l=1 Pil(α)
(3.14)
The resulting transition probabilities are course-dependent. Each transition has a
speciﬁc probability for each trace that was constructed from the training set for at least
one occurrence of the given transition. This might also be seen as multiple transitions
with the exact same source and destination, but diﬀerent traces as key and diﬀerent
probabilities as well as duration and frequency information attached. Any Surgical
Workﬂow Trace Model may be expressed as a common state-transition model with
exclusive transitions between the nodes by extending the states. The proposed trace
concept is summarized in the schematic Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Abstract example of a generalized process represented as Surgical Workﬂow
Trace Model (bottom) and the trace changed by an ongoing procedure
(top). Underlined labels indicate structurally relevant nodes.
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By design, the trace-dependent transition probabilities introduce short-term to mid-
term dependencies into the model. The model is more complex than the ones with
Markov property. However, the compactness of the representation simpliﬁes the han-
dling and also allows to process incomplete and yet unknown traces. This ability is
crucial to cope with high inter-process variability in ﬁne-granular process representa-
tions. A surgical procedure is tracked intraoperatively by constructing a subsequent
workﬂow trace whenever a new low-level task had begun. Missing steps could only
occur if the surgeon performed a work step that was not included anywhere in the
model. In such cases, the current part of the trace became ambiguous, αc = ⊥. The
ambiguous part matches any node, ⊥ ∼ s ∈ S. Such a trace may be a valid output
of the model processing. However, until there is no new information on a performed
work step, the processing capabilities are limited, as discussed in Section 4.3.2.
Due to the inter-process variability, situations could occur in which a trace does
not match any possible transition within the Surgical Workﬂow Trace Model. The
particular trace conﬁguration, and thereby the respective surgical situation, was not
included in the training set. If a set of forthcoming work steps should be provided, such
cases are handled by a two-level approach published in [FMN13]. In the ﬁrst level, only
the current part αc and the ancestor part αa of the trace are considered (αp := ⊥). If
there are still no possible transitions, the ancestor part of the trace is made ambiguous
as well (αa := ⊥). If the current part of the trace was not already ambiguous, there
had to be at least one legal transition. Otherwise, the node would not have been in
the model at all per construction. With this approach, missing transitions could be
handled in the trace model. The processing employed the internal structure of the
trace. Whenever a trace contained ambiguous parts, for example α = (αa,⊥, αc), all
of the possible matching traces α′ ∼ (αa,⊥, αc) ∈MT are considered when determining
the outgoing transitions of a node and their probabilities in relation to the given trace.
Interventions usually include recurrent loops, for instance potentially long sequences
of cutting and coagulation during a tumor resection. The concise trace is not suﬃ-
cient for representing these situations, in particular how often loops have already been
completed. An eﬃcient handling of these situations required a plastic adaption of the
model, published in [FMN13]. The adaption was performed step-by-step in parallel to
the intervention progress. Every transition taken by a concrete process instance had
a speciﬁc trace and target node. Consequently, the adaption approach reduces the
probability of a taken transition. The reduction is based on the absolute frequencies
of the transitions calculated from the training set. Thereto, let OXij denote the number
of instances in the training set which contain the transition from si to sj at least once.
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OXij = |{X(k)|∃t : (x(k)t ⇒ si) ∧ (x(k)t+1 ⇒ sj)}| (3.15)
P ′ij(α) =
{
Pij(α)−OXij Pij(α)−OXij > 1
Pij(α)/2 otherwise
(3.16)
This permanently embeds the information that a transition had already occurred
within the low-level model. Thus, the overall probability of loop structures is reduced
in each iteration. The approach is meant to estimate the conditional probability when
taking the previous course into account, and yet is still preserving the fast calculation
and the concise representation.
3.3.3 Adaptive Trace Models
The calculation of transition probabilities can make use of the course of the ongoing
procedure. Such a course-dependent calculation approach was already implemented
with the Surgical Workﬂow Trace Model using the trace-dependent probabilities. This
approach, however, can be generalized using the full history of the work step instead
of the trace as a concise representation of the course. Thereto, the Adaptive Trace
Model is proposed and was published in [FN15b]. Basically, the calculation of the
transition probabilities uses a weighted summation of the transition occurrences in the
training set. The weights are determined according to the similarity of the respective
pre-courses. An overview of the approach is depicted in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: An overview of the approach to adapt the transition probabilities in an
Adaptive Trace Model to an ongoing and yet incomplete procedure.
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As deﬁned above, X¯s = {x¯t′ |xt′ ⇒ s} denotes the set of sub-sequences in {X(k)}
that end with a work step that maps to state s in a given model. Furthermore, let
x˜ = (x˜1, .., x˜t) represent an ongoing (incomplete) procedure. In general, the probability
for a transition from state si to sj under the premise of the course x˜ may be formulated
as follows for each model type:
p
(
(si, sj)|x˜
)
=
∑X¯si
x¯ δsj (x˜, x¯)∑S
s′
∑X¯si
x¯ δs′(x˜, x¯)
(3.17)
Hence,
∑S
s′ p
(
(x˜t ⇒ s, s′)|x˜
)
= 1 per construction. For a state-transition modelMG,
δ is deﬁned as follows:
δsj (x˜, x¯) =
{
1 x¯t′+1 ⇒ sj ∧ x˜t ⇒ s˜ = s¯⇐ x¯t′
0 otherwise
(3.18)
This is extended in the Surgical Workﬂow Trace Model to consider the additional
conditions represented in the trace.
δsj (x˜, x¯) =
{
1 x¯t′+1 ⇒ sj ∧ α(x˜) = α(x¯)
0 otherwise
(3.19)
The complete history of the current work step x˜t is represented in the Adaptive Trace
Model by deﬁning δ as follows:
δsj (x˜, x¯) =
{
sim(x˜, x¯) x¯t′+1 ⇒ sj ∧ x˜t ⇒ s˜ = s¯⇐ x¯t′
0 otherwise
(3.20)
A function sim : S × S 7→ R+ might be used to represent the dependency of the
transition probability on the work step's history. String similarity measures can be
applied for similarity calculation, since all x are sequences of work steps that can be
mapped to sequences of model states s. By means of that, the set of model states S
is the required shared alphabet. Thus, two sequences of work steps, mapped to tasks,
may be regarded as strings or discrete signals. The deﬁnition of the similarities can
be individual for each work step and should somehow correspond to the relevance of
the work step to the considered transition. These calculations may be based on some
of the following assumptions on the relevance of a previous node for a forthcoming
transition:
• (A) The relevance of previously performed work steps decreases over time
• (B) The work steps diﬀer in their relevance
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• (C) The relevance of a work step depends on the considered transition
The deﬁnition of the course similarity measurement function is crucial to a successful
estimation of the transition probabilities. The similarity function considers the yet
incomplete ongoing procedure x˜ and the corresponding sub-sequence x¯. The reciprocal
of the dynamic time warping (DTW) distance measurement, which is common to time
series analysis, is proposed as a similarity function.
sim(x˜, x¯) =
(
DTW (x˜, x¯) + 
)−1
;  1 (3.21)
The DTW calculates the optimal match between two given sequences using a cost
function. The cost function is usually a distance measure between two symbols of
the respective sequences. For surgical workﬂows, also Forestier et al. used a DTW
to predict the low-level task, but applied it to ﬁxed time spans [For+14; For+15].
Their method comes down to a full matching of the ongoing procedure to the known
procedures with a binary cost function. But considering the aforementioned assump-
tion (A) and the potential lengthiness of procedures, a cost function that additionally
depends on the position of the symbol within the sequence is required. The costs
should decrease with increasing age of the work step. A time-dependent cost function
Ω(x˜τ1 ⇒ s1,∆t1, x¯τ2 ⇒ s2,∆t2) was used for the DTW.
Ω(s1,∆t1, s2,∆t2) = 0.5 · (ω(s1,∆t1) + ω(s2,∆t2)) (3.22)
The cost is deﬁned as the mean of two time-dependent, exponential functions ω(s,∆t)
with an initial relevance a and a decay rate λ. The initial relevance a(s) should be
deﬁned so that it represents how speciﬁc the occurrence of s is, whereas the decay rate
λ(s) denotes how fast the relevance of a state decreases over time. Thus, the resulting
similarity measure would also account for the assumption (B) discussed above.
ω(s,∆t) = a(s) · e−λ(s)∆t (3.23)
The similarity measure deﬁned here does not rely on equidistant time samples but
worked on a work step by work step base. Hence, the decay rate λ was deﬁned on a
work step base as ∆t denoted the number of work steps performed since s. An optimal
decay rate may depend on the complexity of the intervention and the granularity level
of the process recordings. So far, it needs to be determined empirically and is set
equally for all states. Additionally, a constant was used for the initial relevance a(s)
in the applied implementation, as the sizes of the available recording sets were rather
small and limited the training possibilities.
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In principle, the model formalism allows to account for all the proposed assumptions.
A state-dependent similarity measurement function may improve the performance and
the initial relevance and the decay rate could be deﬁned individually for each state.
However, this would require a signiﬁcantly larger amount of training data available for
a stable calculation of those parameters, especially for work steps that seldom occur
in the analyzed intervention type. The weight ω may be designed as an estimator of
the relevance of a given state to a given transition. In current state si, the conditional
probability of the occurrence of s at that time given that the next transition will be
(si, sj) can be calculated from the training set for each backwards time delta ∆t. This
directly corresponds to the task of providing relevance estimations on a previously
performed state s when calculating the probability of a given transition (si, sj).
P∆t(xt−∆t ⇒ s|(si, sj)) = P (xt−∆t ⇒ s, (si, sj))
P ((si, sj))
(3.24)
Subsequently, the parameters of the relevance estimation function ω might be deter-
mined using regression. Such a deﬁnition would also account for assumption (C), but
would require an even larger training set for a stable calculation. Furthermore, for a
process instance x˜ not included in the training set, one can expect situations in which
previously preformed work steps x˜t−∆t exist that were not included in any considered
sub-sequence x¯ from the training set. In such situations, an exception handling strat-
egy is required to be able to consider x˜t−∆t despite the missing parameters for the
respective ω. In such cases, a probable strategy would be using the mean over all work
steps as a fallback.
In summary, the Adaptive Trace Model implements transition probabilities in a
graph-based model that adapt to the ongoing procedure. To achieve that, the method
calculates the model locally and on-the-ﬂy, basically by trying to predict the next
state based on course similarities. The resulting transition probabilities may also be
interpreted as the probabilities for forthcoming surgical low-level work steps. The
adaptation is implemented by a systematic comparison of the ongoing procedure with
each known process instance in the training set. The approach considered each sub-
sequence in the training set that ends with the currently performed work step. Thus,
the Adaptive Surgical Process Model contains all transitions a common state-transition
model would contain. Any improvements in the transition probabilities do not reduce
the coverage rate of the model.
The proposed method for the determination of the transition probabilities requires
multiple calculations of DTW weights. These calculations can be done on standard
hardware for rather short interventions such as eye cataract surgeries in real-time.
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More complex procedures will require a larger amount of DTW calculations. Parts
of the process with a high variability require larger training sets. Thus, they also re-
quire more DTW calculations due to the larger number of outgoing transitions for the
considered states. The amount of calculations may be reduced using the decreasing
inﬂuence of the older work steps. The exponential decay limits the number of work
steps with a recognizable eﬀect on the similarity measure, which is intended. Hence,
it is possible to omit the other parts of the DTW calculation for a suﬃciently precise
approximation. Besides that, there is a semantically justiﬁed option to limit the DTW
calculations. The DTW may only be calculated in the current surgical phase, as the
deﬁned phase transitions should represent to some extent natural boundaries in the
inter-dependencies during the course. From an implementation point of view, an addi-
tional speed-up may be achieved by a parallel execution of the similarity calculations
for the diﬀerent instances in the training set.
The proposed model requires an ongoing process instance to be evaluated. The
transition probabilities within the model directly depend on the input from the pro-
cess instance. It is designed explicitly for intraoperative evaluation, but is not suitable
for workﬂow analysis purposes. An oine evaluation of the model could only be im-
plemented by construction of all possible paths through the model graph. Yet, there
is an inﬁnite number of possible paths if loops are included in the model structure.
Basically, not having an explicit notation of the transition probabilities complicates
the evaluation. In turn, it removes the explicit probability requirement for the mod-
eling language, which would for instance allow to apply BPMN. Finally, the Surgical
Workﬂow Trace, as it was deﬁned in Section 3.3.2, can be calculated analogously for
Adaptive Trace Models. Hence, the trace could still be considered as an input to high-
level models (see also Section 3.1), which represents the actual low-level state and its
history concisely.
3.4 Abstract surgical process models
An important prerequisite for autonomous situation-aware adaptation of medical de-
vices is a comprehensive representation of the operating context regarding the sur-
gical process and situation. The low-level tasks considered so far are crucial to the
understanding of surgical procedures and the application context of medical devices.
However, the ﬁne-granular representation of the surgeons' activities is only one of the
perspectives onto the processes. Surgical process models are required that capture
more abstract contexts. The developed modeling approach for high-level perspectives
that provide such information was published in [FMN15] and [FN15c].
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3.4.1 Motivation
Context-aware systems' behavior does not solely depend on low-level tasks, but requires
a more general kind of understanding of the surgical situation. But the available work-
ﬂow recognition techniques can only provide data on the current low-level work step in
diﬀerent sub-perspectives (see Section 2.3.1). As an example taken from intracranial
tumor removal procedures, these data might be interpreted as the following statement:
The surgeon does drill the cranial bone with a trephine...
But this statement is not suﬃcient for comprehensive context-awareness, because it is
not equivocal. One might expect a situation like that:
...to open the skull after it has been exposed with a skin incision.
However, the exact same combination of low-level information can also occur later
during the intervention. For instance, the related situation might also be:
...to extend the trepanation when the tumor is already partially removed.
or even
...to prepare the trepanation for bone reconstruction when the actual tumor removal is
already completed.
High-level contextual information is required in addition to the low-level perspec-
tives in order to resolve these ambiguities. The representation of surgical procedures
is usually focused on the activities of the surgeon and OR staﬀ. However, this in-
formation may not be applicable or suﬃcient for dynamic systems' behavior in the
OR as well as for general resource management. The aim of the multi-perspective
modeling and intraoperative processing approach is the online generation of surgical
situation descriptions that include the performed low-level work step and its history,
the abstracted high-level tasks for contextual information, and a general patient status
perspective.
3.4.2 Modeling method
The method proposed here combines a low-level representation with high-level models
based on Hidden Markov. The surgical process representations are described in the
following subsections, mostly based on [FN14a] and [FMN15]. Figure 3.5 depicts the
input-output dependencies of the perspectives schematically and in relation to Figure
3.1.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic overview of the model inter-dependencies for the online genera-
tion of surgical situation descriptions based on the aspects of the surgical
situation.
The low-level model (Adaptive Trace Model) represents the surgical tasks in detail
and provides a Surgical Workﬂow Trace as a low-level characterization of the current
surgical situation. The low-level tasks are always part of an abstract task, which is
represented using a high-level model based on a Hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM).
Consequently, these models may use the trace as input. The patient status was indi-
rectly inﬂuenced by the surgical low-level work step, but might use the same formalism
and input. These high-level perspectives may be considered attributes providing con-
text to the recognized low-level task. The more predictive resource perspectives may
also be modeled as HSMMs. However, they should combine the actual states of the
other perspectives instead of relying solely on the low-level task. The overall link-
age and implementation of a comprehensive processing is described in more detail in
Section 4.1.1.
The high-level representations of surgical procedures were modeled with a top-down
approach. The identiﬁed high-level tasks were considered to be states of the interven-
tion from an action perspective. The tasks represented the main work steps abstracting
activity details. Those abstract work steps typically provided contextual information
for the current low-level activity. Additionally, the performed low-level activities gen-
erated changes in the patient status, which was represented on an abstract level with
such terms as skin incision made, skull opened, or tumor tissue removed.
The changes in high-level perspectives onto a surgical procedure depend on recently
performed low-level tasks. Usually, a sequence of low-level work steps is implemented
to realize a high-level task or change the patient status. The states and changes them-
selves were not directly observable and occurred at random points in time. The timing
aspect is essential to the description and projection of surgical workﬂows. Hidden
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semi-Markov models are considered suitable to represent the sequences of rather ho-
mogeneous segments along a process [Gué03]. Consequently, the proposed high-level
models are derived from HSMMs with stepped time because of their ability to express
the time-dependent aspects of the underlying low-level perspective of the surgical pro-
cedure. In 2010, Yu et al. presented a uniﬁed description of the variants of HSMMs
[Yu10].
Noise in the available observations is the major challenge for online application
of the high-level models to be designed. Especially missing input signals (low-level
work steps) need to be compensated somehow to increase the robustness of the high-
level situation classiﬁcation. The explicit modeling of residence time within a state
and a continuous update mechanism, which are tailored to the requirements of the
intended model network, are described in the following subsection. The processing
ﬁnally provides a probability distribution over all model states for each time step.
The state with the highest probability was taken as the classiﬁcation output of the
perspective processing.
Time dependency and duration modeling in continuous update cycles
The modeling of the time dependency proposed here relies on a discrete time space
with a frequency of 1 Hz. The model considered each change in low-level activity
as an observation. Thus, the probability distribution of the states in the model was
updated with new information. The model is deﬁned as MH = (S,O,A,B, pi), with
a ﬁnite set of states S, a ﬁnite set of observations O, state transition probabilities A,
observation probabilities B, and initial state probabilities pi. The designed high-level
model included an explicit start state; thus, pi = (1, 0, 0, ..). With a new observation,
the probabilities of all states can be updated the usual way.
pt(i) =
|S|∑
j=1
[pt−1(j) ∗ aji ∗ bi(ot)] with (i, j ∈ S; t ∈ T ) (3.25)
No new low-level activity had begun or been detected in between these recognizable
observations. In a standard HMM conﬁguration, the duration of the states can only
be modeled implicitly using self-transitions. As a result, the implied underlying du-
ration distribution is geometric, due to the constant probability of the self-transition
[Yu10]. Continuous update and robustness against recognition failures required an
explicit state duration modeling. A model of the residence time within a state will
allow to compensate missed low-level observations by bridging gaps in the input se-
quence during continuous update. The duration modeling methods commonly used in
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handwriting and speech recognition applications [Rab89; YK03] were adapted for the
surgical process models. Especially the modeling of residence time and the exception
handling needed to be considered explicitly.
The residence time within a high-level state is considered to be the time until a
new input is available, and thus a usual update can be performed. With a subsequent
self-transition, the model will stay in the same state. However, the time between
two observations is regarded the residence time in the following modeling approach.
These timings depend on the highly diﬀering duration of the low-level work steps
and the potential subsequent pauses. For example, the 311 work steps in the 60
recordings of intracranial tumor removals, where the surgeon is cutting with micro-
scissors during resection, have a mean duration of 18 s. Suturing the skin during
closure is also a very common work step, which was recorded 182 times with a mean
duration of over 276 s. The common formulation of an HSMM, as summarized for
instance in [Yu10], associates a new observation with each time step of residence in
a state, where the duration distribution depends on the current state. In contrast to
that, the interpretation designed here associates a single observation for a time span of
residence. This simpliﬁes the calculation of residence time distribution, as it depends
on the underlying low-level step (observation) instead of solely depending on the high-
level state. However, this approach requires to allow for self-transitions to model cases
in which a subsequent low-level work step, which is a new observation and thus requires
a state transition, belongs to the same high-level task.
In the short term approximation, the model should consider the last seen observation.
The low-level work steps were encoded in the observations via the trace αt of the low-
level model at time t. Hence, a state duration model is proposed that depends on
the hidden state si, the last observation ot = αt, and the elapsed time ∆t since then.
Figure 3.6 depicts a histogram of the durations of a low-level work step (left) and all
low-level work steps in a high-level task (right) as illustrative examples.
The required parameter of a geometric distribution cannot be reliably determined
for each possible trace, especially for rare observations, as Figure 3.6 indicates on the
left. Hence, empirical duration distributions P˜d(si, ot,∆t) were calculated from the
training data. However, these distributions depend on the last observation ot and can
only be applied in case of a given last observation.
If the last observation was not applicable, common geometric distributions P¯d(si,∆t)
over all observations in the given high-level task si were used to update the state proba-
bilities. Geometric distributions seem to be acceptable approximations (see Figure 3.6,
right) and do not require to track any data across update cycles due to the constant
decay rate, which allows for an eﬃcient calculation.
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Figure 3.6: Histograms of durations of the navigation usage work step in the high-level
task of checking the situation during resection (left) and of all low-level
work steps in the high-level task of tumor tissue removal (right) in the
sixty recorded intracranial tumor removal cases.
Basically, possible future sequences of observations are estimated over time during an
update cycle. Both distributions are jointly applied by keeping track of the probability
proportion bound to the last observation and the unbound proportion of the probabil-
ity for each state. To that end, the model stores the ratio of bound to unbound. The
ratio controls the proportions of drawing from both distributions. Directly after an
observation, the probabilities of the states are calculated according to Equation 3.25
and considered bound to that observation. Whenever a proportion of the probability is
shifted to a next state in estimating the future course, it is considered unbound after-
wards. By means of that, the resulting model was founded on an empirical distribution
after a given observation occurred, with subsequent step-by-step shifting to a geometric
distribution. To retain the readability for the following notation, the duration distri-
butions are generalized to pd(si, ot,∆t) and t denotes the time the last observation
has occurred. The probability of the model's states were recursively updated at each
second as follows:
pt+∆t+1(si)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
P. of being in si
at t + ∆t + 1
= pd(si, ot,∆t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Reside in si
after ∆t
∗ pt+∆t(si)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Being in si
at t + ∆t︸ ︷︷ ︸
P. of still being in si
at t + ∆t + 1
+
|S|∑
j=1
{[1− pd(sj , ot,∆t)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
P. of leaving sj
after ∆t
∗ pt+∆t(sj)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Being in sj
at t + ∆t
∗ aji︸︷︷︸
Trans.
to si
}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
P. of entering si at t + ∆t + 1
(3.26)
After an update time step (1Hz), the probability of a state pt+∆t+1(si) is calculated
as the sum of the probability of still being in the given state and the probability of
entering that state. The probability of residing in a state can be calculated by the
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product of the probability of having been in the state pt+∆t and the probability of
no new observation pd(si, ot,∆t). The probability of entering the state si is summed
from the probabilities of leaving a state sj , 1− pd(sj , ot,∆t), and the probability of a
transition from sj to si.
The explicit modeling of residence time in a state, which is based on the available
low-level data, reﬂects the time dependency of the course within the high-level models.
The continuous update mechanism allows for model state changes without observations.
Thus, a robustness against recognition failures, i.e. missing inputs, may be improved
by a stochastic bridging of gaps in the input sequence. Details on the evaluation are
given in Section 4.1.2.
Handling of incomplete observations
The high-level models use traces α generated by the low-level model as observations.
The large inter-process variability in ﬁne-granular process representation results in two
special cases that must be considered when using the trace as an observation in HSMMs:
observation incompleteness and model incompleteness. The following extensions were
published in [FMN15] and focus on the robustness of the classiﬁcation in those cases.
Observation incompleteness occurred if parts of the observation were not available
due to an incompleteness of the low-level node set. In those cases, the low-level work
step was unknown to the low-level model, and hence the trace contained ambiguous
parts. However, there is still partial information within these observations, at least in
the fact that a change in the low-level perspective occurred. The processing employs
the internal structure of the trace that was used as an observation. Whenever an
observed trace contained ambiguous parts, e.g. ot = αt = (αa, αp,⊥), all of the
possible matching observations o ∼ αt ∈ O are considered when updating the model
with respect to the observation probabilities bi(o ∼ at) within the corresponding states
si ∈ S. However, in practice, this was not applicable for completely ambiguous traces
or isolated ancestor parts, as there was an excessive number of matching observations
in these cases. Such incomplete observations needed to be ignored when updating the
model. The observation-less update is the fallback solution for these situations.
Model incompleteness is the second situation that prevents a direct application of the
given trace as an observation. Whenever a trace was not contained within the training
set, the given observation could not match any observation in the high-level model.
However, the aforementioned strategy for incomplete observations could be applied
to use the observation. Again, the well-known trace structure is used. Parts of the
observed trace are ignored (made ambiguous) based on a simple rule set. The rule set
for observation matching was based on the assumption that the information content
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of the trace parts decreased with age. Hence, the ancestor part was the ﬁrst to be
made ambiguous (αa, αp, αc) → (⊥, αp, αc), followed by the prior part (αa, αp, αc) →
(αa,⊥, αc) and then both of them (αa, αp, αc) → (⊥,⊥, αc). After each modiﬁcation,
the applicability of the partially ambiguous observation is tested.
3.4.3 Technical resource usage modeling
The low-level work steps provide information on whether a technical resource, for in-
stance the navigation system, is currently in use. However, whether a device had been
used previously and, more importantly, whether the resource could be used during the
remaining intervention course, is not represented. Intraoperatively available informa-
tion on technical resources, including their usage and the future demand, is an essential
aspect of the surgical situation. Additional process models based on the HSMM were
considered to obtain qualitative information on device usage. Each device or technical
resource is represented with its own model. To capture the desired predictive charac-
ter, the following states were considered: not used yet, in use, likely to be required, not
likely to be required, not required, and unused. Figure 3.7 depicts the state transition
graph for the technical resources.
Figure 3.7: The considered states of a technical resource and the represented transitions
between the states.
Naturally, all technical resources are considered not used yet at the beginning of a
procedure. This state is kept until the device is used (in use) for the ﬁrst time. Subse-
quently, the resource could likely be used again during the remainder of the intervention
(likely to be required). Later, another use of the same resource is usually less likely but
still possible (not likely to be required). However, the states of likely to be required and
not likely to be required could not be strictly deﬁned and distinguished. Finally, for
many resources there exists a point of progress at which no further application is pos-
sible or useful (not required). The additional unused state was introduced to explicitly
represent cases in which the device was not used during the intervention. The model
could thus be applied even if the resource was not used in a process instance.
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In contrast to the previously described perspectives, the proposed technical resource
modeling depends not only on past usage but also on the potential future uses. To ob-
tain as much input information as possible for the desired partly predictive statement,
the model's input observations use the output of all of the previously described mod-
els (see also Figure 3.5). However, the low-level input is reduced to the current task,
omitting the remainder of the trace for a reduction of complexity. Thus, an adapted
handling of incompleteness, such as the one described for high-level task models, is not
applicable to the resource usage models.
3.5 Discussion on modeling of surgical procedures
Three major requirements, the representation of inter-process variability, the robust-
ness against exceptions, and projection capabilities were identiﬁed in Section 3.1.1.
The proposed low-level model formalisms are speciﬁcally designed to handle variabil-
ity in the process implementations. The Surgical Workﬂow Trace Model as well as the
Adaptive Trace Model explicitly consider the previous course in the transition proba-
bilities. This introduces short-term to mid-term dependencies between work steps into
the models combined with exception handling strategies for the trace. When calculat-
ing outgoing transition probabilities for the current situation, this mainly to reduces
the uncertainty in the prediction of forthcoming tasks. The approaches are designed to
work best for frequent tasks that reoccur in diﬀerent situations. If these tasks have dif-
ferent successors in these situations, this will be reﬂected in the transition probabilities
and in the predictions.
The trace concept has a limited capability to express uncertainty in the actual process
state. The current part either represents a concrete task or the ambiguous task (⊥).
So, the representation is only binary: either fully conﬁdent or completely uncertain. A
more complex representation of uncertainty, for example a probability distribution over
current tasks, would depend on the properties of the inputs. The recognition would be
required to continuously provide reliability indicators for each recognized work step.
Finally, the proposed design decision for binary representation is a trade-oﬀ between
two requirements: Expression of reliability of the presented output and independence
from recognition technology by clearly deﬁned interfaces, both established in Section
3.1.1. For the low-level perspective, a clear decision on the low-level task is forced,
which preserves the meaningfulness for the subsequent processing steps. It allows the
deﬁnition of the trace structure. The high-level models may proﬁt from the concise
course representation in their observations.
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For high-level perspectives, the exception handling, the related robustness, and the
linkage between perspectives, are the most relevant aspects. If the Surgical Workﬂow
Trace is used as an input, the exception handling can proﬁt from the known internal
structure of the observation. This is designed to increase the robustness in case of
something being messed up in the low-level perspective. The proposed explicit duration
handling also may contribute to the robustness when bridging missing low-level inputs.
Furthermore, it allows to represent the decrease of reliability over time. In contrast to
common HMMs triggered only by changing low-level work steps, the abstract surgical
process models express the reliability of their output through an input-dependent and
time-dependent probability distribution over their states, which is highly relevant to
allow for informed subsequent decisions of assistance systems.
By means of using the Surgical Workﬂow Trace as observation, the high-level per-
spectives can also be linked to the low-level perspective intrinsically. Thus, a set of the
models discussed in this chapter can represent a surgical procedure in multiple per-
spectives and granularity levels. The previously discussed limitation on the surgeons'
activities and a predeﬁned analysis question can be overcome when constructing mul-
tiple models for a procedure type. The intraoperative processing of these models in
an integrated manner and the corresponding evaluations will be discussed in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 4
Intraoperative processing and
contextual information
Various aspects of a surgical situation description could be represented using process
models: low-level activities, abstract tasks, patient status, or the use of medical devices.
In this chapter, the algorithms for intraoperative processing of the proposed models
are conceptualized and evaluated. Subsequently, the derivation of additional informa-
tion entities is described. And ﬁnally, the structuring of the gathered process-related
information is discussed. Based on that, a general framework for the application of
process-related information is presented in Chapter 5.
4.1 Modeling of surgical situations
Numerous applications need to be considered for the implementation of context-aware
assistance in the OR. The assistance may include the adaptation of medical device
parameters, the automation of conﬁguration tasks, or documentation support. Such
assistance functionalities rely on contextual information to select appropriate conﬁgura-
tions or actions. Comprehensive descriptions of surgical situations require information
from diﬀerent perspectives to reduce ambiguities, as already discussed in Section 3.4.1.
4.1.1 Model network processing
The subsequent sections describe the model processing following the information ﬂow
through the network of process models from low-level to high-level perspectives (see
Section 3.1). The connection between the perspectives and the overall processing
strategy are described based on an example conﬁguration. The approach may be used
in diﬀerent conﬁgurations. Basically, the interconnections of the models are designed
to represent the dependencies of the respective perspectives. However, these links
between diﬀerent models need to be considered already during design time. Thus, run-
time ﬂexibility may be limited. The interconnection of diﬀerent perspective models
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ﬁnally provides a summarizing situation description. Figure 4.1 provides a schematic
depiction of the proposed model network processing pipeline, which was published in
[FMN15].
The workﬂow recognition technique was assumed to provide information on the low-
level work step whenever it changed. These data need to be mapped to a low-level
task. Subsequently, a new Surgical Workﬂow Trace is generated. The newly mapped
low-level task is represented as current part of the trace. Due to the trace construction
described in Section 3.3.2, an existing corresponding state transition is not required in
the model, which is either a Workﬂow Trace Model or an Adaptive Trace Model.
The trace can be used as an observation for the abstract task and patient status
models. The high-level models are updated based upon the previous probability dis-
tribution. The exception handling methods described in Section 3.4.2 may be applied
if necessary. Afterwards, the model's state, i.e. probability distributions over the hid-
den nodes, reﬂect the corresponding context of the new low-level input. For further
processing, the most probable node is considered to be the classiﬁcation output of the
corresponding perspective.
Then, the low-level task and the output of the high-level perspectives are combined
and used as an observation to the resource usage models. These models are updated
accordingly, but without the exception handling, which relied on the trace as the
observation format. This ﬁnally completes the processing of a new workﬂow recognition
input through the process model network. The whole process is considered as one
input-driven update cycle of the network.
The information is forwarded through the processing network only when a new low-
level work step was recognized. In the meantime, time-driven update cycles are per-
formed. Preserving the dependencies, and especially the ordering of the processing, the
models were updated. No explicit time handling was deﬁned for the low-level models.
The ﬁrst step of the processing is designed to be a deﬁnite decision. Ambiguities in
the low-level perspective might too often result in inconclusive high-level states. The
models in the abstract perspectives, however, update with progression of time for ro-
bustness. This may result in a change of the most probable hidden node and thus the
state of the perspective. If the perspective is used as an input to another model, this is
considered a new input. Otherwise, each process model was processed independently.
This allowed for the use of individual time-dependency modeling approaches for each
model. The proposed concrete conﬁguration follows the idea that the surgeon's activi-
ties are the driving force of the process; however, resource demands might be inﬂuenced
by multiple factors.
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Figure 4.1: An overview of the network of process models for the generation of a com-
prehensive description of the surgical situation (left) and an example of a
generated situation description at the beginning of a dura incision during
intracranial tumor removals (right).
Finally, the information generated in the various perspectives were compiled in the
surgical situation description. There, no distinction was made between input-driven
and time-driven update cycles. Thus, the approach continuously provided a compre-
hensive situation description and allows for ﬂexible extension with additional models.
However, the directed dependency graph of the network needs to be acyclic to imple-
ment this pipeline-like processing approach.
4.1.2 Evaluation of the situation classiﬁcation
Various aspects of the situation classiﬁcation using the proposed high-level models were
evaluated, including the trace-based observation input and the robustness against input
noise. The evaluations and results are presented in the following subsections.
Trace-based observation input
A pre-study was conducted to evaluate the feasibility of the trace as input for the high-
level models for situation classiﬁcation. The results were published in [FN14a]. The
intracranial tumor removal dataset with sixty recordings was used for the experiments
(see Section 2.5.4). In the pre-study, the surgical phase input was ignored in the
generation of the low-level model. Also, the time dependency and continuous update
cycles, as described in Section 3.4.2 were omitted. Both helped to clearly extract the
structuring eﬀect of the trace.
Each work step was manually tagged for each of the high-level perspectives. The
intervention phase was modeled as a high-level perspective analogously to the other
perspectives. The resulting model was a left-to-right HSMM with four distinct phases:
Preparation, Craniotomy (Trepanation), Resection and Closure. The abstract surgical
task model consisted of 19 nodes (17 distinct tasks) and 79 transitions. An overview
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of the model is given in Figure 4.2. Additionally, 11 patient status terms were distin-
guished in the patient status model. In a leave-one-out cross scenario, the classiﬁcation
of each low-level work step was compared to the manually obtained tagging and the
classiﬁcation rates for the abstract task, the abstract patient status and the interven-
tion phase were calculated.
Figure 4.2: Schematic overview of the abstract tasks model ﬁltered and without self-
transitions.
In the evaluation study, situation classiﬁcation was performed for each low-level
work step included in the sixty intracranial tumor removal recordings. Additionally,
the approach using the Surgical Workﬂow Trace was compared to using the actual task
(αc instead of α) as observation. This allowed to determine the eﬀect of the trace and
resulted in 68,574 (2 x 3 x 11,430) classiﬁcations analyzed.
Figure 4.3 depicts a comparison of accuracy when using the actual task or using the
trace as input. Signiﬁcantly higher classiﬁcation rates were measured for the approach
that used the trace as observation to the high-level models. A correct classiﬁcation
rate of 99.2 percent for the intervention phase was achieved. The abstract tasks were
classiﬁed correctly for 96.2 percent of the input. The indirect perspective of patient
status resulted in 94.9 percent correct classiﬁcations. The Surgical Workﬂow Trace,
which included a concise situation history, helped to diﬀerentiate the observations and
reduced the number of matching observations in each classiﬁcation.
Figure 4.4 shows the classiﬁcation rates for each considered abstract task. The clas-
siﬁcation rates depicted in gray indicate the abstract tasks that did only occur in a
few process recordings. A remarkably lower classiﬁcation rate was observed for Trepa-
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Figure 4.3: The classiﬁcation rates for the considered perspectives during intracranial
tumor removal procedure with and without surgical workﬂow trace.
Figure 4.4: The classiﬁcation rates for the considered abstract tasks during brain tumor
removal procedures (gray indicates abstract tasks that only occur in rare
cases).
nation:Expose skull and Resection:Brain tissue treatment ; probably due to insuﬃcient
training data. Low-level work steps for skull exposure and brain tissue care occurred
only in four recorded cases. Additionally, the distinction between these abstract tasks
and their predecessors tended to be diﬃcult. Exceptional cases with signiﬁcantly lower
success rates were observed neither for the patient status nor for intervention phase
classiﬁcations. Noticeably, three recorded cases with an ultrasound usage during clo-
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sure phase (Closure:Check situation) were fully suﬃcient for a reliable classiﬁcation
due to the distinguishable low-level tasks. Overall, the results of the pre-study indi-
cate that the trace is a feasible input for the high-level model in terms of situation
classiﬁcation and improves the performance.
Classiﬁcation evaluation design
A leave-one-out cross-validation was performed to evaluate the performance of the
situation classiﬁcation using the trace in more detail. The results were published in
[FMN15]. The descriptions of the situation generated by the system, including abstract
task, patient status and three resources (neuronavigation, ultrasound, and electrophys-
iology), were compared to manually labeled situations in the process recordings each
second (1Hz). The approach was based on an assumed recognition of low-level tasks,
as most implementations of surgical workﬂow management are built on recognition
techniques [Pad+08; Neu+12; Pad+12].
However, automatically obtained workﬂow recognition data will always include er-
rors. Hence, two diﬀerent types of recognition errors were included in the simulation:
misinterpreting work steps and completely omitting work steps. As robustness against
these failures is an essential requirement, the continuous update cycles of the abstract
models and the exception handling strategies, which were described in Section 3.4.2,
were applied. The performance of the models was analyzed with combinations of both
error types with rates ranging from zero percent to twenty-ﬁve percent in ﬁve percent
increments. The input simulation randomly overwrote the work steps with unknown
or completely ignored them according to the respective simulated error rates. The con-
crete selection of distorted work steps inﬂuences the performance. Some work steps are
very important to classify the high-level perspective, whereas others are less relevant.
Additionally, the error rates may depend on the low-level task to be recognized and the
workﬂow recognition techniques which are applied. However, the evaluation aims on a
general assessment of the robustness. Thus, the error rates were equally distributed.
To eliminate the inﬂuence of the concrete selection, the calculations were performed
twenty times for each of the sixty process instances in each of the error rate combina-
tions. Only in the simulation with no input distortion, a repetition was not necessary.
Hence, 42,060 runs and over ﬁfty million points in time were ﬁnally analyzed.
Classiﬁcation results
The correct classiﬁcation rate was calculated by comparing the automatic classiﬁcation
and manually obtained tagging for each second. The tables 4.1 and 4.2 depict the
correct classiﬁcation rates for each input distortion setting in the abstract task and
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patient status perspective. The rate at which the abstract task and patient status
were simultaneously classiﬁed correctly is shown in Table 4.3.
Abstract task classiﬁcation
Missing input rate
0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%
M
o
d
iﬁ
ed
in
p
u
t
ra
te 0% 0.947 0.937 0.926 0.915 0.903 0.892
5% 0.939 0.929 0.918 0.906 0.894 0.883
10% 0.931 0.921 0.909 0.899 0.886 0.872
15% 0.922 0.912 0.901 0.886 0.876 0.858
20% 0.914 0.902 0.890 0.879 0.865 0.849
25% 0.903 0.890 0.880 0.866 0.853 0.838
Table 4.1: The classiﬁcation rates of the abstract task perspective for each input dis-
tortion setting.
Patient status classiﬁcation
Missing input rate
0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%
M
o
d
iﬁ
ed
in
p
u
t
ra
te 0% 0.937 0.932 0.925 0.918 0.912 0.907
5% 0.934 0.929 0.922 0.915 0.909 0.902
10% 0.931 0.924 0.920 0.913 0.905 0.898
15% 0.927 0.923 0.914 0.907 0.900 0.889
20% 0.923 0.918 0.911 0.904 0.896 0.885
25% 0.917 0.913 0.906 0.896 0.889 0.877
Table 4.2: The classiﬁcation rates of the patient status perspective for each input dis-
tortion setting.
A correct classiﬁcation rate of over ninety percent was measured for abstract tasks
and for patient status with full input data. The abstract task model performed better
(94.7 percent) than the patient status model (93.7 percent) without input distortion.
As expected, the classiﬁcation rate decreased with an increasing distortion of the in-
puts and missing inputs had a slightly greater inﬂuence than modiﬁed inputs. The
abstract task model declined faster with increasing input distortion rates compared to
the patient status. With half of the input distorted (twenty-ﬁve percent modiﬁed and
twenty-ﬁve percent missing), the abstract tasks were classiﬁed correctly in 83.8 percent
of the cases, whereas the patient status classiﬁcations achieved 87.7 percent correct
classiﬁcations.
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Abstract task and patient status classiﬁcation
Missing input rate
0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%
M
o
d
iﬁ
ed
in
p
u
t
ra
te 0% 0.893 0.883 0.871 0.860 0.849 0.838
5% 0.886 0.875 0.864 0.852 0.841 0.830
10% 0.878 0.867 0.857 0.845 0.833 0.820
15% 0.870 0.861 0.847 0.834 0.823 0.807
20% 0.861 0.851 0.839 0.827 0.814 0.798
25% 0.850 0.839 0.829 0.815 0.801 0.787
Table 4.3: The classiﬁcation rates of the combination of abstract task perspective and
patient status perspective for each input distortion setting.
Depending on the use case, both perspectives might be relevant at once. The com-
bined classiﬁcation rate was lower than the single rates (see Table 4.3). A correct
classiﬁcation rate of 89.3 percent was measured without input distortion. The declines
in performance are depicted in Figure 4.5. Again, missing inputs were slightly more
problematic than modiﬁed inputs.
Figure 4.5: The classiﬁcation rates for the combination of abstract task and patient
status for each considered input distortion setting.
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Neuronavigation usage classiﬁcation
Missing input rate
0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%
M
o
d
iﬁ
ed
in
p
u
t
ra
te 0% 0.952 0.946 0.938 0.936 0.923 0.909
5% 0.947 0.937 0.934 0.930 0.916 0.905
10% 0.938 0.930 0.927 0.921 0.906 0.890
15% 0.939 0.926 0.915 0.897 0.897 0.887
20% 0.921 0.913 0.907 0.897 0.882 0.885
25% 0.914 0.906 0.891 0.885 0.868 0.867
Table 4.4: The classiﬁcation rates of the usage of the neuronavigation system for each
input distortion setting.
Ultrasound usage classiﬁcation
Missing input rate
0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%
M
o
d
iﬁ
ed
in
p
u
t
ra
te 0% 0.851 0.841 0.831 0.811 0.799 0.781
5% 0.836 0.826 0.813 0.799 0.778 0.769
10% 0.827 0.811 0.803 0.786 0.771 0.752
15% 0.810 0.805 0.780 0.767 0.753 0.736
20% 0.795 0.783 0.774 0.757 0.739 0.719
25% 0.784 0.766 0.758 0.740 0.707 0.707
Table 4.5: The classiﬁcation rates of the ultrasound device usage for each input distor-
tion setting.
Electrophysiology usage classiﬁcation
Missing input rate
0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%
M
o
d
iﬁ
ed
in
p
u
t
ra
te 0% 0.981 0.978 0.975 0.970 0.967 0.964
5% 0.980 0.978 0.974 0.969 0.965 0.961
10% 0.977 0.977 0.972 0.967 0.965 0.959
15% 0.978 0.974 0.967 0.964 0.961 0.952
20% 0.977 0.968 0.968 0.964 0.957 0.953
25% 0.973 0.964 0.965 0.956 0.953 0.952
Table 4.6: The classiﬁcation rates of the electrophysiology usage for each input distor-
tion setting.
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The classiﬁcation rates for the technical resource states were also analyzed (see Tables
4.4, 4.5, and 4.6). A neuronavigation system, intraoperative ultrasound, and electro-
physiological workstation were considered as relevant technical resources. Similar to
the other perspectives, the classiﬁcation rates decreased with increased distortion. The
process model for the navigation system had a better classiﬁcation rate (95.2 percent)
than the ultrasound model (85.1 percent), which also tended to be less robust against
modiﬁed and missing input data. The classiﬁcation of the electrophysiology performed
best (98.1 percent) and was very robust against input distortion.
All calculations for an update cycle depended solely on previously gathered informa-
tion. Additionally, these calculations were performed in less than 50 ms on standard
hardware. Hence, the proposed method is fully suitable for online classiﬁcation of the
surgical situation and can be applied intraoperatively.
4.1.3 Discussion of situation classiﬁcation
The proposed approach for a situation classiﬁcation is based on multi-perspective pro-
cess modeling. Multiple surgical process models allow to represent diﬀerent perspec-
tives of the situation. When these models are combined in a network, a comprehensive
description of the surgical situation can be generated. The feasibility of the approach
was demonstrated by a study conducted on the lengthy and complicated intracranial
tumor removal procedures. The proposed model network considered six aspects of a
surgical situation: the low-level task with a concise representation of its history, the
abstract surgical task, the abstract patient status, and three major technical resources.
However, additional perspectives onto a surgical procedure might be useful to consider
for context-aware assistance. Furthermore, department-wide resource management
might require models for potential risks, the anesthesia status, or consumables and
supplies. The pipeline-based network structure simpliﬁes the integration of additional
process models. Besides that, novel model formalisms and classiﬁcation approaches
may be added for additional purposes.
The inter-dependencies between perspectives must be handled at design time, espe-
cially during the modeling process. The semantics of these dependencies could not be
expressed explicitly. This would require an ontological model either instead or on top
of the probabilistic models. Additionally, the method needs to solely rely on structural
analysis. Without an integration of knowledge-based modeling approaches into the
network, there is no deﬁnite clinical semantics of the denoted work steps. As a ﬁrst
step, the semantics of the perspectives and possible states would need to be speciﬁed.
Attempts towards that were considered recently, for instance in [Neu+16], but are not
yet fully evolved.
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The model update cycles are performed iteratively with a ﬁxed frequency. The
performance might be improved by calculating the most probable path, using the
common Viterbi algorithm, instead of calculating the most probable recent state. To
that end, the forward and backward variables would need to be redeﬁned with respect
to the state duration distributions. However, this redeﬁnition will result in potential
reclassiﬁcations of past work steps, which have undesired side eﬀects for the application.
The accuracy of recognition was crucial for the classiﬁcation of the situation. The ro-
bustness of the intraoperatively generated process information against workﬂow recog-
nition errors was analyzed in the evaluation. The perspectives tended to be rather
robust against missing or modiﬁed input. Reasonable results were obtained even with
twenty-ﬁve percent of the inputs missing and an additional twenty-ﬁve percent of the
input data being distorted. The observed robustness indicates that a limited number
of low-level support points were suﬃcient for guiding abstract perspectives. The in-
corporation of an individual representation of the time and course structure in each
model was designed to foster that. Also, the correct classiﬁcation rate in abstract
tasks and patient status tended to decline less signiﬁcantly for modiﬁed inputs than
for missing inputs. The handling of incomplete traces as observations, as described in
Section 3.4.2, allows to also use distorted observations. Logically, no such eﬀect could
be observed for technical resource models in which the approach could not be applied.
However, the meaningfulness of the results on robustness is limited by the simulation
approach of the recognition. Under real conditions, recognition might produce false-
positive outputs and their error rates might not be equally distributed over all classes
of low-level tasks. Therefore, the eﬀective robustness can only be evaluated in detail
with a combination of workﬂow recognition techniques and the proposed method for
situation classiﬁcation.
The interventions were performed by six diﬀerent neurosurgeons. Overall, the train-
ing set was extremely diverse, as it included a large span of intervention durations and
a large number of distinguished low-level tasks. An improvement in performance can
be expected with a narrowing of the cases that are utilized. Narrowing the interven-
tion type deﬁnition and thus the use of a less diverse set of recordings would result
in a reduced variance in the model. Greater uniformity of input data tends to sim-
plify classiﬁcation tasks. Nonetheless, the model must be able to handle inter-process
variability. Finally, the decision is a trade-oﬀ between model speciﬁcity and suﬃcient
training data.
The resource models provided qualitative information on the potential future use
of medical devices. The classiﬁcation task had a rather predictive character due to
states such as likely to be required and unlikely to be required. The resource models
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performed well with little to no input distortion and tended to be reasonably robust.
The classiﬁcation performed better for the navigation system than for the ultrasound
device, due to a more structured use of the navigation system. Additionally, the low-
level perspective provided clearer indicators, such as a registration performed during
the preparation phase. The classiﬁcation of electrophysiology was even more robust
because it depended largely on concrete low-level tasks.
The obtained rates of correct classiﬁcations in each perspective, especially for little to
no input distortion, are acceptable for a variety of applications, such as situation-aware
information presentation or department-wide resource management. But ultimately,
the requirements and limitations depend on the considered context-aware assistance
application and its risk management.
4.2 Prediction of forthcoming work steps
The forthcoming task is a valuable information besides the current surgical situation
classiﬁcation. Especially the low-level work steps are relevant to the automation of
parameter adaptations and system's pre-conﬁguration. The information on the prob-
abilities of forthcoming work steps are essential to achieve a seamless integration of
the automated functionalities into the surgical workﬂow. For example, the reduction
of the maximum drilling speed in surgically critical situations should be performed
before the potentially critical drilling work step has begun. The required prediction
can be based on the graph-based low-level models of the procedures. However, the
high inter-process variability of surgical procedures complicates the prediction. In the
following subsections, the usage of transition probabilities for the estimation of these
probability distributions is described and evaluated. Preliminary result were published
in [FSN15] and [FN15b].
4.2.1 Process projection in graph-based models
Graph-based models, which were used to model the low-level perspective, represent
the process state by means of a node that matches the actual work step. A process
instance may be represented as a path (a sequence of nodes and transitions) within the
process model. Thus, an intraoperative projection of the future workﬂow requires the
construction of possible paths subsequent to the work steps already performed. These
paths can be projected according to the transition probabilities. Thus, the proba-
bility of a transition may also be interpreted as the probability of the corresponding
forthcoming work step.
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In a common state-transition model, the transition probabilities solely depend on
the actual state (see Section 3.3.1). The potential forthcoming work steps may be
directly estimated by the probabilities of the outgoing transitions of the actual node.
The transition probabilities are calculated as relative frequencies in the training set.
Thus, the probability distribution over forthcoming work steps can directly be derived
from the model for any given low-level task.
In Workﬂow Trace Models, a situation is represented via a Surgical Workﬂow Trace.
The transition probabilities, which need to be calculated for the projection, directly
depend on the trace. Thus, transition probabilities can be derived from the model by
matching a given trace to the traces in the model. The details and exception handling
of such a trace matching were discussed in Section 3.3.2.
The Adaptive Trace Models, as an extension to the Workﬂow Trace Models, make
use of the whole history of the actual situation, instead of selected parts of the trace,
to estimate the probabilities of outgoing transitions. The derivation of the transition
probabilities requires numerous calculations of process similarities (see Section 3.3.3).
There, the projection of forthcoming work steps can only be performed with an ongoing
procedure.
A projection of the subsequent workﬂow, especially a probability distribution over
forthcoming work steps, can be calculated in all three low-level model types presented.
The projection is based on the transition probabilities which are provided by the models
either directly or by matching a yet incomplete process. However, the quality of the
projection may be deﬁned by usefulness rather than absolute values. The maximum
of a one hundred percent correct prediction may only be achieved in fully linear and
thus irrelevant processes. Hence, it seems reasonable to analyze the performance of
the proposed models in comparison to the results that were obtained using relative
frequencies in common state-transition models.
4.2.2 Evaluation of projection results
An evaluation was conducted to analyze the performance of the model types in terms
of predicting the forthcoming work step. The process recordings of the eye cataract
surgeries, the lumbar discectomies, and the removal of intracranial tumors were used.
The probability distributions were estimated for each surgical low-level work step in
each model type in a leave-one-out cross-validation.
The absolute values obtained during this study depend on the complexity of the
procedure, the amount of rather ad hoc parts, and the granularity of the represen-
tation. Thus, the results are hardly comparable between procedure types, but the
state-transition model provides a base line for the comparison for a procedure type.
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The state-transition model as well as the Workﬂow Trace Model were implemented with
the "memory eﬀect" described in Section 3.3.2, which reduces the transition probabil-
ities during recurrent loops. The predictions generated with the various models were
compared to the actual subsequent work step. There, the miss rate and the best es-
timation hit rate were computed. The miss rate indicates the amount of work steps
that were not included in the projection, especially the ones with a probability of zero.
Transitions missing in the projection indicate unexpected situations. Hence, the miss
rate should be as low as possible. In contrast to that, the best estimation hit rate was
calculated as the relative amount of correct predictions. A prediction was considered
correct if no other work step than the actual subsequent work step had a higher prob-
ability within the distribution. In other words, the method expected the subsequent
task. Additionally, the mean of the predicted probabilities for the actual forthcoming
work steps was calculated. These probabilities may be interpreted as the conﬁdence of
the projection.
The eye cataract surgeries were considered as an initial clinical use case to evaluate
the projection capabilities of the diﬀerent low-level model types. The eighty available
recordings of the short, straightforward interventions were analyzed in the experiments.
In total, the probability distributions for 2,930 situations were calculated. The results
concerning mean predicted probability, best estimation hit rate, and miss rate are listed
in Table 4.7. The distributions of the predicted probability and best estimation hit
rate are also depicted as box plots in Figure 4.6.
The evaluation of the prediction of forthcoming work steps was performed for the
set of lumbar discectomies analogously to the eye cataract surgeries. A total number
of 3,731 transitions were analyzed in the leave-one-out evaluation. Table 4.8 lists the
results that were obtained with the state-transition model, the Workﬂow Trace Model,
and the Adaptive Trace Model. The results of the mean predicted probability, the best
estimation hit rate, and their distributions are depicted in Figure 4.7 for comparison.
The intracranial tumor removals were the third clinical use case considered in the
evaluation of the projection. The intervention is demanding, rather ad hoc, and con-
tains numerous recurrent cycles, mainly cut - coagulate during tumor resection. The
inclusion of sixty process recordings resulted in 11,489 projections which could be an-
alyzed. The results are listed in Table 4.9 and depicted in Figure 4.8.
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Projection of cataract surgeries
Prediction of forthcoming work steps
Eye cataract surgeries
State-transition
model
Workﬂow Trace
Model
Adaptive Trace
Model
Mean predicted probability 0.4741 0.5616 0.55046
Best estimation hit rate 0.6000
(1,758)
0.6195
(1,815)
0.6758
(1,980)
Miss rate 0.0922
(270)
0.2181
(639)
0.0922
(270)
Table 4.7: The mean predicted probability, the best estimation hit rate, and the miss
rate for the prediction of the forthcoming low-level work step in cataract
surgeries, calculated with the state-transition model, the Workﬂow Trace
Model, and the Adaptive Trace Model. The absolute numbers of transitions
are provided in brackets.
Figure 4.6: The mean predicted probabilities of the forthcoming work steps in the
cataract surgery instances (left) and the best estimation hit rate (right),
both predicted with the state-transition model, the Workﬂow Trace Model,
and the Adaptive Trace Model.
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Projection of lumbar discectomies
Prediction of forthcoming work steps
Lumbar discectomies
State-transition
model
Workﬂow Trace
Model
Adaptive Trace
Model
Mean predicted probability 0.1926 0.2271 0.2574
Best estimation hit rate 0.3018
(1,126)
0.3219
(1,201)
0.3945
(1,474)
Miss rate 0.0960
(358)
0.5162
(2,089)
0.0960
(358)
Table 4.8: The mean predicted probability, the best estimation hit rate, and the miss
rate for the prediction of the forthcoming low-level work step in lumbar
discectomies, calculated with the state-transition model, the Workﬂow Trace
Model, and the Adaptive Trace Model. The absolute numbers of transitions
are provided in brackets.
Figure 4.7: The mean predicted probabilities of the forthcoming work steps in the
lumbar discectomy instances (left) and the best estimation hit rate (right),
both predicted with the state-transition model, the Workﬂow Trace Model,
and the Adaptive Trace Model.
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Projection of intracranial tumor removals
Prediction of forthcoming work steps
Intracranial tumor removals
State-transition
model
Workﬂow Trace
Model
Adaptive Trace
Model
Mean predicted probability 0.1839 0.2246 0.3067
Best estimation hit rate 0.2750
(3,159)
0.3195
(3,671)
0.4286
(4,924)
Miss rate 0.0527
(605)
0.3079
(3,537)
0.0527
(605)
Table 4.9: The mean predicted probability, the best estimation hit rate, and the miss
rate for the prediction of the forthcoming low-level work step in intracranial
tumor removals, calculated with the state-transition model, the Workﬂow
Trace Model, and the Adaptive Trace Model. The absolute numbers of
transitions are provided in brackets.
Figure 4.8: The mean predicted probabilities of the forthcoming work steps in the
intracranial tumor removal instances (left) and the best estimation hit rate
(right), both predicted with the state-transition model, the Workﬂow Trace
Model, and the Adaptive Trace Model.
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The lumbar discectomies and intracranial tumor removals were complex, partially
ad hoc use cases. In contrast to that, the eye cataract surgeries are mostly straightfor-
ward with an inherent structure and low-level tasks are seldom repeated. Hence, the
prediction performed noticeably better for the cataract cases compared to the other
use cases.
The miss rate in the state-transition models, which ranged from 5.3 percent for
the intracranial tumor removals to 9.6 percent for the lumbar discectomies, indicate an
acceptable coverage of the variability by the training sets. Each transition not included
in the state-transition model corresponds to a sequencing of two work steps that was not
part of the training set. The more of these missing transitions are found in the leave-
one-out analysis, the more ways of performing the procedure exist that are represented
only once in the set of available process recordings. These cases usually indicate an
insuﬃcient number of training samples. This is coherent with the ﬁndings reported
by Neumuth et al. for the coverage of process variability in workﬂow schemata for
cataract surgeries [Neu+12]. Indirectly, this also eﬀects the miss rate of the Workﬂow
Trace Model.
The Workﬂow Trace Model allowed for a fast calculation of projections with a no-
ticeably improved performance over the state-transition model, especially in terms of
the mean predicted probability and the best estimation hit rate for the more complex
clinical use cases. Nonetheless, the model type is not suitable for a detailed, short-term
workﬂow projection due to the high miss rates and high variances obtained in the ex-
periments. By design, the Workﬂow Trace Model emphasizes the mid-term structure
of the process, as discussed in Section 3.3.2. To also cover the short-term level of the
process structure with the trace concept, the model would require a larger training set,
which may reduce the high variances in mean predicted probability and best estimation
hit rate and decrease the miss rate.
The prediction of forthcoming work steps using Adaptive Trace Models outperformed
the other model types. In contrast to the Workﬂow Trace Model, all sequences of two
tasks ever found in the training set were included in the projection of the Adaptive
Trace Model. Thus, the miss rates are equally low as those of the state-transition mod-
els. Nonetheless, the Adaptive Trace Model performed even better in mean predicted
probability and the best hit rate. The more ﬂexible assessment of the actual work step's
history using a similarity measure instead of a part-based comparison seems to be more
suitable for short-term projection. However, the approach requires a larger calculation
eﬀort and complexity of the history representation compared to the Workﬂow Trace
Model.
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In summary, the Workﬂow Trace Model and the Adaptive Trace Model have predic-
tion capabilities, which are essential to intraoperative applications. During the evalua-
tions, the same relevance level and decay rate were used for all clinical use cases. With
this, both models outperform the baseline (state-transition model); however, there are
rare situations with low probabilities or even misses, which may be problematic be-
cause those situations may be most relevant for emergency assistance. Thus, it seems
reasonable to include the Adaptive Trace Model in the process model network for the
low-level perspective as it had a lower miss rate and performed better in short-term
projection.
4.3 Additional information entities
The process model network provides state-based information in diﬀerent perspectives
onto the surgical process. However, the context in which medical devices operate,
is also deﬁned by additional information. For instance, meta information such as
the patient identiﬁcation and demographics or the planned procedures may also be
relevant to intelligent system's behavior. Additionally, estimations on the progress of
the intervention and its remaining duration can be useful for systems in the OR as well
as department-wide resource management. The gathering of such additional workﬂow
information entities is discussed in the following subsections.
4.3.1 Surgical procedure meta information
The application context of medical devices may not only be described in terms of the
actual work step or the abstract patient status. There are several information entities,
which are procedure-speciﬁc but do not change during the intervention, for example
the patient identiﬁcation and demographics, the scheduled OR team, or the planned
procedures. Although these information entities do not describe the actual surgical
situation, they may be highly relevant, for example for automatic pre-conﬁguration
tasks. Demands to the technical systems may be surgeon-speciﬁcally addressed, and
patient-individual conﬁgurations of operational device parameters may be selected au-
tomatically, for example reduced coagulation currency of high-frequency devices for
children. Additionally, the meta information, especially the patient identiﬁcation and
order data, simplify the postoperative association with the clinical case when storing
information relevant for documentation in the clinical information systems. Hence,
it seems reasonable to integrate these meta information into the description of the
surgical situation and the contextual information for medical devices and IT systems.
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Surgical procedures, which are performed in hospitals, are billed through the clinical
information system. In Germany, the Institut für das Entgeltsystem im Krankenhaus
(InEK) provides the German-Diagnosis Related Groups-System (G-DRG-System) as a
system for billing clinical services [Ins16]. The coding is based on the diagnosis, encoded
in ICD-10-GM prior to the intervention, and the Operationen- und Prozedurenschlüssel
(OPS). The OPS codes are deﬁned by the Deutsches Institut für Medizinische Doku-
mentation und Information (DIMDI) [Deu15]. The coding is largely based on the Inter-
national Classiﬁcation of Procedures in Medicine (ICPM). These codes often describe
procedures very speciﬁcally, for example 5-220.1 - Stumpfe Kieferhöhlenpunktion über
mittleren Nasengang inklusive Spülung und Drainage [Deu15] (Blunt puncture of the
maxillary sinus through the middle meatus including irrigation and drainage). They
usually represent sub-processes or steps of a procedure; thus, often multiple codes are
preoperatively planned and postoperatively documented for a single surgery. For anes-
thesia workﬂows, Spring et al. demonstrated the usefulness of automatic assistance in
the context of billing documentation a decade ago [Spr+07]. In addition to meta data
on planned surgical procedures, the completion of a relevant procedure steps may be
automatically recognized intraoperatively based on the sequence of surgical situations.
Premises may be formalized to check for the completion; however the concrete imple-
mentation highly depends on the intervention type, the surgical situation model, and
the targeted ICPM/OPS code. The following paragraph provides an example, which
demonstrates a possible implementation.
Several sinuses may be treated during Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery, which
is described in Section 2.5.2. The sinuses are opened, inspected with an endoscope and
tissue is removed, if necessary. The decision on which sinuses need to be inspected is
based on preoperative imaging. Ventilated sinuses without adenoids may be skipped
during surgery. The ICPM/OPS coding includes for instance endonasal Sphenoidotomy
(5-222.4) [Deu15], which describes the surgical opening of the sphenoidal sinus. A
simple rule may be used to evaluate if the code 5-222.4 shall be documented and
billed subsequently. If the patient status estimated in the process model network
(see Section 4.1.1) is considered to be Sinus sphenoidalis opened, then the procedure
associated with the code was performed during the intervention. For the rest of the
intervention, this ICPM code should be included in the list of performed procedures.
The rule-based evaluation of premises on process-related information could also be
applied to the recognition of signiﬁcant events. In general, there are potential use cases
in the recognition of surgical milestones, rare or adverse events, or critical situations.
The premises need to be deﬁned in relation to the surgical procedure and they highly
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depend on the clinical application. A concrete implementation is discussed in more
detail in Chapter 6.
Overall, the meta information on the surgical procedure connect the workﬂow pro-
cessing to the clinical IT systems. The clinical information systems provide information
on the patient's demographics and the scheduled resources, for example the operating
room and the assigned staﬀ prior to the intervention. Postoperatively, the workﬂow
processing may provide information on the procedure implementation for documenta-
tion and a set of sub-procedures relevant for billing. Thus, it would be valuable to
integrate the proposed methods into the perioperative clinical environment.
4.3.2 Prediction of remaining intervention time
The expected remaining time of an ongoing intervention is a valuable information for
perioperative scheduling and resource management. An online prediction facilitates
department-wide resource management, especially if information from multiple ORs
are combined to enable centralized monitoring and management, as it is for instance
proposed in [Mak+14] and [WFB15]. A combination of the device usage information,
which are provided as a perspective onto the process (see Section 4.1.1), and a predic-
tion of the remaining intervention time will contribute to the realization of dynamically
adaptive scheduling. Approaches towards eﬀective time and resource management re-
quire continuously updated information. The variance in intervention's duration com-
plicates an accurate scheduling and the prevention of resource conﬂicts. Accurate
duration information could help reduce OR turn-over times [DVV07; Bha+07; W+10].
Additionally, the anesthesia workﬂow depends on reliable predictions of cut-suture
times. Overall, a method for the online prediction of the remaining intervention time
was developed to tackle the aforementioned challenges. The approach was based on
the surgical low-level models and was developed in cooperation with Erik Schreiber in
his bachelor thesis [Sch11]. A reﬁnement of the method and a preliminary evaluation
were published in [FMN13].
OR scheduling is frequently addressed in research. Preoperative oine predictions
have mainly considered demographic data, diagnostic information, and organizational
data. For example, an optimization approach for a series of cardiac interventions
using statistical approximation has been published in [ABC10]. The aim of the work
was to avoid overutilization to reduce costs. Other statistical methods have included
preoperatively gathered patient-speciﬁc parameters, as in [ALM01]. However, methods
based on preoperative data only cannot be updated during the intervention. Other
approaches used intraoperative data, for example, data from anesthesia were used
to estimate the remaining intervention time in [Dex+09]. Padoy et al. proposed a
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method for the prediction of the remaining intervention time based on high-level tasks
recognized using a Hidden Markov Model [Pad+08]. The method obtained acceptable
results for the test case of laparoscopic cholecystectomies. For the same intervention
type, Guédon et al. proposed a prediction using support vector machines based on the
use of the electrosurgical device as input data [Gué+15].
The general prediction algorithm developed in the present work uses the low-level
workﬂow to continuously estimate the remaining intervention time. Basically, the
algorithm simulates possible subsequent courses for the intervention. The simulations
are generated step by step using a low-level Workﬂow Trace Model and the trace
representing the current surgical situation. The given trace information is used as the
starting point for multiple simulation runs. Given a valid trace in a simulation run, the
probabilities of the possible next states could be determined as described in Section
3.3.2. The algorithm uses the prediction capabilities of the model evaluated in Section
4.2. The next state is randomly chosen with respect to the transition probabilities. The
state is appended to the simulated course, including the mean duration for the chosen
transition and task, and the trace is updated accordingly. This step-by-step procedure
is repeated until the explicit end node is reached. This completes one simulation run.
Finally, the results of numerous simulation runs are averaged to an overall prediction.
The algorithm is inspired by Monte Carlo methods, which are for instance summarized
in [KTB11]. By means of drawing multiple independent samples (simulation runs)
of the assumed normal distribution of the lengths of possible subsequent courses, the
expectancy value (most reasonable prediction) can be empirically estimated.
The construction of possible subsequent intervention courses needs to be performed
very fast. A prediction requires a large amount of simulation runs, and the prediction
should react very fast to potentially inﬂuential changes in the low-level perspective.
The Workﬂow Trace Model provides an acceptable representation of course information
and it allows for fast calculation due to the concise trace representation. Additionally,
the model and its timing information are objectively generalized from a training set
of process instances. Thus, the prediction algorithm should operate on the low-level
Workﬂow Trace Model.
Unfortunately, the construction of courses could lead to traces that do match any
transition within the model. The given surgical situation is not represented by the
model because it was not included in the training set. The two-level approach, which
is described in Section 3.3.2, was used to handle these cases. Brieﬂy, the trace's com-
plexity is reduced by introducing ambiguous parts. By means of a subsequent matching
with the traces of the respective transitions in the model, a probability distribution
for subsequent states can be provided (see also section 4.2). The algorithm randomly
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chooses the next task from that probability distribution. In rare cases, missing steps
could occur if the surgeon performed a work step that does not match any model state.
In this situation, the described algorithm could not be applied because of a missing
starting point for the simulation runs. In these cases, the latest valid prediction is
reused.
The results of the simulation runs are not deterministic because the algorithm ran-
domly chooses the transitions. The number of runs needed to generate a reasonably
stable result depends on the complexity of the model. Nonetheless, the average dura-
tion of the simulation runs of a prediction could be expected to converge. A reasonable
trade-oﬀ between the calculation time and the stability of the result may be achieved
by an easy-to-calculate, dynamic termination criterion which is deﬁned as follows:
n∑
n−d+1

∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1n− d
n−d∑
j=1
(tj(α))− 1
n− d+ 1
n−d∑
j=1
(tj(α) + ti(α)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
 <  (4.1)
The result of a simulation run which started at trace α is denoted as t(α). The last d of
n simulation results ti(α) were taken separately to determine the average prediction.
The absolute deviations were summed. The algorithm terminated if this sum was
less than a given limit . The prediction algorithm also used empirically determined
minimal and maximal run limits. The prediction was stopped within these limit if the
mean prediction result did not change signiﬁcantly.
Evaluation of the prediction
The online prediction of the remaining intervention time was evaluated with the three
clinical use cases already used in the evaluation of the projection of forthcoming work
steps. Leave-one-out cross-validations were conducted for each clinical use case to eval-
uate the prediction accuracy. The eye cataract surgeries (see Section 2.5.1) were the
most uniform and shortest of the use cases. The additional two use cases from neuro-
surgery, lumbar discectomies and intracranial tumor removals (see Sections 2.5.3 and
2.5.4), were far more variable. Thus, the evaluation covers use cases from structured,
short surgeries to unstructured, lengthy procedures. Despite the diﬀerences, the same
parameters were used for all cases.
The evaluation with the eye cataract surgeries was split into two parts. First, all
eighty recordings of cataract surgery, described in Section 2.5.1, were included. The
prediction algorithm was applied to each recording as a test instance. The predictions
were calculated step by step using a Workﬂow Trace Model generated from the re-
maining recordings in the training set. The ordering of the work steps in the recording
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was conserved. Thus, the continuous model adaptation, which is described in Section
3.3.2, could be used in the study. The diversity of the training instances, from which
the model was generated, was crucial to the prediction. It could be expected that
a more accurate representation of the anticipated surgical procedure would generate
more accurate prediction results, as already discussed in Section 4.1.3. Thus, in a sec-
ond part of the study, it was evaluated whether the use of a more speciﬁc intervention
type could improve prediction accuracy. The set of process recordings was divided
into inpatient and outpatient procedures. The leave-one-out cross-inspection was also
performed separately for both groups.
Figure 4.9: Mean absolute prediction error over relative intervention time slices in
cataract surgeries.
The results of the evaluation with eye cataract surgeries were published in [FLN12b].
A mean absolute prediction error of 2min 24 s± 2min 17 s, which is a mean relative
error of 16.8 percent, was obtained. The absolute prediction error is depicted over
relative slices of the intervention time in Figure 4.9. At the beginning of the interven-
tion, the prediction was close to the mean duration value of the recordings. This is a
reasonable result due to the yet missing course information. The error decreased with
the progress of the intervention. Noteworthy, the error slightly increased at two thirds
of the intervention time. In most of the recordings, the rather unstructured situation
with the implantation of the lens was performed there resulting in a more diﬃcult
prediction.
The second part of the study focused on the inﬂuence of preoperatively available
information. A mean absolute error of 0min 42 s±0min 40 s was measured for outpa-
tient procedures, which had a mean duration of 12min 57 s± 1min 13 s. In contrast,
the inpatient procedures had a remarkably higher prediction error of 4min 03 s ±
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3min 41 s with a higher mean duration of 17min 52 s ± 2min 11 s. The algorithm
performed much better for the group of forty outpatient procedures. Often, inpatient
procedures were performed in complicated cases with comorbidity. In these cases,
the surgical procedure is in average less structured and might require additional work
steps. The occurrence of such exceptional work steps or complications resulted in an
extended intervention time, which was hardly predictable in advance. Not only the
slightly higher overall duration but also the more complicated procedure course con-
tributed to the higher error in the inpatient cases. A signiﬁcant diﬀerence between
inpatient and outpatient procedures in terms of the overall structure of the processes
was also already reported by Neumuth et al. [Neu+10]. The ﬁndings support the
assumption that a precise deﬁnition of the intervention type may simplify the model
processing, as long as there is a suﬃcient amount of training data available.
The cataract use case, however, is of limited relevance in practice. The procedures,
even in inpatient cases, are rather short. The variation in duration is below a reasonable
temporal resolution for department-wide planning. Nonetheless, the cataract surgeries
are an interesting test case for the algorithm and the inspection of the inﬂuence of
preoperative factors. The lumbar discectomies (see Section 2.5.3) are a more complex
use case for prediction compared to the eye cataract surgeries. The neurosurgical
procedure is about three times as long and includes more low-level tasks. Analogously
to the eye cataract surgeries, a leave-one-out cross-validation was performed. Table
4.10 lists the results of the evaluation, in particular the absolute error per intervention
phase and in total as well as the key data on the performed predictions.
Prediction of remaining intervention time
Lumbar discectomies
Predictions Points in time analyzed 139,718
Number of calculated predictions 3,690
Mean simulation runs per instance 8,172.2
Mean computation time per prediction 2.97 s
Absolute error Approach phase 20min 12 s
Discectomy phase 10min 49 s
Closure phase 2min 56 s
Total 13min 56 s
Table 4.10: The results of the prediction of the remaining intervention time in lumbar
discectomies, calculated with the Workﬂow Trace Model.
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Overall, 3,690 predictions were calculated, one for each low-level work step. The
prediction was updated each second, as described above, and compared to the ac-
tual duration each second. This resulted in nearly one hundred forty thousand points
in time analyzed. The calculation of a prediction consisted of multiple simulation
runs and lasted about three seconds in mean on standard hardware (IntelCorei7 −
3520M, 2.90GHz, 8GB RAM). During a single surgery, over eight thousand simu-
lation runs were computed in mean, which results in about ninety simulations per
prediction. There are more simulation runs calculated at the beginning of the proce-
dure than at the end, due to the ﬂexible termination criteria. Early in the procedure,
there are more possible intervention courses resulting in a higher variance and later
convergence of the prediction. The computational performance measured during the
evaluation is suﬃcient for intraoperative prediction of the remaining intervention time.
Figure 4.10: Mean absolute prediction error over relative intervention time slices in
lumbar discectomies.
The absolute error of the prediction is depicted in Figure 4.10. As already discussed
with the cataract surgeries, the prediction error decreases with the increase of available
course information during the surgery. For example, in the discectomy phase, in which
the next patient may usually be prepared, the error (10min 49 s) is only half as large
as during the approach to the disc (20min 12 s).
The intracranial tumor removal procedures (see Section 2.5.4) were also included in
the evaluation. These interventions are the most demanding test case. The duration is
highly variable, ranging from three hours up to over six hours. The course is partially
ad hoc, and tend to have a large amount of loops, which additionally complicates the
prediction. Thus, this intervention is a valuable test case for the proposed prediction
method concerning the handling of recurrent loops and unstructured phases. Analo-
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gously to the other test cases, a leave-one-out cross-validation was performed based on
the sixty available recordings. Table 4.11 lists the results.
Prediction of remaining intervention time
Intracranial tumor removals
Predictions Points in time analyzed 842,423
Number of calculated predictions 11,429
Mean simulation runs per instance 20,163.9
Mean computation time per prediction 7.48 s
Absolute error Preparation phase 46min 02 s
Craniotomy phase 44min 35 s
Resection phase 34min 19 s
Closure phase 9min 31 s
Total 33min 26 s
Table 4.11: The results of the prediction of the remaining intervention time in intracra-
nial tumor removals, calculated with the Workﬂow Trace Model.
Compared to the lumbar discectomies, the low-level models were far more complex,
resulting in an increased amount of simulations, predictions, and required computation
time. However, the absolute prediction error decreases analogously to the observations
for the other intervention types, which is also depicted in Figure 4.11 over relative time
slices. It can be observed that the error remains at a constant level during preparation
(46min 02 s) and craniotomy (44min 35 s), whereas it starts to signiﬁcantly decrease
during resection phase (34min19 s). The preparation and craniotomy phases are rather
structured. In contrast to that, the resection phase may highly diﬀer in implementation
and duration among the cases. Thus, mainly the resection phase determines the overall
duration of the procedure, because it is most aﬀected by the tumor location (approach)
as well as the type of tumor and its size (removal).
Figure 4.12 depicts the predicted overall intervention time during an example in-
tracranial tumor removal procedure. At the beginning of an intervention, the time
prediction is approximately at the mean duration of the corresponding intervention
type. This is inevitable due to a lack of information on the course of the intervention
and results in the highest prediction errors. Overall, the prediction error decreases
with progress due to an increasing amount of information available.
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Figure 4.11: Mean absolute prediction error over relative intervention time slices in
intracranial tumor removals.
Figure 4.12: The predicted intervention time for an example intracranial tumor removal
procedure.
The algorithm underestimates the intervention time during the preparation and cran-
iotomy phase. The subsequent approach to the tumor is lengthier and more compli-
cated than expected; thus the prediction increases. During the tumor resection, the
intervention duration tends to be overestimated. The remarkable information that indi-
cates the beginning of the closure phase triggers a signiﬁcant reduction of the predicted
intervention time, which is then close to the actual duration.
In conclusion, the evaluation results indicate that the prediction approach is feasible
for intraoperative application. The evaluation shows that the method is able to predict
the remaining intervention time fast and with the expectable accuracy, even for lengthy,
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rather ad hoc surgical procedures. A prediction method that is based on low-level tasks
has to cope with a high inter-process variability. Although the entire situation history
would be more informative than a partial history, the trace concept was applied. The
use of the Workﬂow Trace Model allows to generate simulation-based predictions with
reasonable computational eﬀort. This would not have been possible using the full
history of the current work step in an Adaptive Trace Model approach. Relying on
low-level tasks oﬀers two major advantages for the addressed OR scheduling challenges.
First, this method can be expected to react faster than high-level methods and be more
sensitive to unforeseen changes in the surgical process. Unforeseen situations are very
relevant to eﬀective time and resource management. Second, estimations based on
high-level models strongly depend on the quality of the modeling. In contrast to that,
ﬁne-granular work steps can be deﬁned more objectively.
4.4 Surgical process context
So far, methods for the classiﬁcations in various perspectives as well as the derivation of
information entities and the prediction of remaining intervention time were established
to constitute comprehensive surgical situation descriptions. Such a description repre-
sents the current process-related operational context for a medical system. A sequence
of surgical situations may represent a whole surgical procedure instance. However, the
relevance of a contextual information entity depends on the given procedure and the
related application. For instance, the usage time of a surgical instrument might be very
relevant from the resource planning point of view, but is rather useless for document-
ing the patient outcome. As the concept is designed independently from a concrete
application or automated action, an organization of the information entities based on
the user-intended action and its requirements, as proposed in pervasive computing for
instance in [Sat01], is not applicable. The contextual information entities should be
structured hierarchical and organized according to their dimension, as condensed in
[BN07]. The information on the state of the ongoing surgical process in the various
perspectives can be compiled into a surgical situation description. Such a description
will be an integral part of the context for any agent (medical device) which is acting
in relation to the surgical process.
The Surgical Process Context is designed as a structured, hierarchical representation
of the process-related situation information. The concept was published in [FN15c].
An overview of the considered categories is depicted in Figure 4.13. A context instance
may be generated for each point in time during the intervention. On top-level, the
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contextual information is split into four major categories: functional, resource-related,
patient-related and procedure-related.
Figure 4.13: Schematic overview of the conceptualized hierarchical structuring of the
information entities of a surgical process context.
The Functional context contains the information entities associated with the func-
tions performed to complete the surgical process. It represents the currently performed
surgical work step on diﬀerent granularity levels in the Surgical functions subcategory,
including the intervention phase, the abstract surgical task and the currently per-
formed surgical work step. The work steps were represented with the commonly used
sub-perspectives: actor, action, used instrument(s), and treated anatomical structure.
Additionally, parallel supporting activities, not directly related to the patient, may be
represented in the Supporting functions subcategory of the functional context.
The Resource-related context aggregates the information on the resources that are
required for the procedure. This includes Technical resources as well as Human re-
sources. Roles may be deﬁned in both categories. Devices, systems, or individuals may
be assigned to fulﬁll these roles accordingly. The concrete implementation of this part
of the context, however, highly depends on the clinical use cases. Besides essential
roles, such as lead surgeon and anesthesiologist, the majority of information entities
can yet not be predeﬁned.
The Patient-related context is designed to reference the patient and describe the
status in abstract terms related to the surgical procedure. It is not intended to describe
the vital status or include any anesthesia data. If a consumer needs these data, it
should be requested then from the anesthesia device possibly referenced in the technical
resources.
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The Procedure-related context represents the information entities related to the whole
intervention, for instance planned sub-procedures and completed sub-procedures, in-
tervention time predictions, or measured cut-suture times.
The actual situation, i.e. the process context instance for a given time, may also be
represented in a hierarchical class structure, as schematically depicted in Figure 4.14.
Figure 4.14: Schematic overview of the hierarchical structure of a process context rep-
resentation.
A Uniform Resource Name (URN) is assigned to each information entity in a process
context instance for referencing. The structure of the URNs reﬂects the hierarchical
structure of the process context. For instance, the date, which describes the abstract
patient status, would be referenced as X-Pctx.Patient.AbstractStatus.ActualState.data.
The URN denotes the abstract term that describes the patient status. In case of
multiple possible states, the one estimated to be the most likely at the point in time of
the process context instance is described. Each state-like entity in the process context
has at least the following accessible attributes: a state identiﬁer (sid), a label (data),
and a trust (probability). Hence, the estimated probability of the actual state
may be accessed by X-Pctx.Patient.AbstractStatus.ActualState.probability
and consequently ranges from zero to one. The value represents the trust of the
workﬂow processing into its classiﬁcation, at least to some extent. However, for some
applications, it might be relevant to access the probability of a certain state. To
support such cases, the complete probability distribution over all known states in
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a perspective is also included. The attributes of a certain state, which is not nec-
essarily the most likely one, may be referenced by a state-speciﬁc URN. The state
identiﬁers are used in these cases instead of ActualState. Within the proposed im-
plementation, the state identiﬁer is automatically assigned during model generation;
hence, it is unique to the state with respect to the underlying model, for example
X-Pctx.Patient.AbstractStatus.SID42.*. Consequently, for the abstract patient
status number forty-two applies X-Pctx.Patient.AbstractStatus.SID42.sid = 'SID
42'.
Uniform Resource Names with automatically generated state identiﬁers, how-
ever, should be used with care, since they are neither human-readable nor inde-
pendent from the referenced model. The creation of universal identiﬁers and en-
coding of data would require a well-established and widely used coding scheme.
There are few research projects working towards creating an ontological foundation
for the description of surgical instruments, tasks, phases, and situations in spe-
ciﬁc domains [Kat+10; NN15a; Kat+15a] or linking the description to SNOMED
CT [NN15b]. However, the preliminary results are yet not suﬃciently evolved to
be applied in a general framework. Thus, the proposed automatically generated
state identiﬁers are used to allow a referencing of certain states of process perspec-
tives. This enables, for instance, the usage of threshold-based conditions, such as
X-Pctx.Patient.AbstractStatus.SID42.probability > 0.85. In a conﬁguration
like this, the consumer would need to either reference the same process model, which
would require a common model-sharing infrastructure such as the one proposed in
[Sch+16a], or a query interface for possible states, which might for instance allow to
retrieve the state identiﬁer for given data.
Besides the actual state, the process context instance also includes estimations on
forthcoming states of the considered perspectives. To that end, a NextState is in-
cluded in each perspective to denote the most likely forthcoming state. First of all, a
proper deﬁnition of the term "forthcoming state" is required. Process context instances
are designed to be generated with a ﬁxed frequency during the procedure. The time
span between subsequent instances should be shorter than the duration of low-level
work steps to avoid undersampling. In the low-level task perspective, a deﬁnition
according to the model structure, as described in Section 4.2, rather than the tim-
ing seems appropriate. Hence, X-Pctx.Function.LowLevelTask.NextState usually
diﬀers from X-Pctx.Function.LowLevelTask.ActualState. The very same strategy
can be applied in high-level perspectives, such as X-Pctx.Function.AbstractTask or
X-Pctx.Patient.AbstractStatus. Due to the continuous update cycles in the pro-
cessing of the corresponding models (see Section 3.4.2), the resulting prediction may
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change independently from the low-level task. X-Pctx.Function.AbstractTask.Next
State does not denote the abstract task classiﬁcation of X-Pctx.Function.LowLevel
Task.NextState, although the underlying model network might suggest that. Nonethe-
less, this is the indented behavior and consistent with the hierarchy of information
entities, where ActualState and NextState are assigned to each perspective and not
vice versa.
The resource X-Pctx.Patient.AbstractStatus.NextState references the most
probable forthcoming patient status. Consequently, its probability attribute repre-
sents the probability of the state to be the next state of that perspective. Therefore,
the attribute provides an indicator for the reliability of the prediction. As the state
of a high-level perspective may also persist over multiple low-level work steps, the
NextState may be equal to the ActualState in those cases. The NextState resource
is, however, only a convenient reference to the most likely forthcoming state. The
complete probability distribution may be accessed via state identiﬁers, for example
X-Pctx.Function.AbstractTask.SID23.nextProbability. In a graph-based model,
this may be interpreted as the probability of the transition from the current state
to the state denoted with the identiﬁer. This allows to access the estimations on
forthcoming situations provided by the methods presented in Section 4.2.
Besides the state-based information entities related to the surgical situation, the
process context also contains information entities related to the general proce-
dure. The prototype included the patient data, especially the name, gender, date
of birth and a patient id, to simplify the linkage of process-related data to a pa-
tient. These information entities are patient-related and are thus referenced via
X-Pctx.Patient.PatientData.*. The linkage to a speciﬁc case is provided by a refer-
enced case id, which relates to the procedure (X-Pctx.Procedure.CaseData.caseId).
The Procedure-related context also included a set of planned procedures, encoded in
International Classiﬁcation of Procedures in Medicine codes, especially the German
modiﬁcation Operationen- und Prozedurenschlüssel. Additionally, a list of performed
procedures and the timestamps of their completion can be included in the surgical
process context. These information entities may be gathered as described in Section
4.3.1.
The Surgical Process Context represents the process-related information entities
available at a given point in time in a structured manner. Conversely, a performed
surgical procedure can be represented by a sequence of Surgical Process Context in-
stances. The context compiles all available information independent from the sources,
the models, and the applied algorithms. It is designed to describe the operational
context for medical devices and systems during a surgical intervention. The proposed
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representation of contextual information may also serve as a starting point for the
development of an interface for workﬂow data exchange. It provides a comprehensive
workﬂow information model for the communication between information processing
and intraoperative application.
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Chapter 5
Framework for workﬂow-driven surgical
assistance
The models and methods described so far do not have a direct beneﬁt in the operating
room. They must be embedded in a framework for intelligent technological assistance.
The requirement analysis, design, and implementation of an infrastructure for the
targeted intraoperative applications is described in this chapter.
5.1 Design of workﬂow-driven assistance
The implementation of intelligent system's behavior in the operating room requires
a careful requirement analysis that ensures the applicability of the designed concepts
under real clinical conditions in later development stages. The clinical environment
as well as the indispensable risk management deﬁne the frame for autonomous device
adaptation adaptation and context-aware assistance.
5.1.1 System environment and requirements
The overall workﬂow-driven technology will operate within the OR. There, the surgi-
cal actuators are distributed and embedded into a set of medical devices. The same
applies to the information entities which are relevant to the surgeon in particular sit-
uations. For instance, the function of drilling bone is provided by the powered drill
machine. The information on where to drill, however, is represented in the preoper-
ative images presented by another software (most probably a navigation system or a
DICOM viewer).
Integrating the functions and information entities for any purpose requires an infras-
tructure shared among the devices that ensures syntactic and semantic interoperability.
Thus, the realization of workﬂow-driven assistance must rely on the presence of an OR
integration technology. The integrated OR needs to provide access to data on the states
of the devices, to relevant information, and needs to expose the control functions of
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the devices and infrastructure components, as discussed in Section 2.2. A concept for
workﬂow-driven assistance systems must be integrated into existing and upcoming OR
integration technologies.
Any approach towards autonomous workﬂow support is based on workﬂow recogni-
tion, as discussed in Section 2.3.4. Analogously to the OR integration technologies,
workﬂow recognition is an active ﬁeld of research, but it is not in the scope of this the-
sis. However, it seems reasonable to assume that such technologies will be implemented
in future operating rooms. The processing of a network of models, as it is proposed
in Section 4.1.1, is driven by the input provided by workﬂow recognition techniques.
These data may need to be gathered from multiple sources, need to be consolidated
and ﬁnally interpreted accordingly. This must be handled on the ﬂy with the smallest
latency possible to ensure a smooth integration of the automated tasks into the surgical
workﬂow.
Additionally, the accuracy of the recognition will never be perfect. Hence, the
workﬂow-driven assistance needs to consider uncertainties to allow informed decisions
of the medical systems. In the context of agent-based systems, Poole and Mackworth
expressed it that way: "the uncertainty is epistemological - pertaining to an agent's
knowledge of the world - rather than ontological - how the world is" [PM11, p. 219,
6.1]. Decision making under uncertainty about the particular operational context is
common to agent-based systems, explained in more detail for instance in [PM11].
The environment and the recognition requirements (the world and the aspects to
observe for the agent) are at least partially speciﬁc to the clinical use case. For a gen-
eral approach, the interpretation of the workﬂow recognition input, the applied process
models, and their interconnections must be conﬁgurable. The relevance of perspectives
onto the surgical process highly depend on the concrete clinical use case. Furthermore,
the concrete medical device instances and available functionalities may not be known
at design time. Hence, the implementation of workﬂow-driven assistance should be
able to cope with dynamic OR setups to preserve the plug-and-play capabilities of
the underlying OR integration technology. Due to the extensibility, the implemen-
tation should also be scalable to allow for a suﬃcient performance in more complex
conﬁgurations and applications.
An approach towards workﬂow-driven assistance should include resource-constraint
devices, such as OR lights, motorized drills, or video matrices. The functionalities of
these devices need to be included in workﬂow-driven assistance to ease, for example,
conﬁguration tasks. Generating a symbolic representation of process information on
diﬀerent granularity levels and from diﬀerent perspectives represents a classiﬁcation
problem; given data on the current activities must be mapped to abstract classes
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(process states) in the considered perspectives. The main characteristics of the task are
the time dependency and causal linkage of the process states within one perspective
and across diﬀerent perspectives. The complexity of the approaches in monitoring,
modeling, and tracking surgical procedures in real-time cannot be handled by most
of the medical devices. Their access to workﬂow recognition data and their resources
may be too constraint for such a complex task. Nonetheless, the desired context-aware
behavior needs to be implemented by the medical systems.
5.1.2 Risk management considerations
The OR is a safety-critical working environment. According to DIN EN ISO 13485
(Medical devices  Quality management systems  Requirements for regulatory pur-
poses) [ISO16], all medical devices and systems operating in the OR underwent a
risk analysis and management process regulated by DIN EN ISO 14971 (Medical de-
vices  Application of risk management to medical devices) [ISO07]. This shall ensure
proper function and a reduction of risks to a level as low as reasonably possible. The
workﬂow-driven assistance, conceptualized and designed in the present work, eﬀects
the risk management of the devices signiﬁcantly. The adaptive behavior is an addi-
tional property of the devices and must be considered in the risk management and
approval processes.
The risk management is also highly aﬀected by open OR integration approaches.
Especially the exposition of control functionalities via network is challenging in terms of
risk management. The potential communication partners are unknown to the medical
device at design time. Thus, the present approval strategies for medical devices are
not directly applicable if the open, plug-and-play properties of modern OR integration
approaches shall be retained [Mil+15]. In the OR.NET project (see Section 2.2), the
problem of disclosed risk management in openly integrated networks was addressed
[ORN15]. The proposed approval strategy implements a distributed risk management
based on device proﬁles, called device specializations in the context of IEEE 11073
SDC standards. In a nutshell, a device specialization represents a set of properties
that all devices of the same type have in common [And+16a]. A standardization of
device proﬁles shall enable device integration without the disclose of the risk analysis
[Mil+15]. The basic idea behind this is to validate the system's behavior against
standardized interfaces instead of concrete medical device model types.
The approach of using standardized interfaces to modularize the risk management
might also be a promising perspective for context-aware assistance. In future commer-
cial implementations of a cross-device adaptive behavior in the OR, a distributed risk
management will be necessary to retain ﬂexibility and extensibility. The responsibility
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for the actions should remain with the devices and under their risk control. Thus, the
device vendor needs to provide a risk management for the automation with respect to
the intended medical use and clinical conditions. The modularization of functionali-
ties induces a distributed risk management, also to avoid the complexity of centralized
control  centralized risk management.
5.1.3 Distributed assistance functionalities
The analysis of the system environment as well as of the risk management revealed
that a centralized control concept would not be appropriate. Hence, the overall system
must have a distributed and modular architecture. Nonetheless, the intraoperative
processing, including the tracking of the surgical procedure within process models
and the deduction of contextual information, needs to be handled by a centralized
component to provide the required computing power. In this thesis, such a component
in form of a Workﬂow Information System (WIS) is proposed. The WIS is responsible
for the provision of process-related information; thus, it is the core unit of the workﬂow-
driven assistance concept, which is schematically depicted in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the proposed workﬂow-driven assistance ap-
proach.
The workﬂow recognition task is handled by a fusion of sensor signals, which may be
acquired from multiple sensor systems. The required consolidation of these data and
the tracking of the procedure are implemented by the WIS. The tracking uses surgi-
cal process models stored in a knowledge base. Besides dedicated sensor systems, the
(internal) measurements of medical devices are a useful source of data for the work-
ﬂow recognition. For example, the appliqued current of a coagulation device clearly
indicates its use and thus is a highly relevant signal to recognize the corresponding
surgical activities. The required data might either be gather by an additional sensor,
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as for instance implemented in [Mee+17], or by a communication interface. To obtain
such data, the workﬂow-driven assistance concept shall be integrated into the OR in-
frastructure. Hence, any communication with the associated devices, IT systems, or
infrastructure components should be managed by the OR integration technology. The
WIS is a client to the integrated OR in terms of reading measurements and parameters
from connected devices.
The realization of adaptive behavior also requires a data transfer from the WIS to
the systems that shall adapt themselves to the surgical situation. This is analogously
handled by the OR integration technology. In general, the WIS cannot directly control
the behavior of the devices. This is the case due to the centralized control - cen-
tralized risk management problem already discussed, but also due to the complexity
of the centralized control itself. During the design of the WIS, internals of potential
communication partners would need to be known. The adaptive behavior may re-
quire functionalities that the vendors are not willing to expose via open integration
standards. This may especially be true for device properties that are vendor-speciﬁc
or even unique to a series of devices rather than being in the standard device proﬁle
of the corresponding device type (IEEE 11073 SDC - Device specialization, see also
[And+16a]). For example, there are multiple modes for high-frequency coagulation
devices that are vendor-speciﬁc. Furthermore, these modes may have complex depen-
dencies with other operational parameters. Thus, a standardized device proﬁle may
not be applicable. Also, the adaptive behavior shall be at least partially a vendor-
speciﬁc property of medical devices, because it will be a unique selling point for the
vendors. This may be an additional issue with centralized control of device behavior in
multi-vendor environments. Hence, the proposed concept for context-aware assistance
uses the paradigm of the provision of process-related information entities from the
surgical process context, discussed in Section 4.4, to medical devices. The WIS does
not actively invoke any functionalities or adapt any operational parameters, but solely
provides the gathered process-related data to any consumer. The medical device, as
consumer, decides on what action might be taken to optimally support the surgeon.
In this context, the WIS acts as a provider in the OR network.
Besides the technical environment, the OR is also a cooperative work place with
multiple individuals involved. Each of them fulﬁlls a role, such as surgeon, assistant,
anesthesiologist, instrumentation personnel, or circulator. Each member of the OR
team might have individual needs concerning information presentation and responsi-
bilities for the control of medical devices. In the present work, the approach is focused
on a proof-of-concept implementation mainly designed to assist the surgeon. However,
the concepts should be applicable to other professions as well.
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5.2 Workﬂow Information System
An intraoperative provision of process-related information entities is a crucial prereq-
uisite to situation-awareness of medical devices and IT systems. A centralized and
synchronized processing of workﬂow data is proposed, which enables intelligent sys-
tem's behavior. The Workﬂow Information System unburdens the devices from the
complex task of gathering information on the surgical situation and its interpretation.
The following paragraphs present the concept of the WIS in more detail and describe
the proposed implementation.
5.2.1 Conceptualization of a Workﬂow Information System
In contrast to Workﬂow Management Systems established in many ﬁelds of industry,
the WIS is not meant to actively control devices or execute a process. In the proposed
framework, the Workﬂow Information System fulﬁlls the three following major tasks:
• Consolidation of the workﬂow recognition data
• Derivation of contextual, process-related information
• Structured provision of process-related information
The WIS should collect the data relevant for workﬂow recognition. These data may
be heterogeneous, inconsistent, and are provided via diﬀering interfaces. Thus, a com-
ponent is included in the WIS which resolves conﬂicting information by prioritization of
data sources and maps the gathered information to a deﬁned input vector for further
processing. The designed system aims on a ﬁne-granular tracking of the procedure;
hence the actor, the action, the instrument, and the treated anatomic structure are
used as input vector. This approach also ensures the recognition technology and the
subsequent processing to be as independent from each other as possible.
The intraoperative processing uses the network of process models, described in Sec-
tion 4.1.1, to derive a set of information entities on the surgical situation. As a ﬁrst
step, the input vector needs to be mapped to one of the deﬁned states in the low-
level perspective, if possible at all. The processing requires a deﬁnite decision on the
low-level task currently performed. The process states in the model network and the
additional processing, for example algorithms for prediction of the remaining inter-
vention time, are updated based on the input and possibly on the elapsed time. The
WIS provides an internal heartbeat to synchronize these processing steps. The models
and algorithms included in the processing may diﬀer depending on the clinical use
case and the conﬁguration, since the WIS should be adaptable to the requirements
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of the concrete surgery. Eventually, the results are compiled into a structured, but
conﬁguration-dependent representation. Although the conﬁguration and thus the rep-
resentation may diﬀer among surgical use cases, the structuring should always follow
the design of the surgical process context described in Section 4.4.
The WIS tracks and interprets the actions of the medical staﬀ and provides the gath-
ered and structured information as a service to consumers. This should include access
to any information entity in the surgical process context. The required syntactic and
semantic interoperability between the WIS and the medical devices can be achieved
based on the OR integration technology. The consumers may be medical devices, or-
chestration components, monitoring units, documentation systems, or control consoles.
The service consumers actively request the process-related data they might need; thus
solving the problem of unknown concrete medical device instances in dynamic OR
setups and preserving plug-and-play properties of OR networks. Simultaneously, the
approach ensures an independence of the process modeling from the OR integration
technology as well as from the realization of the automation of functionalities.
The proposed concept of a WIS balances between a distributed and a centralized
approach. By means of that, the WIS preserves the core principle of a SOA - to
oﬀer and to dynamically orchestrate capabilities to solve a problem, whilst it reduces
the implementational and computational workload for medical devices to a reasonable
level. Nonetheless, the proposed concept is only a ﬁrst attempt to realize the required
information provision for context-aware assistance in the OR.
5.2.2 System design and implementation
The design and implementation of a Workﬂow Information System needs to take the
large variety of application ﬁelds into account. For instance, the consideration of a
technical resource usage perspective on ultrasound devices may be useful for brain tu-
mor removals, but is useless in eye cataract surgeries. Thus, the system's architecture
needs to be modular and conﬁgurable at runtime. The context-dependent structure of
the process model network is reﬂected by a network of model processors, each respon-
sible for the handling of one process model. Additional functionalities of the WIS, such
as input consolidation or remaining intervention time prediction, are implemented by
modules attached to the network of model processors. Figure 5.2 depicts the essential
components of the prototypical WIS implementation in an example conﬁguration. The
hierarchy of the main classes is shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.2: The essential components (boxes) and shared resources (circles) of the WIS
implementation in an example conﬁguration of the system.
Figure 5.3: The main classes and their inheritance hierarchy in the implementation of
the WIS.
WIS engine
The engine is the core component of the Workﬂow Information System. It is imple-
mented as a singleton [Gam95, p. 128] and handles the creation and interconnection
of the processors and modules. Thus, it follows the builder pattern [Gam95, p. 97]
and the mediator design pattern [Gam95, p. 273]. The WISEngine accesses the conﬁg-
uration, usually locally stored as XML ﬁle. The conﬁguration deﬁnes the network of
processors and modules, especially the concrete implementations to be used and their
interconnections. Following this conﬁguration information, the WISEngine instantiates
the components, interconnects them and provides the general synchronization heart-
beat.
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Interconnection with shared resources
Each conﬁgurable component in the WIS network (derived from ModuleBase) may pro-
vide input ports and output ports. These ports are labeled unique within the module
and provide type information. The communication from an output port to an input
port is implemented with a shared resource object (SharedRes<T>). A shared resource
is created by a deﬁned output port and may serve as a data provider to multiple input
ports. Thus, the implementation of SharedRes<T> follows the monitor design pat-
tern [BFC95] to enable thread safety by means of mutual exclusion for data access.
This allows the components to use their own threads for execution, implemented in
ThreadedExecution. The design pattern also encapsulates the resulting network struc-
ture, which is irrelevant to the modules but maintained by the WISEngine mediator.
Each shared resource instance also indicates its processing and modiﬁcation state using
a timestamp synchronized with the heartbeat provided by the WISEngine. Hence, the
synchronization of the processing is handled individually within the modules and could
be adjusted to their speciﬁc requirements.
Input handler
The input provided to the WIS is handled within an InputHandler component. The
component is responsible for the consolidation of the provided input data and the
mapping to a state in the low-level model. The InputHandler is connected to one
or multiple external workﬂow recognition systems, which may consist of a set of sen-
sors and recognition technologies. The consolidation and interpretation of the re-
ceived data highly depends on the implementation of the workﬂow recognition. So
far, there is no common approach established; thus, tailored implementations are pro-
vided for simulated input (InputHandlerVirtual) and for remote data via TCP/IP
(InputHandlerRemote). The InputHandlerOSP extends the remote input to addition-
ally gather device data via the IEEE 11073 SDC - Open Surgical Platform, which is
described in Section 2.2,.
Model processors
The processor components intraoperatively track a procedure within the surgical pro-
cess models. Each processor is responsible for one process model instance. The concrete
implementation of the processor is determined by the process model type, since diﬀer-
ent tailored algorithms need to be executed. The implementations are derived from the
ProcessorBase class and share a common processing interface following the strategy
design pattern [Fre+04, p. 24]. The network approach for process model intercon-
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nection (see Section 4.1.1) is reﬂected in the processor network. The conﬁguration of
the process model network for a given clinical use case directly deﬁnes the processor
network structure.
Situation compiler
The information entities generated by the processors and modules need to be compiled
into a model of the surgical situation. The ModuleSituationCompiler fulﬁlls this task
through the creation of surgical process context instances (see Section 4.4). Unlike the
other modules, the situation compiler does not provide any predeﬁned input ports. It
dynamically adapts its input port conﬁguration according to the output ports provided
by the other modules. Thus, it collects all available situation-dependent data using
optional annotations of resource names provided for the output ports of the other
modules. The resource names relate to the information entities in the surgical process
context. An additional information structuring may be necessary according to the
data type of the related output port. For instance, the model processors provide the
probability distribution of forthcoming states as an output port using a map; however,
the probabilities need to be represented separately in the information entities of the
related states within a process context instance.
The situation compiler generates a snapshot of the surgical situation in a surgical
process context instance synchronized with each heartbeat provided by the WISEngine.
Each generated process context instance is stored in a container to document the
ongoing procedure. Additionally, the process context instance is provided as an output
port to the module network to allow further processing by high-level modules, such as
network connectors described below.
OR network connector
The provision of process-related data at the OR network is implemented by OR net-
work connector modules. These modules use the compiled situation model as input
and share these data with network consumers. The targeted syntactic and semantic
representation highly depends on the underlying integration technology. Especially the
ModuleOSPBridge handles all network connections established to medical devices and
systems attached to the OSP network based on IEEE 11073 SDC. Thus, it is associ-
ated with the InputHandler and the RuleEngine, as both need access to information
provided via OSP network.
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Additional modules
The modular structure of the WIS allows the extension of the process-related informa-
tion provision by adding new components to the module network. The prototypical
implementation of the WIS includes several additional modules, which serve as infor-
mation provider for various information entities included in the process context.
The time prediction module directly implements the simulation-based algorithm de-
scribed in Section 4.3.2 on aWorkﬂow Trace Model. An execution time of the prediction
algorithm below one second (usual heartbeat of the WIS) cannot be guaranteed due
to the non-deterministic approach. Hence, the time prediction module updates the
output port for the predicted time whenever the algorithm provided a new estimation,
and decrements the output otherwise. This approach ensures a continuous provision
of remaining intervention time predictions.
Static, procedure-related information, such as planned procedures, patient identiﬁ-
cation, individuals fulﬁlling diﬀerent roles, and location information, may be retrieved
from the hospital information systems. The prototypical implementation receives these
data via IEEE 11073 SDC, where the patient demographics and the order data, among
others, are distributed to the participating devices [And+17]. The respective process
context entities reproduce the information. Hence, their provision seems redundant.
However, the inclusion of such information into the process context instances directly
links them to the clinical context. Additionally, it allows to reference them with process
context URNs in the framework of context-aware assistance.
To enable context-aware behavior also for resource-constraint devices, the compo-
nent network of the WIS may include a module for the rule-based evaluation of situ-
ations (ModuleSPRuleEngine). A set of conditions may be deﬁned and continuously
evaluated to react to relevant surgical situations. This approach may be applied to
various scenarios in rule-based adaptation of consumers. A detailed description of the
requirements, the concept, and the applications is given in Section 5.3.
5.2.3 Discussion of the Workﬂow Information System concept
The basic idea of the framework for context-aware assistance is the combination of a
centralized processing of the data on the surgical workﬂow with a distributed deci-
sion on and implementation of adaptive behavior. The fulﬁlled processing task, which
includes gathering of data from multiple sources, consolidation and semantic interpre-
tation, and derivation of contextual information, is far too complex for most medical
devices to handle on their own. In future commercial implementations, the centralized
processing enables intense optimization for performance and intrinsically synchronizes
the process-related information among all medical devices and IT systems involved
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in the ongoing intervention. However, adaptive behavior is a property of the medi-
cal device itself and shall thus be managed by it. The workﬂow processing remains
independent of the underlying OR integration technology as long as basic interaction
patterns are supported and the plug-and-play properties are preserved. However, the
information entities provided in the surgical process context are not independent of
the underlying process modeling. A common vocabulary and established perspectives
are yet missing. Further application of process-related information relies on the terms
used to describe the state of the process and the available perspectives, at least to
some extent. Thus, a common approach or standardization needs to be established in
future work.
The provided information do not only describe the actual state of the procedure but
also include predictions. With the integration of estimation-based techniques, such
as Adaptive Trace Models (see Section 3.3.3) for forthcoming tasks, the probabilities
expressed are no longer frequent-based but evolve to estimations of belief and certainty,
sometimes referred to as subjective probability or Bayesian probability, because they
are based on the knowledge of the WIS, including previous processes and the history
of the ongoing process, rather than pure frequency information. By means of that, the
WIS is able to assist a larger set of applications.
The network-like internal structure of the WIS enables the dynamic conﬁguration
for diﬀerent applications and it also supports the extensibility. Novel methods for
input consolidation, classiﬁcation of surgical situations, perspectives on the process,
or interfaces for data provision can easily be integrated. Thereto, a new module must
be implemented and plugged into the existing network. The synchronization using
shared resources minimizes the side-eﬀects on existing modules. Additionally, the
modularization of the classiﬁcation task allows a parallel processing supporting the
scalability of the system.
The design of the WIS itself is only one part of the overall framework to enable
intelligent system's behavior in the OR. Interaction patterns for data exchange, strate-
gies for the implementation of behavior of actual medical devices, and novel forms
of context-aware assistance need to be deﬁned and realized to actually assist the OR
team.
5.3 Rule-based automation of OR conﬁguration
Dynamic system's behavior may be implemented through rules, where a set of condi-
tions is evaluated and triggers an action. The concept was adapted to situation-aware
medical devices and was published in [FN15a]. With the deﬁnition of behavioral rules,
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the conditions often depend on the surgical situation. A comprehensive description
of the surgical situation is provided by the WIS in form of a process context instance
frequently. Thus, a rule-based, context-aware adaptation of medical systems in the OR
may be implemented based on rules with conditions related to the information entities
encoded in the process context instances.
5.3.1 Infrastructure and interaction patterns
An eﬀective implementation of rule-based adaptation in the OR requires a suitable
infrastructure and interaction patterns supported by the underlying OR integration
architecture. Three implementation approaches were conceptualized. An overview is
provided in Figure 5.4.
First, a medical device may retrieve the necessary process-related information from
the WIS and evaluate its rules to determine if an action should be taken (see Figure
5.4 top). This simplest interaction pattern is not limited to the application of rules. It
allows consumers to apply basically any decision making methodology.
Figure 5.4: Schematic representation of interaction patterns for context-aware medical
device adaptation using the situation representation provided by a Work-
ﬂow Information System [FN15a].
However, doing the computations to evaluate rules might be inadequate for resource-
constraint devices. Thus, the WIS interface also provides a service to register rules to
enable dynamic adaptation for resource-constraint devices as well. A consumer reg-
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isters its rules at the WIS and receives notiﬁcations on changes in their evaluation.
The internal WIS architecture includes a generic module for rule evaluation, brieﬂy
described in Section 5.2.2. This enables a reduction of the computational workload by
eﬃcient premise evaluation on centralized hardware and software. The approach also
avoids polling and frequent notiﬁcations and thus reduces communication overhead.
The proposed interaction pattern is depicted in Figure 5.4 (middle). In the prototypi-
cal implementation based on the IEEE 11073 SDC standards, the interaction could not
be realized with the provided communication patterns. The possibility to implement
a remote procedure call that registers a rule and immediately links it syntactically
and semantically to the asynchronous notiﬁcations, is missing. Thus, a generic web
service had to be added to the interface. The extension of the standards for such
a use case remains future work. However, the concept was adapted for the Consis-
tent Presentation of Surgical Information [Sch+16b; SFN17], which describes a proﬁle
proposal for the Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) initiative that realizes a
situation-dependent displaying of information entities based on the information of a
WIS.
Various assistance functionalities require an orchestration of multiple services in
the OR. In case of multiple systems and devices involved, an additional conﬁguration
component may be provided for the interaction with the WIS (see Figure 5.4, bottom).
The conﬁguration component is responsible for the communication with the WIS, the
risk management for the implemented context-aware functionalities, and makes the
involved medical devices and systems transparent to the WIS. A potential use case of
the orchestration approach are discussed in Section 5.3.3.
5.3.2 Representation of rules
Medical devices that do not evaluate the conditions for automation may use the ser-
vice for remote evaluation provided by the WIS. However, a remote evaluation requires
a machine-readable representation with clearly deﬁned syntax and semantics. Several
modeling languages for rules have been proposed in the context of the semantic web and
process modeling, for example the Rule Markup Language family (RuleML) [BTW01;
BPS10] or the Decision Model and Notation (DMN) [Obj16]. The RuleML initia-
tive aimed on a standardized rule markup language for various applications [BTW01],
whereas the DMN standard is developed and maintained by the Object Management
Group and is primarily designed "to provide a common notation that is readily under-
standable by all business users" [Obj16, p.9].
Yet, a cross-device and cross-vendor semantic interoperability of the rules is chal-
lenging. Besides the basic semantics, there is still no standardized approach available
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for the semantics of the referenced perspectives, work steps, and other information
entities. A common ontology for the semantically interoperable description of the sur-
gical situations (surgical process contexts), as already discussed in Section 4.4, and the
rules build on top is a prerequisite for a commercial implementation of the proposed
concepts. However, yet there are neither suitable representations nor corresponding
tools available. Additionally, a fast reaction and high performance of the rule evalua-
tion is crucial to a successful implementation of dynamic system's behavior. Enormous
research and standardization eﬀorts will be necessary for a comprehensive, widespread,
cross-vendor implementation.
However, within the frame of this thesis, a rule interface and a prototypical rule en-
gine were implemented to proof the overall concept, which was published in [FN15a].
The interface for rule transmission uses an XML-representation, which is inspired by
the XML-format of RuleML to ensure a consistent syntactic frame. The implementa-
tion of the rule engine, included in the WIS, uses the URNs of the information entities
in the surgical process context, described in Section 4.4, as semantic references to the
perspectives. The description of the state, in particular the "content" of a perspective,
depends on the deﬁnition within the corresponding process model. The realized pro-
totype was limited to a subset of features, in particular event-condition-action (ECA)
rules and the relevant predicates. The following simpliﬁed example illustrates the form
of rules used for automation.
Example rule for the automated warning of the surgical risk of operating close to the
skull base in the surgical treatment of nasal cavities.
Data: Process context instance (X-Pctx)
Result: Potential warning (WARN)
if (X-Pctx.Function.LowLevelTask.ActualState.structure contains "sinus sphenoidalis" And
(X-Pctx.Function.LowLevelTask.ActualState.instrument equals "dissector" Or
X-Pctx.Function.LowLevelTask.ActualState.instrument equals "blakesley" Or
X-Pctx.Function.LowLevelTask.ActualState.instrument equals "punch" Or
X-Pctx.Function.LowLevelTask.ActualState.instrument equals "shaver"))
then
WARN ← "Operating close to skull base"
else
WARN ← ""
end
The implementation focuses on event-condition-action rules, as they allow to react
to changes in the surgical process context. Therefore, the provision of a new surgical
process context instance is set as the event that triggers the evaluation of the condition.
The action, which is triggered if the condition evaluates true, is application-dependent.
For remote evaluations, it denotes the event signaled to the corresponding consumer. In
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the implementation, rules consist of a body part with one or more conditions. The head
of a rule contains the conclusion (action or conﬁguration to be applied). The conditions
could be negated (Not) as well as connected via And, Or, and Xor. For string-based
comparison, equals, contains and startsWith were implemented. The probability
attributes (*.probability) are designed for threshold-based usage, thus lesser, equal,
and greater were included.
Any perspective onto the surgical process that is included in the surgical process
context may be used in the conditions. The applicability of conﬁgurations or actions
may not solely depend on the actual process state and thus the actual surgical process
context instance. An eﬃcient handling of time relations is crucial to rule-based device
adaptation. Otherwise, the expressiveness would be limited to reﬂexively, stateless
behavior. To overcome this limitation, tailored predicates for the handling of time
relations were introduced. Basically, a point in time might be expressed either relative
to the current time, or in relation to the intervention start time. The intervention start
is deﬁned as the beginning of the ﬁrst activity recognized (t = 0). The points in time
were only deﬁned in the time span from the beginning of the process to the current
time. An additional predicate was introduced that relates a predicate P to a certain
point in time t: AtTime.
The time expressions may also be used to represent time spans, for example "ten
to sixty seconds from the start" or "ﬁve to twenty seconds ago". Based on that, two
additional predicates, taking a predicate P and a time span ∆t, were implemented:
AtLeastOnce ("P at least once in ∆t") and Always ("P always in ∆t"). Thus, the
conditions of rules may relate to the history of the current surgical situation. Inter-
nally, this is implemented by access to multiple process context instances generated
by the WIS during the related time span. These three predicates enable the eﬃcient
representation and evaluation of time-dependent conditions.
For this thesis, the limited set of features of rule engine described above allowed
for an eﬃcient implementation. Therefore, the rule engine achieved an acceptable
performance as a proof of concept. However, the reactivity of the system might be
signiﬁcantly improved by an improvement of the performance of the rule engine, es-
pecially for larger sets of rules. An example implementation of a set of rules is for
instance discussed in Section 6.4.1 for the automatic selection of an appropriate video
source. Nonetheless, a standardized approach towards the representation and eﬃcient
evaluation of rules for adaptation of medical devices will be an important aspect in
future work.
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5.3.3 OR conﬁguration proﬁles
A context-aware adaptation of the technical working environment may require complex
conﬁgurations. The adaptation may pertain a set of medical devices at once and thus
it may require some orchestration. As already noted in Section 5.3.1, the proposed
concept for context-aware assistance includes OR conﬁguration proﬁles for such cases.
A late binding of the orchestration to concrete devices is needed to preserve plug-and-
play functionalities of modern integrated ORs. The orchestration method proposed
here uses a three-level approach to transform the process information into requests to
concrete medical devices. The basic principle of the transformation has been published
in [FLN12a] and has been recently reﬁned by Neumann et al. with an integration of
abstract device capability descriptions based on IEEE 11073 SDC into the BPMNSIX
workﬂow modeling language [Neu+16; Neu+17].
• Transform surgical situation to abstract demands. The surgical situation can be
characterized by the process context instance. This needs to be associated with
demands the surgeon has to the OR system. The demands should be abstract
from the OR system's implementation.
• Transform abstract demands to OR functionalities. According to the OR inte-
gration solution, abstract functionalities need to be orchestrated to fulﬁll the
surgeon's demands. Device classes and their functionalities are chosen, the con-
crete devices are yet not taken into account.
• Transform OR functionalities to calls to devices. At last, the identiﬁed func-
tionalities need to be mapped to the concrete devices present in the current OR
conﬁguration. This step is the ﬁnal binding of process information to medical
devices.
The described transformation procedure speciﬁcally considers the requirements of
model and integration independence and the late binding. In the ﬁrst step, the situ-
ation is associated with the surgeons' demands only. This is fully abstract from the
OR network implementation. The present OR integration technology is taken into
account in the second transformation step. The late binding of required functionalities
to acting devices is applied in the last transformation step.
The conﬁguration proﬁles are handled by additional conﬁguration components within
the OR network. Thus, the proposed concept maps to a SOA-based OR environment
as a top-level service, which orchestrates underlying services. The proﬁles may consist
of multiple operational parameter adaptations, or function activations at the device's
services. Each proﬁle represents a conﬁguration, which may be suitable for one or
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more surgical situations. The surgical situation is reﬂected in a set of premises for each
proﬁle. These premises formulate the conditions that need to be met for the proﬁle to
be considered suitable. An OR conﬁguration proﬁle represents basically a compilation
of device adaptations that share the same premises and form an organizational unit.
The concept may be illustrated with the example of drilling bone in middle ear
surgery. The temporal bone is drilled to gain access to the middle ear; however there are
multiple co-located risk structures, especially the facial nerve. Several experimental and
clinical trials revealed that drilling can cause heat-induced damage to the facial nerve
[AJ01; Asl+05] and thus an adapted irrigation and suctioning is indicated [KEL79].
Drilling, irrigation, and suctioning are often provided by diﬀerent devices. Thus, an
orchestration of those functions seems reasonable. This may be implemented using OR
orchestration proﬁles, which ensure a coordinated behavior of the drill, the irrigation,
and the suctioning. The basic patterns for the interaction with the WIS, namely
retrieval of process-related data or registration of rules, which were described in Section
5.3.1, can also be applied for conﬁguration components. An application combining
the concept of OR conﬁguration proﬁles with an intuitive sterile user interaction is
described in Section 6.4.2.
Conﬁguration proﬁles and the related orchestration components introduce an ad-
ditional layer of abstraction of intelligent system's behavior. The concept allows to
separate the behavior from the actual device, which might be desirable for most multi-
purpose devices. A suctioning device, for example, is used in countless numbers of
diﬀerent procedure types and thus would need to provide a enormous amount of rule
sets to behave correctly in all these use cases. Although the complexity might be
reduced when focusing on intended use scenarios instead of concrete procedures, the
extent of the rule set might be unmanageable. Orchestration components may be fo-
cused on speciﬁc clinical use cases instead. The suctioning device itself would only be
an actuator in such a conﬁguration.
Anyway, the interaction patterns and orchestration approach should be universal and
applicable in a large variety of clinical use cases. Which of the interaction patterns, if
any, will be implemented in future operating rooms cannot be determined fully in this
thesis. A prototypical implementation for one of the potentially relevant procedures,
however, is described in the next chapter.
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Demonstration applications
The models and frameworks implemented in this thesis were tested in demonstration
applications. The process-related information entities provided by the WIS need to be
used by medical applications to implement intelligent assistance for the surgeon and
the OR staﬀ. Any concrete application of the context-aware assistance concept highly
depends on the clinical discipline and the targeted surgical use case. The concepts,
models, and methodologies described in the previous chapters, have been integrated
into a demonstrator for ENT surgery to present essential aspects of the workﬂow-driven
assistance.
Firstly, some general tools mainly for technical questions and the technical demon-
stration setup for head-and-neck surgery are presented. The second part of this chapter
describes prototypes of clinical applications for information presentation and device
adaptation in the demonstration setup.
6.1 Process-related data analysis tool
A tool was implemented to analyze the process context information entities, which
are frequently generated by the WIS during a procedure, as described in Chapter 5.
The tool is not tailored to a clinical use case, but it was designed as a general tool
for the analysis of the characteristics of process model networks under intraoperative
processing.
The WISAnalyze tool displays the stored process-related information. Figure 6.1
depicts the user interface during the analysis of a intracranial tumor removal. The low-
level work steps of the whole process instance are depicted at the top of the screen to
provide an overview. Below that, a zoomable detailed timeline of a part of the surgery
visualizes the abstract surgical tasks and low-level work steps. There, a point in time
is selected. The tabs below represent textual context information for the selected point
in time as well as probability distributions for the low-level tasks, the predictions on
forthcoming work steps, and probability distributions for the high-level perspective
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Figure 6.1: Screenshot of the analysis tool depicting the probability distribution for
forthcoming work steps in a recorded dataset of an intracranial tumor re-
moval procedure.
classiﬁcations. Thus, the tool allows the inspection of all information entities in a
series of the process context instances.
The tool may be used to identify and deeply analyze the performance of the surgical
process models and the behavior of the WIS in selected situations. For instance,
misclassiﬁcations of surgical situations by the high-level models can be investigated.
The surgical process context represented the whole state of the high-level models,
especially the probability distribution over all possible states. The temporal changes
could also be analyzed over selected time spans, for instance to investigate time-driven
update cycles of the high-level models, which were discussed in Section 3.4.2.
The visualization of the process-related information entities provided by the WIS-
Analyze tool is suitable for comprehensive technical analyses during the development
process. Nonetheless, the information presentation is inappropriate for clinical per-
sonnel. The applications related to a concrete surgical procedure and designed for
interaction with clinicians are discussed in the next sections.
6.2 Example clinical use case
A context-aware assistance demonstration setup was designed for a very frequent in-
tervention type in ENT surgery - Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery (FESS, see
also Section 2.5.2). In Germany, over forty-ﬁve thousand endonasal interventions con-
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sidering multiple nasal cavities were performed in 2015 [Sta16]. The workﬂow of the
procedure, the technical setup, and the novel assistance are described in the following
subsections.
6.2.1 Simulated procedures in the demonstrator
The FESS procedure is performed to restore the ventilation and drainage of the
paranasal sinuses by opening and cleaning of the anatomic structures under endo-
scopic vision. An endoscope with straight optics (0◦) as well as angled optics (either
30◦ or 45◦) may be used. The clinical procedure is described in more detail in Sec-
tion 2.5.2. A simpliﬁed process was modeled for the demonstrator setup according to
the limitations of the patient phantom and the technical equipment (see Section 6.2.2
below).
The representation of the anatomic structures included the Cellulae ethmoidales
as well as Sinus maxillaris and Sinus sphenoidalis. Besides these speciﬁed anatomic
regions, all other possible parts were classiﬁed as general Nasal cavity or out of patient.
In the demonstrator workﬂow, the treatment of the Sinus frontalis, where an angled
optics is used, was omitted to reduce the complexity of the technical setup.
Additionally, the demonstration focused on the most relevant instruments, among
them forceps, various punches, nasal forceps (Blakesley), dissectors, and a nasal specu-
lum. The suction and the shaver were also included as examples of powered devices.
A deﬁnite action was assigned to each surgical tool. The overall procedure was split
into three phases, a preparation phase, the actual sinus surgery and a ﬁnal phase.
The low-level process model could be generated from manually scripted process in-
stances. Twenty-four process instances were scripted based on the set of actions, tools,
and anatomic structures described above with overall thirty-ﬁve distinguishable low-
level tasks. The scripts consisted of 51.9 work steps in mean and had a mean duration
of 12min 59 s. The process instances were additionally tagged with abstract tasks and
patient status. Finally, the required surgical process models could be generalized and
trained accordingly. The resulting abstract task model contained ﬁfteen nodes and
eight patient statuses were distinguished. The resulting network of process models was
used for both, the demonstrations and the technical evaluation described in Section
6.5.1.
6.2.2 Demonstration setup
The implementation also includes concepts and components from associated research
projects, especially for the medical device integration and the workﬂow recognition,
which are both not in the major scope of this thesis. The following subsections describe
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the technical setup, the patient phantom, and the example assistance functionalities
implemented in the demonstrator.
The presented workﬂow-driven assistance functionalities were integrated into the
demonstrator of the OR.NET project, the German ﬂagship project for OR integration
[ORN15]. The demonstrator environment is depicted in Figure 6.2. The OR.NET
Open Surgical Platform enables medical devices and systems to provide their data
and functionalities to consumers via network [ORN15; Kas+15b]. To successfully add
the context-aware assistance concept to the demonstration OR, the WIS, the required
orchestration components, and the novel assistance systems were integrated into the
OSP based on IEEE 11073 SDC interfaces.
Figure 6.2: The technical OR.NET setup at ICCAS in Leipzig. (Source: ICCAS, Uni-
versität Leipzig)
The technical OR setup for the FESS includes all medical devices and systems re-
quired for the intervention, among them an OR table, an anesthesia workstation, an
endoscopy set, a documentation system, and multiple dynamically conﬁgurable dis-
plays.
A patient phantom of the nasal cavities from Phacon GmbH was used to simulate
the patient anatomy [Pha15]. The Sinus Patient Meyer Standard phantom includes all
relevant intra-nasal soft tissues, bone structures, and cavities. It is designed to imitate
the anatomic structures visually as well as haptically. The phantom allows to remove
soft tissue and to simulate the opening of the cavities through thin bone structures as
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performed in real interventions. The phantom is depicted in Figure 6.3. Real surgical
instruments and devices, expect for a coagulation, could be applied at the phantom in
tests and live demonstrations.
Figure 6.3: Photo of the FESS phantom (left), produced by Phacon GmbH and used for
the demonstration setup, the exchangeable anatomical structures (middle),
and an endoscopic view onto the phantom's middle meatus (right).
6.3 Workﬂow recognition under laboratory conditions
Workﬂow recognition technologies were integrated into the technical setup to allow
live demonstrations. The workﬂow recognition setup was designed and implemented
as a prototype for laboratory conditions. Thus, some limitations, which would not
be suitable for daily clinical routine, were acceptable for the demonstrator. This was
mainly done to reduce the complexity, since a comprehensive workﬂow recognition
for real OR settings is not addressed in this thesis. An overview of the components
described later in this section is shown in Figure 6.4.
The conﬁgurations, measurements, and parameters of the medical devices, which
were accessible via OSP, were used as data sources. An analysis of the work steps
with devices involved and their device descriptions (MDIB, [Kas+15b]) revealed the
metrics relevant to the workﬂow recognition. The recognition component subscribed
itself to the set of metrics and extracted the indicators for the corresponding surgical
work steps. Basically, the selected metrics indicated the use of a device. For instance,
the mode (drill/shaver) and the current speed of the motor (in IEEE 11073 SDC
referenced via MDCX_DRILL_REVOLUTION_CURRENT) directly correspond to the usage of
the surgical fraise device. The recognition of the usage of the navigation system requires
the continuous combined analysis of two metrics: the patient reference localization
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Figure 6.4: Photo of the setup for the FESS demonstrator with annotation of the com-
ponents used by workﬂow recognition component.
and the pointer localization. Whenever, the pointer is moved closely to the tracking
reference on the patient's head, the navigation system might be considered in use.
The device or instrument currently in use is a valuable sub-perspective of the work
step. The performed action, as a sub-perspective of the low-level work step, is often
directly correlated with the device or instrument, for instance the surgeon does shave
with a shaver. Liebmann et al. studied the relevance of sub-perspectives to the
recognition of the work steps in cataract operations by means of missing sensor inputs
[Lie+13]. They also concluded that the used instrument is a relevant sub-perspective
to track interventions in process models. However, the treated anatomic structure and
work steps with non-electrical instruments are harder to detect though. Hence, several
additional sensors were introduced into the OR setup, which collect further data for
the workﬂow recognition.
Several approaches aim on the detection of instrument usage in the OR, as already
discussed in Section 2.3.4. For instance, complex methods have been applied to endo-
scopic videos to extract information on the tool usage in real-time [All+11; Ton+07;
Bou+12; Twi+17]. Other approaches focus on the analysis of the instrument table to
derive the desired information using sensors such as RFID or video [NM12; Mei+14;
GDN15]. These approaches were far more easy to integrate into the demonstrator;
hence the instrument table was modiﬁed to be able to detect the usage of plain in-
struments such as scalpels or forceps. A digital precision scale (PCE Instruments)
was installed underneath the tabletop, as depicted in Figure 6.5. Thus, changes of the
set of instruments on the table could be detected by the scale. Taking an instrument
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from the table or putting it onto the table resulted in a speciﬁc weight change. The
modiﬁed instrument table implemented a subset of the concept proposed by Glaser et
al. for intraoperative instrument usage detection using a multi-sensor instrument ta-
ble [GDN15]. They combined the weight information from a scale with a video-based
instrument detection approach and added additional sensors, especially an infrared
camera system to detect hands interacting with the instrument table.
Figure 6.5: Photos of the modiﬁed instrument table used for the detection of plain
instruments.
For the instrument recognition component, a ﬁxed set of nine instruments (angled
forceps, nasal speculum, straight and angled Blakesley, Ronguer and mushroom punch,
short and long dissector, and elevatorium) was used. These instruments had diﬀerent
weights and were thus easy to distinguish based on the data from the scale. After
a change on the table and the stabilization of the weight measurement input, the
workﬂow component compares the weight diﬀerence with a small database to ﬁnd the
corresponding instrument with a tolerance of 0.4 grams and changes the estimated
table conﬁguration accordingly. At start-up, all instruments were assumed to be on
the table. Whenever an instrument is not on the table, it is considered in use at the
situs. The exchange of instruments, for example putting a scalpel on the table and
taking the forceps, is a common use case. The workﬂow recognition component also
analyzed the weight diﬀerence for such exchange interactions, which was possible due
to the limited amount of assorted instruments considered. This enables a more ﬂuent
and realistic instrumentation handling. Overall, the described modiﬁcations to the
instrument table allowed for the detection of instrument usage in live demonstrations.
The identiﬁcation of the treated anatomic structure is hard to implement and rarely
directly addressed in the literature. It is often only a side-eﬀect in recognition tech-
niques that focus on a direct derivation of the surgical situation from the available
sensor data, as already discussed in Section 2.3.4. However, based on the assump-
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tion that the treated structure is visible in the endoscopic image, the position and
orientation of the endoscope is a promising indicator. During a FESS, several cavi-
ties are inspected and anatomic regions are treated (see Section 6.2.1 for a detailed
description). To distinguish between these structures, the endoscope and the patient
phantom were tracked using standard, marker-based tracking hardware (Northern Dig-
ital Inc., Polaris Spectra or Polaris Vicra) attached to a navigation system (Localite
TMS Navigator), which provided the tracking data via OSP. The workﬂow recogni-
tion component continuously compared the localization data of the endoscope with
an annotated point cloud to estimate the anatomic structure the endoscope is looking
at. The point cloud was manually generated from a CT scan and was annotated with
anatomic regions and maximal distances. The regions are illustrated based on the
point cloud in a 3D visualization of the segmented skin and nasal cavities in Figure
6.6. Such an estimation of the treated structure based on point clouds does not require
a detailed segmentation of the cavities. Thus, patient-individual annotations may be
acquired with an atlas-based registration automatically.
Figure 6.6: Illustration of the anatomic regions detected through an analysis of the
tracking data in the demonstration setup.
The FESS demonstrator setup was limited to a single straight, rigid optic (Karl
Storz, Hopkins II, 0◦, 20cm) on a Karl Storz Image1 HD, since the exchange of the
optics was neither detectable by the endoscopic camera itself nor by any other sensor
system. Furthermore, the tracking camera needed to be positioned with respect to
potential line-of-sight problems. Despite that, the described tracking-based approach
provides reliable information on the anatomic structure sub-perspective.
The workﬂow recognition prototype also contained a consumer depth camera system
(Microsoft Kinect v1 ) with the situs in view direction. The system is used for marker-
free person tracking. Recently, complex methods for pose estimation and workﬂow
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recognition based on RGBD images were published [Twi+15; Kad+17]. However, the
prototypical implementation is based on the standard skeleton tracking features of
the corresponding Microsoft Kinect for Windows SDK v1.8. The workﬂow recognition
component evaluates the skeleton position data mainly to reliably recognize the be-
ginning of the intervention before the endoscope is inserted into the patient phantom.
This approach cannot be directly applied to daily clinical routine, but was suﬃcient
for live demonstration purposes the workﬂow recognition component was designed for.
The fusion of the data from the sensor systems is done by the workﬂow recognition
system. The system is interconnected with the WIS using a TCP/IP-based commu-
nication interface. A dedicated input handling component of the WIS consolidates
the incoming recognition data and continuously matches them to low-level work steps
within the process model. A rule-based matching is implemented speciﬁcally tailored
to the data of the recognition component. Unfortunately, there are no standards, nei-
ther for the workﬂow recognition nor for the semantic modeling of surgical procedures.
The recent research attempts, for instance published in [NN15a; Kat+15a; Neu+16;
Neu+17], are yet not suﬃcient to build a general matching component upon it. Thus,
the WIS needs to make use of a component that is speciﬁc to the recognition technolo-
gies and to the clinical use case. The component includes a simple exception handling
strategy. In case of multiple instruments missing on the instrument table, and thus
considered in situs, the most recently taken instrument is considered for the low-level
matching. However, for some combinations of input data, for example a bone punch
is used but the endoscope is not inside the nose, there is no suitable low-level task. In
these cases, the component matched the input to an unknown work step. The work step
was then processed by the low-level model using the ambiguous task (⊥, see Section
3.3.2 for details).
6.4 Implemented assistance functionalities
Workﬂow recognition technologies are able to provide information on the current sur-
gical activity and the integrated medical devices share their functionalities via OSP.
However, the beneﬁt for the surgeon and the OR staﬀ is still limited. Additional ap-
plications providing functionalities built on top of the basic device services need to
be implemented. As a starting point, the surgical process and the human-machine
interaction were analyzed and technical use cases were extracted. Subsequently, a set
of use cases suitable for (semi-)automation was selected, conceptualized, and imple-
mented with respect to an initial risk analysis. These use cases and the corresponding
context-aware assistance are described in the following subsections.
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6.4.1 Information presentation and documentation support
The increasing amount of information sources available during surgery and the poten-
tial information overload in modern operating rooms were already discussed in Section
2.1. Most of the established devices provide information entities somehow related to
the patient. The WIS basically adds another layer of process-related information to
surgical interventions. The usefulness of these information entities needs to be carefully
evaluated in order to select the appropriate presentation. The process-related informa-
tion entities as well as the patient-related information sources were both considered in
the demonstration applications.
Surgical Process Navigator
At ﬁrst, the presentation of the process-related information entities was considered. An
intuitive visualization of the process and its actual state was designed and implemented.
An assistance system, named Surgical Process Navigator, fetches the process-related
information via OR network and visualizes them intraoperatively. The visualization
concept was inspired by car navigation systems and is shown in Figure 6.7. The
initial prototype was presented in [FSN12]. Especially the visualization of the course
information was improved in the updated version depicted here.
Figure 6.7: Screenshot of the process visualization during the dissection of tissue in a
FESS procedure.
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The patient demographics, the intervention type, and the location are listen on
the top of the user interface. These are the static information entities of the patient-
related context, the procedure-related context, and the resource-related context deﬁned
in Section 4.4. The major part of the user interface depicts the dynamic parts of the
actual context. In a headline, the intervention phase ("Sinus surgery") is shown.
The ongoing low-level work step as well as the most probable subsequent tasks
are depicted as routes in the center. The arrangement of the options and the road
width are calculated based on the estimated probabilities of the corresponding options.
Whenever the low-level work step changes, the routes are dynamically adapted to
represent the new set of options for subsequent tasks. The corresponding abstract
surgical task ("Clean Nasal cavity") and the actual abstract patient status ("Nasal
cavity inspected") are presented on the left. A box at the right indicates the state
of potentially relevant technical resources, which is an already registered navigation
system in the depicted case. A small bar at the right represents the estimated progress
of the overall intervention. The estimation is based on the elapsed intervention time
and the prediction of the remaining intervention time provided by the WIS. In the
lower left corner, the completed sub-procedures are listed as ICPM codes (see Section
4.3.1).
The Surgical Process Navigator provides a complex user interface to visually illus-
trate the belief state of the WIS. It presents how the WIS interprets its inputs and thus
shows its representation of the real world. Feedback in numerous discussions with clin-
icians indicated that the visualization illustrates the concepts well, but the presented
information are irrelevant to the surgeon during real surgery. Using the application
in real surgical settings would rather contribute to the information overload discussed
in Section 2.1. A predictable behavior of the technology will be the key property for
user acceptance. The anticipation of automated actions shall not require additional
cognitive workload concerning the system's internal belief state. Nonetheless, the visu-
alization of the process state and subsequent tasks may be used in speciﬁc real-world
applications, for example in communication of processes for guidance in surgical edu-
cation, the introduction of new intervention protocols, or in clinical trials.
Presentation of patient status
During a FESS intervention, the anatomic regions may be treated in diﬀering ordering.
Thus, the treatment progress of the anatomic structures and cavities may be a relevant
information to ensure a proper procedure implementation. A prototypical assistance
system, named FessBoard, was implemented, which visualizes the patient's treatment
status graphically, as depicted in Figure 6.8. On the left side of the visualization, an
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anatomic overview is presented with four diﬀerent regions: the Cellulae ethmoidales,
the Sinus maxillaris, the Sinus sphenoidalis and the vestibule/nasal cavity. A color-
coded visualization represents the four considered states for each anatomic region: not
treated (gray), opened/inspected (blue), partially cleaned (yellow) and fully cleaned
(green). On the right side of the screen, intraoperative captures from the endoscopic
video are depicted. The system uses a slideshow mode to display the latest four captures
for each of the anatomic regions. The images should support the surgeon in recapturing
the situation last seen in a region.
Figure 6.8: Screenshot of the FessBoard application displaying the estimated status of
the nasal cavities considered in the demonstration scenario with captures
from the endoscopic video.
Technically, the FessBoard mainly uses the abstract patient status in the surgical
process context of the WIS. It subscribes itself to the related information via OSP.
The process context information entity only covers the state of the currently treated
anatomic structure, for example Sinus maxillaris partially cleaned. Thus, the FessBoard
needs to persist the states of the anatomic regions as long as there is no new information
on the treatment of the corresponding anatomic structure.
The capturing of the endoscopic video stream was implemented using a epiphan
Systems Inc., VGA2Ethernet network framegrabber on the video signal split by an
IHSE GmbH, Draco tera K480 Series KVM switch. An image was captured every
two seconds (0.5Hz). The images were assigned to the anatomic regions based on the
corresponding low-level task, especially the treated anatomic region sub-perspective,
by a table-based mapping.
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The FessBoard tool implements a possible presentation of the patient's status dur-
ing a surgical procedure. It was designed as a prototype to demonstrate the abilities
to support the surgeon and the OR staﬀ in keeping track of the surgical progress.
However, the prototypical implementation has limited capabilities in image selection.
An additional analysis of the quality of the automatically captured images considering
focus and illumination could be implemented to improve the meaningfulness of the
presented images. However, the FessBoard provides a novel form of a multimodal doc-
umentation by combining images with surgical activities and qualitative descriptions
of anatomic regions.
Automated video source management
Some of the medical devices in the OR, for instance the navigation system, the PACS
viewer, the microscope, or the endoscopic tower, usually have their own displays. In
integrated operating rooms, these video sources are often attached to a video switch.
This allows to switch the display source or diplay multiple video signals on a large cen-
tralized screen. There multiple commercial solution available (see for instance [Gol+12;
EIZ16]). However, the potential information overload, discussed in Section 2.1, justiﬁes
approaches towards a situation-dependent video switching. The basic principle and an
early prototype were already published in 2013 [RFN13] and an application concept
was published recently [Sch+16b; SFN17].
An intelligent video source selection aims on a reduction of the number of displays
in the OR. Optimally, only a single display in the line of sight of the surgeon would be
required. However, the required switching should work as autonomous as possible to
avoid any additional conﬁguration tasks. Thus, such an OR component should manage
the video sources with the number of manual interactions as least as possible.
Based on the process-related information provided by the WIS, a system, named
ORMediaControl, was designed for the situation-based selection of video sources. The
ORMediaControl supports multiple sources and displays conﬁgurable by a conﬁgura-
tion ﬁle. It retrieves the process-related information from the WIS via OSP eventing
mechanism. These information entities are used to evaluate a rule set. The rule set
is speciﬁc to the intervention type and decides on the selection of appropriate video
sources for the displays. Additionally, the ORMediaControl is able to capture the at-
tached video sources. The capture function may be initiated as a service in the OR
network or automatically by the rule set. Thus, the system is able to support the
surgeon with the documentation task. Based on the interpretation of the surgical sit-
uation, mainly the primary video source, either endoscope or microscope depending
on the clinical use case, is automatically captured. The resulting images are stored
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as DICOM Secondary Capture using the DICOM C-Store [NEM16] mechanism to a
PACS. The quality of the automatically generated documentation images, however, is
currently not analyzed; thus, it requires manual interaction postoperatively to assort
the images. A service may be integrated to provide image quality indicators for the
partial automation of this task. Such a service may be shared with the FessBoard.
Figure 6.9: The initial work steps of a simulated procedure with automatic video source
selection for the primary monitor on the right: (a) Patient record displayed
by the Visus JiveX document viewer during patient preparation, (b) Lo-
calite TMS Navigator navigation system during registration procedure, and
(c) endoscopic video from Karl Storz Image1 HD at the beginning of the
actual intervention.
The initial work steps of a simulated FESS procedure, including the patient prepara-
tion, the registration of a navigation system, and the endoscopic examination could be
performed with a single display for the surgeon, as shown in Figure 6.9. These phases
of the procedure did not require any manual interaction to select an appropriate video
source for the primary display. The ordering of the work steps and the corresponding
video sources remained under the control of the surgeon. The system adapts the se-
lection of the video source dynamically to the recognized situations. Yet, the decision
and the switching are done entirely autonomous by the ORMediaControl. A simpliﬁed
rule set is listed below.
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Example simpliﬁed rule for video source selection in the FESS demonstration.
Data: Current process context instance (X-Pctx)
Result: Decision on video sources for primary (Pri.) and secondary (Sec.) display
if X-Pctx.Function.Phase.ActualState.data equals "start" then
/* Before the beginning of the surgery */
Pri. ← Document viewer
Sec. ← oﬀ
else if X-Pctx.Function.Phase.ActualState.data equals "preparation" then
/* During preparation phase */
if X-Pctx.Function.LowLevelTask.ActualState.instrument contains "navigation" Or
X-Pctx.Function.LowLevelTask.ActualState.instrument contains "pointer" then
Pri. ← Navigation
else
Pri. ← Document viewer
end
Sec. ← oﬀ
else if X-Pctx.Function.Phase.ActualState.data equals "sinus surgery" then
/* During the endoscopic phase */
Pri. ← Endoscope
if X-Pctx.Function.LowLevelTask.ActualState.instrument contains "pointer" then
Sec. ← Navigation
else if X-Pctx.Function.AbstractTask.ActualState.data equals "inspect sinus sphenodialis" Or
X-Pctx.Function.AbstractTask.NextState.data equals "inspect sinus sphenodialis" then
Sec. ← Navigation
else
Sec. ← oﬀ
end
else if X-Pctx.Function.Phase.ActualState.data equals "ﬁnal" then
/* During final care */
Pri. ← FessBoard
Sec. ← Document viewer
The ﬁrst rule represents the initial conﬁguration of the displays: the primary screen
displays the document viewer for the access to preoperative data, whereas the secondary
screen is not used yet. During the preparation phase, the navigation system will
be registered ﬁrst, and might later be used to inspect the data for the planning of
operations. Whenever the navigation is in use, the instrument of the low-level work
step will be either "navigation" (The surgeon does register the patient with the
navigation) or "pointer". In those cases, the navigation system is the primary source
of information and should thus be displayed on the primary screen.
The preparation phase ends with the ﬁrst insertion of the endoscope into the patient's
nose. Thus, the endoscopic image is the primary source of information during the
rest of the endoscopic part of the procedure. To ensure a permanent visibility of the
endoscopic image, the video stream is constantly assigned to the primary display. The
third rule switches the navigation to the secondary screen whenever the pointer is used
or the inspection of the sphenoidalis cavity is ongoing or expected to be next and turns
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the secondary display oﬀ otherwise. And ﬁnally, during the care after the endoscopy,
the FessBoard documentation application and the document viewer are displayed until
the end of the procedure.
The ORMediaControl autonomously selects the video sources for both displays based
on the evaluation of the described rules. The system also allows for manual switch-
ing, if the automatic selection was inappropriate. The risk management requires the
manual interaction to always overwrite the automatic selection. After a manual interac-
tion, the ORMediaControl will switch the video conﬁguration only if a new automated
conﬁguration, compared to the automated conﬁguration previously selected, would be
required according to the rule set.
The demonstrated use case is an example for automated information presentation.
Without the workﬂow-driven assistance, the presentation would either require multi-
ple dedicated displays or a manual switching. Dedicated displays complicate the OR
preparation and setup due to the additional hardware and the limited ﬁeld of view of
the surgeon. The manual switching, on the other hand, would increase the workload
during surgery and interrupt the surgical workﬂow. The automated assistance induces
a reduction of the workload by means of rule-based adaptation to the surgical situation.
Conﬁguration for information provision
In some cases, the automated selection of appropriate video sources for the primary
display is not suﬃcient to avoid manual interaction for information seeking. For ex-
ample, the DICOM and document viewer (Visus JiveX ) displays only one page of the
patient record. But speciﬁc documents may be relevant for speciﬁc situations. Thus, a
preselection is automatically performed prior to the video switching. To this end, the
descriptions of the elements, which are available for displaying, are fetched via OSP.
If the patient data set contains the relevant document, for example the order form
of the surgery to be performed, this document is automatically preselected using the
OSP activations provided by the document viewer. Thus, information seeking is eased
and manual interaction is avoided. Analogously, a preselection of the results of a rhi-
nometry, a diagnostic method to distinguish various deviations of the nasal structures
[Hil+89; LP90; CGS05], was implemented at the beginning of the actual endoscopy.
The navigation system (Localite TMS Navigator) may as well require some man-
ual interaction before automated displaying. The navigation system is able to track
multiple instruments, among them the pointer, the endoscope, and sometimes the
suction tube. However, only one instrument can be used to slice the volume data
at a time. To reduce the amount of manual interaction for selecting the appro-
priate slicing instrument, an automated selection was implemented. The slicing
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instrument is selected based on the instrument information in the process context
(X-Pctx.Function.LowLevelTask.ActualState.instrument). By means of that, the
relevant localization is selected and presented by the navigation system.
Both automated conﬁgurations are designed to ease the information seeking. Ad-
ditionally, such an approach can be combined with data provided by other devices.
For laparoscopic interventions, Köny et al. presented a context-dependent alarm han-
dling for critical ventilation pressure in Trendelenburg position (patient's head down)
[Kön+13, pp. 311] based on device data. As an example using also process-related
information, a context-sensitive warning was implemented in the ENT demonstration
setup. In the endoscopic image, a warning on a potential bleeding is displayed together
with the current measurements when the blood pressure exceeds a given threshold and
a sharp instrument has been used recently. With such a behavior, the warning is only
displayed to the surgeon in cases where it is reasonable to assume a bleeding. If an
increase in blood pressure occurs without recent tissue removal, there is probably no
surgical cause. Thus, the anesthesiologist is responsible for handling the situation. The
prototypical implementation of the warning mechanism used the AtLeastOnce predi-
cate in the rules to determine the use of a sharp instrument. The required vital data
to evaluate the threshold condition were retrieved from the anesthesia system. Finally,
the evaluation of the rule did not solely rely on process-related data. Thus, it had to be
implemented directly in the endoscopic video overlay software because the WIS does
not provide access to the vital sign data for rule premises. The implementation serves
as an example case for automated adaptation of information provision in complex,
multi-device settings.
6.4.2 Context-aware adaptation of OR equipment
There are several device conﬁguration adjustments and infrastructure adaptation tasks
carried out by the OR team during interventions. In the selected endoscopic use
case, light conditions, parameters of the shaver, the irrigation, and the suctioning
need to be adjusted to certain situations. The context-aware assistance functionalities
designed and implemented for these conﬁguration tasks are described in the following
subsections.
Adaptation of OR light conditions
In endoscopic interventions, the OR light is often darkened during the endoscopy
phases. Additionally, the ambient light may be changed to a bluish color, if possi-
ble, to enhance the contrast of the red nuances in the endoscopic images. Additionally,
the light conditions may also increase the situation-awareness of the OR team. Follow-
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Figure 6.10: Photo of the setup for the FESS demonstrator with standard light condi-
tions for endoscope not inserted (left) and with adapted light conditions
during endoscopy phases (right).
ing the rule-based adaptation concept, a rule set was designed to react to endoscope
usage. A connector component, named ORLightControl, registered the rules at the
WIS and implemented the OSP client to the OR light control services. The intensity
and color of the pre-installed ambient lights and spots is controlled via Digital Multi-
plex bus (ANSI E1.11-2008 R2013, DMX 512-A) [Ame13]. Based on the evaluation
results of the rule set, the OR light conditions are automatically adapted to the surgical
situation. Four diﬀerent OR light conditions were automatically switched. The default
lighting during patient positioning and preparation as well as the darkened bluish light
during endoscopy are depicted in Figure 6.10. Additionally, the spots are focused on
the patient's head when the navigation is registered. For the situation-awareness of
the team, the light is moderately darkened when nasal speculum is installed. During
endoscopy, the brightness is moderately increased when the endoscope is temporar-
ily removed from the patient. In most cases, this is done for changing or cleaning
the optics. The proposed adaptation might be extended to react to critical events or
anesthesia emergencies in future work.
Operational parameter adaptation
The removal of tissue close to the skull base bears surgical risks, for example the
exposure or injury of the dura mater. Especially the opening and clean up of the
Sinus sphenoidalis needs to be performed with caution. Thus, it seems reasonable to
reduce the maximum revolution speed of the shaver, which is a powered instrument
used to remove soft tissue. A component for the rule-based adaptation of the maximum
revolution speed was developed. If the surgeon operates close to the Sinus sphenoidalis,
either when opening the cavity or during its treatment, then the evaluation of the rule
premise indicates that the revolution limit should be reduced to a predeﬁned value. In
the photograph depicted in Figure 6.11, the Karl Storz Unidrive SIII ENT, which was
used as a test device, is shown on the right during the adaptation. The orange color
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of the revolution limit indicates that it has recently changed. The same approach was
also implemented for an autonomous adaptation of the surgical pump, a Karl Storz
Hamou Endomat, depicted on the left of Figure 6.11.
Figure 6.11: Photo of the surgical fraise in the setup of the FESS demonstrator with
automatically adapted shaver revolution limit (top right) and the surgical
pump (bottom left).
The adjustment of the maximum revolution speed of the shaver demonstrates that
the ﬁnal decision on an action may not only depend on the surgical situation but is also
inﬂuenced by parameters of the acting device. If the surgeon already set a maximum
revolution speed below the target value of the adaptation, then no action should be
taken. The intention of the rule was to reduce the revolution speed in critical areas;
thus, it should not increase the speed in certain circumstances. The actual maximum
revolution speed is not part of the process context and hence it cannot be referenced
in the premise of a rule. In such cases, the device or an additional component need
to combine the process-related information with the operational conditions to decide
on parameter adaptations. In case of the shaver, the implemented component ensures
that the revolution limit is never automatically increased above the manually set limit,
since this bears severe risks.
Another valuable automation focuses on the endoscopic light source. To avoid un-
necessary heat at the tip of the endoscope, the light source should be switched to a
standby mode whenever possible. A simple rule set automated this switching depend-
ing on the use of the endoscope. For most situations, this is a simple reactive behavior.
But during a temporary removal of the endoscope for cleaning, instead of triggering the
standby mode, the intensity is reduced. However, this requires a distinction between
temporary removal during the endoscopy and situations with additional work steps,
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such as inspection of medical data, as well as the ﬁnal care after the actual procedure,
where the endoscope is also removed but the light source should be switched to standby.
This aspect of the desired behavior required more predictive and complex rules.
Surgical Process Console
The possibilities of fully automatic assistance are limited due to the critical working
environment. Nevertheless, an assistance can be implemented by realizing intelligent
behavior in centralized control consoles. The control consoles, which are common to
integrated operating rooms, mainly provide structured control of the connected devices,
as discussed in Section 2.1. In the demonstration setup, a Surgical Process Console
was designed and implemented as an extension to the presentation of process-related
information described in Section 6.4.1. The user interface was adapted to diﬀerent use
cases and diﬀerent versions of the Surgical Process Console were published as a part
of [FN14b; FN15a].
Figure 6.12: Photo of the conﬁguration options shown on the secondary screen and a
tablet with the process visualization at the OR table in the demonstration
OR with a brain tumor removal workﬂow. [FN15a]
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The implementation of the Surgical Process Console included the OR conﬁguration
proﬁles, which were conceptualized in Section 5.3.3. The conditions of the OR con-
ﬁguration proﬁles were continuously evaluated and the proposed conﬁgurations were
ranked based on the surgical situation, as depicted in Figure 6.12 at the surgeon's sec-
ondary screen. The example hardware conﬁguration uses a tablet attached to the OR
table for control in a microscope-centered brain tumor removal use case. The ranking
was based on the evaluation of a set of conditions for each conﬁguration option. Each
condition in the set was associated with a priority of the corresponding option. From
this, a ranking of the options could be determined.
The Surgical Process Console presented the conﬁgurations considered suitable for the
given surgical situation on its intraoperative user interface. The surgeon may choose an
OR conﬁguration and the assistance system conﬁgures the medical devices and services
accordingly. The approach allows the reconﬁguration of the overall OR with minimal
user interaction. Thus, the workload for the surgeon and the OR staﬀ in maintenance
of the devices is reduced during the intervention.
The prototype depicted in Figure 6.13 was initially implemented for the transsphe-
noidal pituitary adenoma resection considered in the OR.NET project. The approach
to the tumor at the pituitary, which is located close to the brainstem, is performed
transnasal under endoscopic vision through the Sinus sphenoidalis. Hence, most of the
characteristics of the Functional Endoscopic Sinus Surgery, which is the major clini-
cal use case for the demonstration applications, also apply to the tumor approach in
transsphenoidal pituitary adenoma resection. Hence, the system could be applied in
both use cases using diﬀerent sets of conﬁguration proﬁles.
As discussed in Section 5.1.2, the risk management for the adaptive provision of con-
ﬁguration proﬁles needs to be provided by the conﬁguration component. Two major
requirements were identiﬁed in the preliminary risk management. Firstly, for any con-
ﬁguration proﬁle provided, all included actions, especially the changes to operational
parameters of devices or the activation of functions, must be explicitly communicated
to the user in advance. Secondly, the ordering of the proposed proﬁles shall not be
changed during the user interaction, even if the assessment of suitability has changed.
The version of the Surgical Process Console implemented for endoscopic settings
includes a spin-click wheel (Powermate, Griﬃn Technology) for human-machine inter-
action. The handy and intuitive controller enables the surgeon to display the ranked
list of conﬁguration proﬁles at the primary screen, to select and activate a proﬁle, to
take documentation screenshots of any available video source, or switch the desired
video source to the primary screen. The eﬀects of the selected conﬁguration proﬁle or
functionality are described in detail in the user interface. The controller-based inter-
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Figure 6.13: Revised prototype of the Surgical Process Console system with a spin-click
wheel for human-machine interaction in endoscopic OR settings.
action uses fast, intuitive patterns, such as click, spin backwards, or press-and-spin.
The implementation of the video switching and documentation screenshots is based on
the network services provided by the ORMediaControl component described in Section
6.4.2.
An autonomous, rule-based adaptation may be applied directly by any medical device
that is integrated into an OR infrastructure. However, for critical devices, such as
surgical drills, or coagulation devices, the possibly induced risks of an autonomous
or unsupervised adaptation of operational parameters are not manageable in most
cases. The autonomous ranking of proﬁles in the Surgical Process Console is designed
to balance proactivity and transparency as well as to ensure a manageable risk. It
especially includes adaptations that may not be performed fully automatically.
The Surgical Process Console facilitates the handling of OR conﬁgurations during
endoscopic interventions. This is achieved by a continuous assessment of the surgical
situation and the usage of network services of the OR equipment. However, the ef-
ﬁciency of the information presentation and the human-machine interaction may be
further improved by the modeling of the surgeon's belief state on the surgical situa-
tion, on the process, or on the patient status. For example, Horvitz et al. applied the
idea of a prediction of how surprising an information might be for the user to a traﬃc
forecasting service in Seattle [Hor+12]. Such an approach might also be applicable
to optimize the selection of information presented and the assistance provided by the
system concerning the surgeon's individual needs.
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6.5 Distributed context-aware automation in an integrated
surgical working environment
The example implementations of context-aware device behavior presented here demon-
strate possible applications of the proposed technology. An overview of the pipeline
and the applications was published in [Fra+16a; Fra+16b]. Figure 6.14 illustrates
the pipeline. The workﬂow recognition provides raw data on various aspects, such as
instrument usage, device parameters, and endoscope position. The WIS aggregates,
consolidates, and classiﬁes the situation to provide contextual information (surgical
process context) in the tracking and processing stage. Finally, an evaluation of the sit-
uation based on rules realizes context-aware assistance through autonomous system's
behavior. The pipeline thus realizes the workﬂow-driven assistance loop discussed in
Section 2.4.
Figure 6.14: An illustration of the proposed pipeline for the realization of context-aware
assistance in the operating room.
As a ﬁnal step, the pipeline and the setup need to be technically validated to ensure a
reliable basis for preclinical evaluations. The following sections describes the technical
validation according to the three stages and summarized the assisted workﬂow from a
surgeon's perspective.
6.5.1 Validation of the context-aware applications
In Chapter 4, evaluations concerning the performance of the process models and pro-
cessing methods were presented. However, the results of these evaluations reﬂect only
the stochastic modeling part of the presented pipeline. But the overall performance
of the system, especially in terms of accuracy and robustness, does not solely depend
on the applied process models. The quality of signals used for workﬂow recognition
and the robustness of their mapping to process states inﬂuence the performance prior
to the model processing. After the interpretation of the surgical situation in a process
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context, the formulation of rules and its robustness determine the resulting behavior of
the devices. Hence, the demonstration setup and the assistance functionalities need to
be technically validated against the expected situation-dependent behavior in a pilot
study. To achieve an acceptable performance and reactivity of the system, an increased
processing frequency of 5Hz was used, instead of 1Hz used in the retrospective studies
previously described.
Data and design of the pipeline validation
The design of the validation aimed at the study of the proposed pipeline as a whole.
A set of twenty-four process instances was scripted based on available protocols of
FESS procedures (see also Section 6.2.1). The scripts include the essential work steps
and variations found in the recordings of real interventions, but accounted for the
limitations of the demonstration setup. Figure 6.15 depicts the subset of the tasks
for the treatment of the Sinus sphenoidalis in the low-level model and the major
transitions.
Figure 6.15: Subset of the low-level model of the FESS procedures with nodes and
major transitions of the treatment of the Sinus sphenoidalis.
After the preparation phase, the treatment of a nasal cavity, the Sinus sphenoidalis
in case of Figure 6.15, includes mainly various tasks to remove or to dissect tissue with
diﬀerent instruments and clean the cavity using the suction. Whenever no instrument
or device was used, the work step was considered to be an inspection of the anatomic
structure. Additionally, the navigation system's pointer might be used to check the
distance to risk structures. Each script contained a preparation phase including the
registration of the navigation system, the treatment of each considered cavity, the
traversal between them, and randomly occurring cleanings of the endoscope out of the
patient.
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The scripts were implemented in the demonstration setup (see Figure 6.16) and the
recognition data was logged. Additionally, the implementations were recorded on video.
From the videos, the low-level work steps, the abstract surgical task, and the abstract
patient status were manually tagged. This way, a set of process recordings suitable for
the demonstration setup was derived from protocols of real FESS interventions. The
use of the manually tagged recordings instead of a direct use of the scripts especially
compensated for inevitable, slight timing errors in the process implementation, which
may aﬀect the models.
Figure 6.16: The study setup with a script display and a study camera (left) and a
screenshot of the recorded videos during process implementation (right).
In a leave-one-out cross-scenario, the required low-level and high-level models were
generated from twenty-three tagged recordings. The logged workﬂow recognition re-
sults of the remaining procedure were used as input to the validation of the corre-
sponding process model network and the subsequent assistance functionalities. The
retrospective pipeline validation based on the recorded data enabled a leave-one-out
cross-validation study design analogously to the studies already presented.
The correctness of the process implementation in the demonstration setup was ver-
iﬁed as a ﬁrst step of the analysis. To that end, the tagged process recordings were
compared to the corresponding scripts. Next, the performance of the workﬂow recogni-
tion was evaluated. The recorded workﬂow recognition input was matched to the nodes
in the low-level model (Adaptive Trace Model) according to the proposed pipeline. The
resulting sequence of low-level tasks was then compared to the manual tags of the cor-
responding process recording.
Furthermore, the sequence of work steps was used as input to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the process model network in terms of high-level classiﬁcation (abstract task
and patient status) for comparison with the evaluation of intracranial tumor removal
described in Section 4.1.2. Finally, the rule sets were evaluated based on the sequence
of process context instances, which were generated by the process model network.
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Again, a manual tagging of the procedures was used as ground truth. The evaluation
of the process model network and the assistance rule sets was performed with both
inputs: the deﬁnite manual tags and the noisy workﬂow recognition input. A compar-
ison of the results provides insights into the inﬂuences of noisy recognition data and
the robustness of the proposed implementation.
Results of the pipeline validation
At ﬁrst, the implementation of the scripts was veriﬁed. To that end, the scripts were
compared to the tagged process instances generated from the video recordings. The
comparison of the sequences of work steps showed a full match. Hence, the imple-
mentations were done fully compliant with the scripts. Furthermore, the timing of the
implementation was analyzed. The starting time of each work step in the recordings
was compared to the scripts, which had a temporal resoultion of one second. There, a
temporal error of 0.2 s±0.7 s was measured in mean. This error is below the resolution
of the scripts, and the expectable temporal accuracy, which was reported by Neumuth
et al. for video observation and subsequent tagging [Neu+09]. These ﬁndings indicate
an acceptable implementation of the scripts. Overall, the recorded instances and the
meanwhile recorded workﬂow recognition data can be used as input for the validation
study.
Concerning the timing of the recognition, a comparison of the work step start times
in the recordings and the logging of the recognition component resulted in a mean
temporal error of 0.4 s±0.9 s. This result is again below the reliable temporal resolution
of the measurement system "human observer on video data" and fairly close to the
temporal resolution of the technical system running with 5Hz. Thus, these ﬁndings
do not allow to derive detailed statements about the temporal performance of the
recognition. However, the rare outliners are worth discussing. In the worst cases, delays
of up to ﬁve seconds were recorded. These delays were mainly measured for transitions
from suctioning to inspection (see Figure 6.15). The suctioning is recognized by an
analysis of the pressure measurements provided by the device. A stable recognition
requires bridging time spans of low suction pressure. A concrete signal for the end
of a suction task is missing. In turn, an inspection work step does not produce any
active signal of a device or an instrument. Thus, inevitable delays may occur for that
transition.
Besides the timing aspects, an overview of the results of the pilot validation study
for the proposed pipeline is listed in Table 6.1. The analysis was performed for the
start of each of the 1,245 low-level work steps. The results are provided for both, the
deﬁnite (manually tagged) input as well as the recognition input.
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Results of the technical validation of
the workﬂow recognition, the processing pipeline
and the context-aware assistance
Deﬁnite input Recognition input
No. cases Acc. No. cases Acc.
Workﬂow recognition
Instrument recogn.  434 of 441 0.984
Device recogn.  317 of 330 0.961
Structure recogn.  1,051 of 1,069 0.983
Step transition  1,194 of 1,221 0.978
Tracking and processing
Low-level matching  1,180 of 1,245 0.948
Abstract task class. 1,212 of 1,245 0.973 1,174 of 1,245 0.943
Patient status class. 1,173 of 1,245 0.942 1,096 of 1,245 0.880
Context-aware assistance
Navigation usage est. 1,244 of 1,245 0.999 1,237 of 1,245 0.994
Treatment estimation 4,908 of 4,980 0.986 4,795 of 4,980 0.963
ICPM recogn. 6,142 of 6,225 0.987 5,872 of 6,225 0.943
Endoscope capture 1,245 of 1,245 1.000 1,222 of 1,245 0.982
Risk warnings 2,490 of 2,490 1.000 2,481 of 2,490 0.996
Light conditions 1,245 of 1,245 1.000 1,231 of 1,245 0.989
Display sources 1,245 of 1,245 1.000 1,238 of 1,245 0.994
Dev. op. parameters 3,735 of 3,735 1.000 3,711 of 3,735 0.994
Table 6.1: Results of the workﬂow recognition, tracking and processing, as well as
assistance applications in the technical validation.
Workﬂow recognition
As a ﬁrst step, the performance of the workﬂow recognition was analyzed. The analysis
indicates the range of noise in the pipeline input. Overall, an acceptable recognition ac-
curacy was measured. Four classes of errors were identiﬁed: Misrecognition of the used
instrument, misinterpretation of device usage, wrongly classiﬁed anatomic structures,
and transient misclassiﬁcations at the transition between work steps. The instrument,
the device, and the anatomic structure are recognized by the analysis of data streams.
Thus, the errors are caused by the analysis and interpretation of these data. The in-
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strument recognition and the classiﬁcation of the anatomic structure performed best,
with over ninety-eight percent accuracy. The recognition of device usage tended to
be more complicated resulting in a slightly lower accuracy of ninety-six percent. The
two mainly used devices, the suction and the shaver, provided only indirect usage in-
dicators. For the suction, the pressure measurement of the device was continuously
analyzed. An increase of the suction pressure above a given threshold indicated the
usage. Analogously, the current revolution speed of the shaver was analyzed. While
these indicators provide reliable results during the application, the algorithm needed
to bridge time spans with low suction pressure or short pauses in tissue removal. In
some cases, this resulted in misinterpretations of the data streams and thus errors in
device usage recognition, as already discussed above for temporal errors.
The fourth class of errors occurred during step transitions. Especially in cases where
a tissue removal work step ends and an inspection of another anatomic structure follows,
shot-term misclassiﬁcations may occur. For instance, after opening the sphenoidalis
cavity with a Blakesley through the Cellulae ethmoidales, the endoscope is inserted
into the sphenoidalis cavity for a ﬁrst inspection. However, an early put back of
the instrument might lead to a misclassiﬁed anatomic structure in the inspection,
whereas a delayed put back results in a wrong tissue removal work step within the
Sinus sphenoidalis. The system interprets the data streams every 200ms (5Hz), which
resulted in twenty-seven transient errors (duration less than one second) due to a
temporal oversampling.
In the ﬁnal recognition step, the data were combined and matched to low-level
tasks. There, an overall accuracy of nearly ninety-ﬁve percent was achieved. In sum-
mary, the workﬂow recognition provided reliable results in the laboratory setting. The
obtained accuracy is higher than those recently reported for real surgeries for instance
in [Pad+12; NM12; Kra+13a; Twi+17]. However, these results are hardly compara-
ble due to the diﬀerent intervention types, settings, and granularity levels. Especially
concerning the accuracy of the low-level task matching of 94.8 percent, it neverthe-
less seems reasonable to assume that such accuracy will be achieved in future work
even under wet conditions. Thus, the workﬂow recognition input seems acceptable for
further validation of the pipeline.
Tracking and processing
In the next stage of the proposed pipeline, the low-level work step is fed as input into
the network of process models. For comparison, this was done with the deﬁnite input
as well as the noisy recognition input. With deﬁnite input, the abstract surgical task
was classiﬁed correctly in over ninety-seven percent of the cases, and an accuracy of
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over ninety-four percent was obtained for the abstract patient status, which indicates
an acceptable performance of the high-level models in terms of situation classiﬁcation
based on low-level work step data.
The noise of the recognition results in a decreased accuracy of matching the input
to a low-level task in the Adaptive Trace Model compared to a perfect matching with
deﬁnite input. Consequently, the classiﬁcation accuracy for the abstract surgical task
and the abstract patient status are remarkably lower for the recognition input. Espe-
cially the classiﬁcation of the patient status suﬀered from noise (0.942 / 0.880). Most
of the confusion was generated with the transition from a partially cleaned state to
the corresponding cleaned state. The model needed to estimate whether a cavity was
already fully cleaned or the surgeon returns to it, for instance after cleaning the en-
doscope out of the patient. The rather predictive character of the cleaned states was
hard to capture by the model. Overall, the results and ﬁndings match those obtained
in the classiﬁcation study with intracranial tumor removals (see Section 4.1.2).
Context-aware assistance
In the third part of the experiments, the applicability of the situation classiﬁcation
to implement rule-based modules was studied. The deﬁnite input was mainly used
to verify the correctness and completeness of the rule implementations. The obtained
results show that the deﬁned rule sets work as intended. Due to the combined use
of low-level tasks and high-level perspective information entities in the premises, the
implementations also seem fairly robust against misclassiﬁcations in the high-level mod-
els. However, the results obtained with the recognition input are more relevant, since
they indicate the performance of the implemented context-aware assistance under more
realistic conditions.
Three rule-based modules derived additional information on the estimated navigation
usage, on the treatment state of the anatomic structures, and on potentially completed
ICPM codes. A qualitative predictive statement on navigation usage was obtained with
states analogously to those deﬁned in Section 3.4.3 with only eight misclassiﬁcations
within 1,245 work steps (99.4 percent). The second module estimated the treatment
state for each anatomic structure, analogously to the four states deﬁned in Section
6.4.1 for the FessBoard application and obtained an accuracy of over ninety-six percent
combined over all four structures. Errors in the patient status classiﬁcation aﬀected
the accuracy, since the rule set is based on both, the task and the patient status
classiﬁcation. The same applies to the recognition of ﬁve potentially completed ICPM
codes (see Section 4.3.1). The code for the usage of a navigation system (5-988) was
the easiest to detect. Three other codes (5-220.1, 5-222.2, 5-222.4) deal with the
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treatment of cavities and the Cellulae ethmoidales. The ﬁfth code (5-224.3) denotes
a combination of ethmoidales and sphenoidalis treatment. The codes were correctly
classiﬁed (completed / not completed) in over ninety-four percent of the low-level work
steps. In practice, however, the ICPM codes will be used postoperatively to assist the
documentation and the billing rather than intraoperatively.
The capture of endoscopic images was also automated to assist the documentation,
as described in Section 6.4.1. The implemented rule set invoked the capture func-
tionality in inspection phases and combined the images with the treatment status of
the corresponding anatomic structure. Mainly step transition errors in the recognition
with additional inspection tasks led to additional captures, resulting in 98.2 percent
accuracy. Since those images are in practice only used postoperatively, an automated
retrospective selection might further improve the performance. Overall, the system
generates far more captures than the ﬁnal persistent operation report will contain.
However, the captures might be a valuable visual reminder during the manual docu-
mentation process.
During the actual procedure, four main classes of context-aware assistance were im-
plemented. Firstly, two diﬀerent warnings were automatically displayed, based on the
approach described in Section 5.3.2. As examples, the tissue removal with sharp in-
struments or the shaver in the Sinus sphenoidalis or the Sinus maxillaris were realized.
Consequently, the rule set premises consisted of statements on the instrument and the
anatomic structure sub-perspectives as well as the abstract surgical task. By means of
that, an accuracy of 0.996 was obtained.
Secondly, the adaptation of the light conditions in the room was automated, as brieﬂy
described in Section 6.4.2. Six rules in a rule set controlled four diﬀerent light condi-
tions: focused on situs when navigation is used, light bluish ambient when nasal specu-
lum is installed and during endoscope cleaning, dark bluish ambient for endoscopy, and
a default setting. The focused setting and the light bluish ambient reacted directly to
low-level tasks, whereas the others also took the abstract surgical task into account.
With recognition input, the light conditions were correctly chosen in 98.9 percent of
the work steps.
Thirdly, an automated switching of the video source for the primary and the sec-
ondary surgical display was implemented, as described in Section 6.4.1. The rule set
selected from a set of four video sources: a document viewer, the navigation system,
the endoscopy, and the FessBoard application with an accuracy of 99.4 percent. The
switching from navigation back to the endoscopic image during endoscopy phase tended
to be the most unstable. In cases where the navigation pointer is used in addition to
the endoscope, there is no explicit signal available for the transition from navigation
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task to endoscopic inspection task. The navigation task recognition used the data
stream of the navigation system, but needed to bridge line-of-sight interrupts. Thus,
the switching has been delayed in some of those cases.
Finally, the operational parameters of the endoscopic light source, the shaver, and
the navigation system were automatically adapted, as already described in Section
6.4.2. The rule set automatically switched the light source between standby and two
diﬀerent intensity settings. Also, the maximum shaver revolution limit was reduced
for operating in the Sinus sphenoidalis (close to the skull base) and restored for other
anatomic structures. Additionally, the mode of the navigation system is switched
between reslicing by pointer and reslicing by endoscope. In twenty-four cases, the
operational parameters were not adapted correctly. The reset of the shaver revolution
limit after treatment of the Sinus sphenoidalis turned out to be to be most diﬃcult
automation task. This is again a rather predictive question. Basically, the rule set
relies on low-level tasks in combination with the Sinus sphenoidalis cleaned state,
which requires to estimate if the cavity was already fully treated. Due to the rather
conservative rule, the reset of the shaver revolution limit was delayed in some cases.
However, none of the actual usages of the shaver occurred with the wrong setting.
In summary, the technical validation results indicate that the proposed approach is
feasible for the ENT use case. The comparison between deﬁnite input and noisy recog-
nition input, however, demonstrates that the performance of the pipeline depends on
a reasonable quality of the recognition. Even complex rule sets, which combine infor-
mation entities from multiple perspectives, have a limited capability to compensate
recognition errors. The implementation presents a large variety of possible assistance
functionalities. The required robustness for each application depends on multiple fac-
tors in real clinical settings. These factors especially include the intervention type, the
criticality of the application, and consequently also the surgeon.
6.5.2 Example assisted surgical procedure
The following paragraphs describe an example workﬂow for a procedure which is as-
sisted by context-aware technology to illustrate the function of the proposed concepts
from a surgeon's point of view. The content was partly published in [Fra+16b].
Prior to the actual intervention, the information on the patient and the order (type of
planned intervention) are transferred to the OR and distributed among the devices that
are selected to be used in the upcoming procedure. This is done according to the IEEE
11073 SDC standards (see Section 2.2). The WIS, as a system which participates in the
planned procedure, receives those data and can automatically select the appropriate
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conﬁguration including the related process models. The devices may also use the order
data to select feasible rules for their behavior and establish a connection to the WIS.
In the preparation phase and during the positioning of the patient, the Visus JiveX
document viewer displays a summary page from the electronic patient record auto-
matically on the primary screen. This is designed to support the awareness of the OR
team concerning patient identiﬁcation and patient-speciﬁc information as well as the
planned procedure. Furthermore, the Surgical Process Console suggests an appropriate
initial conﬁguration of the parameters of the available devices, among them the shaver
revolution limit and irrigation ﬂow, the suctioning and the OR table positioning. The
initial OR conﬁguration proﬁle may be applied with a single "click".
If a navigation system is used, it is usually registered during the preparation phase.
The ORMediaControl automatically switches the navigation system to the primary
display at the beginning of the registration. To successfully handle re-registrations and
later checking of accuracy, the navigation system is switched to the primary screen for
all interactions with the navigation system during preparation. Instead of having an
additional display or asking the circulator to switch the monitor source, the surgeon
simply starts to use the navigation pointer. Whenever a movement of the pointer close
to the tracking reference at the patient's head is measured, the work step is recognized
and the navigation system will automatically appear at the primary display.
The actual endoscopic procedure usually starts with the installation of a nasal specu-
lum. Automatically, the OR light is slightly dimmed and bluish ambient is set to sup-
port the situation-awareness of the team at the beginning of the surgery. As soon as
the surgeon starts to inspect the nasal cavity with the endoscope, the endoscopic image
is automatically switched to the primary display. Simultaneously, the OR lights are
further dimmed to enhance the contrast and the endoscopic light source is switched on
without manual interaction. If preferred, the navigation can automatically be switched
to the secondary screen. Additionally, the navigation may be autonomously reconﬁg-
ured to use the endoscope as the master instrument, which then controls the slicing of
the volume data. This way, the positioning of the endoscope can be checked.
The nasal cavities are treated usually one after another with the removal of dis-
eased mucosal tissue. The progress of the procedure is continuously and automatically
documented in the FessBoard application. Along with the surgery progress, the con-
ﬁguration options provided by the Surgical Process Console are automatically ranked.
The situation-dependent options reconﬁgure the devices accordingly and can easily be
activated. For instance, a reconﬁguration of displays with additional depiction of the
preoperative CT data is top-ranked when the surgeon needs to identify the correct
access to the sphenoidalis cavity close to the skull base.
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The treatment progress should be documented by the surgeon during the process. To
support this, the spin-click wheel controller provides additional functionalities including
video switching and manual screenshots, which are technically associated to a concrete
surgical situation. However, documentation captures of the endoscopic view are taken
automatically by the ORMediaControl and the FessBoard systems, which minimizes
the intraoperative documentation workload for the surgeon.
The opening of the Sinus sphenoidalis is an especially critical situation. When the
surgeon starts to operate at the thin bone wall to the cavity, the shaver's revolution
speed limit is automatically reduced to prevent skull base injuries. Furthermore, a
surgical risk warning is displayed when operating close to the skull base. A warning is
also automatically displayed for the opening of the Sinus maxillaris close to the Orbita.
The remaining intervention time is predicted continuously during the surgery. In the
ﬁnal phase of the procedure, this information might be used to call in the next patient
and reduce the turn-over time of the OR. Additionally, the WIS continuously evaluates
the premises of the planned procedure codes (ICPM/OPS codes). The FessBoard may
also be used to check for the completion of the treatment of all cavities and anatomic
regions according to the planned procedure. Finally, the recording of the procedure
as well as the automatic and manual screenshots are available for the postoperative
documentation which may help to objectify the reporting.
The presented demonstrator serves as an example to illustrate possible applications
of context-awareness in surgery. Most of the developed application prototypes and
applied rule sets depend at least partly on the clinical use case. The implementation of
such applications for a large variety of intervention types will remain a task for future
work.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Outlook
The overall aim of this work is to unburden the OR team from information seeking
and device conﬁguration tasks. The OR team should be able to concentrate on its core
task to cure the patient. To this end, a technical working environment was designed
and implemented that cooperates with the personnel during the surgical workﬂow.
The thesis bridges the gap between surgical process modeling and intelligent system's
behavior. The entire scope from the modeling of surgical procedures, their online track-
ing and intraoperative processing, to the implementation of context-aware assistance
technologies was considered.
7.1 Modeling of surgical procedures
A mathematical modeling of surgical procedures that is suitable for intraoperative
applications is a crucial prerequisite for technical context-awareness in integrated sur-
gical environments. The surgical procedure and the surgeon's activities are the es-
sential aspects that constitute the operational context of the medical devices. The
model forms presented in this thesis are tailored modiﬁcations of graph-based models.
Hence, tracking of a process instance means constructing a path through the model.
In a ﬁne-granular representation, especially in the low-level work step perspective, the
inter-process variability is the main challenge. It complicates the handling of the overall
course information and the determination of possible subsequent tasks.
The successful prediction of forthcoming process states is essential to the intraop-
erative usefulness of process models. For instance, an autonomous adaptation of any
device parameters should be performed before the surgeon starts to use the device. The
surgical process models used in the implemented workﬂow-driven assistance framework
are based on stochastic modeling. A construction of models from process recordings
enables the implementation of probability distributions based on objective measure-
ments. However, these distributions only describe the intervention course. Further
improvements of the anticipation of the forthcoming work step would require a deeper
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understanding of the surgeon's intentions. Each transition marks a decision point 
some kind of micro-decision in the macro-plan of the procedure. These decisions are
driven by individual experience, preoperative information, and actual observations.
Future work in this area should include the analysis of the relevant inputs of these
decision processes. Additionally, recognition techniques for the identiﬁed inputs and
a formal processing of the decision will be required. The development of a generic
solution to these problems will be extremely diﬃcult. It seems reasonable to identify a
limited set of especially relevant decision points for prediction. Only those forthcom-
ing work steps that require a proactive action from the technical environment need to
be estimated reliably. However, focusing on these selected decision points may also
result in an unwanted dependency between the process modeling and the assistance
functionality.
The models and their network do not allow to incorporate abstract expert knowledge
directly. Especially the long-term dependencies cannot be expressed with the proposed
process model forms. For instance, the low-level modeling does not represent that the
usage of a navigation system during tumor resection requires a navigation registration
procedure earlier during the intervention. The qualitative resource usage prediction,
discussed in Section 3.4.3, expresses a missing registration with the states not used yet
or unused ; however, this information is not referred to in the prediction of forthcoming
low-level tasks. The missing link may result in situations (process context instances)
where surgeon uses pointer at situs is the most probable forthcoming work step, but
the navigation system is unused, which indicates that it was not used and will not be
required. A knowledge-based expression of the long-term dependencies between low-
level work steps would require to incorporate an additional layer into the observation-
based process models.
The presented generation of process models uses a set of process recordings. The
acquisition of these recordings is a time-consuming and resource-intense task. Thus,
it seems reasonable to share recordings among parties. Yet, there is only a limited
number of datasets publically available, spread over multiple platforms1 and in incon-
sistent terminologies. Neumann et al. presented an approach towards a framework for
standardized semantic workﬂow modeling based on BPMN and SNOMED CT [NN15a;
NSN16]. They concluded that the terminology provided by SNOMED CT covers most
of the concepts required for low-level process modeling and provides abstraction capa-
bilities [NN15b]. Hence, the development of an ontology-based representation of the
work steps, the surgical tasks, and the abstract perspectives will allow the exchange
1 https://cirl.lcsr.jhu.edu/research/hmm/datasets/jigsaws_release
https://workflow.community
https://camma.u-strasbg.fr/datasets
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of recordings. This will also support the establishment of more robust, comprehensive
process models. Thus, it allows to construct models from larger data sets, which will
cover the inter-process variability more precisely.
7.2 Intraoperative processing and contextual information
In the intraoperative processing of the models, the workﬂow management needs to cope
with missing sensor input. Missing a low-level work step may not be compensated in
the low-level perspective. Nonetheless, the presented approach of a network of process
models was able to provide at least high-level information in those cases. The accu-
racy found in the evaluation study revealed a graceful degradation of performance and
indicated an ability to bridge missing low-level steps in high-level perspectives. By
means of a model-inherent course and time handling, the high-level perspectives still
provide reasonable sets of possible states. The linked probability distribution also in-
dicates the reliability of the high-level information entity. The concrete rate of missing
inputs depends on the applied workﬂow recognition techniques. None of the available
recognition approaches works perfectly and covers all relevant information. Thus, a
fusion of sensors and techniques seems promising for future workﬂow recognition. At-
tempts towards that were already presented, for example in [NM12; Zap+13; Mei+14].
However, there will always be uncertainties, which requires designing process models
speciﬁcally for intraoperative application that already account for that. Finally, the
acceptability of the resulting accuracy depends on the targeted application.
Intelligent system's behavior denotes a set of applications, which rely on structured
contextual information. In this thesis, a strategy for the implementation of context-
awareness and intelligent behavior of medical systems was conceptualized and imple-
mented. It included the structured provision of the complex application context to the
medical devices. The surgical process context provides a hierarchical structured rep-
resentation of the available information entities, as described in Section 4.4. Whether
these contexts are meaningfully structured and comprehensive can only be shown with
a very broad set of applications in future work.
The proposed implementation of the dynamic system's behavior is based on the pro-
cess context and rules. The semantics of the surgical tasks are essential to these rules.
However, the distributed rule set approach requires a shared understanding of the se-
mantics across vendors. The present implementation relies on terms deﬁned for the
concrete intervention type. For a broad implementation, a well-deﬁned coding scheme
should be used to ensure a common understanding of the meaning. Based on an estab-
lished ontology, such as SNOMED CT discussed above, it might be possible to express
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the process state with clear semantics. This is addressed in a few research projects but
focused on the surgical activities, for example presented in [Kat+10; NN15b; Kat+15a].
However, the semantics are required for each information entity in the process context,
because each of these entities may be used in the premises of a rule. Hence, an exten-
sion of an ontology-based modeling approach towards the representation of the process
state in terms of information entities in a surgical process context might facilitate the
dissemination of rule-based, autonomous device adaptation.
The process models and the workﬂow-driven assistance concept may be applied in
a large variety of surgical domains. The applications presented in this thesis are fo-
cused on head and neck surgery. Nonetheless, surgical workﬂow methodologies have
been applied to many diﬀerent use cases, such as laparoscopy, neurosurgery, or oph-
thalmology. In a department-wide realization of workﬂow management in the surgical
domain, model instances need to be stored and distributed. A common infrastructure
should be implemented for the management of process models. To extend the approach
across hospitals, the communication should be standardized. In 2015, an infrastructure
based on an IHE proﬁle proposal Cross-Enterprise Model Sharing (XMS) was presented
[Sch+15]. The aim of the IHE proﬁle proposal is to create an infrastructure that allows
to store and exchange models of any kind. A standardized way of model management
and distribution is essential to the implementation of Model-Guided Therapy [BL15]
paradigms. An infrastructure for the cross-enterprise sharing of process models should
be part of such eﬀorts.
An infrastructure for the management and distribution of process models should
also include mechanisms for a continuous update. After an intervention, the new
process instance may be added to the training sets for future models. The overall
system would proﬁt from such a learning mechanism in various ways. Firstly, initial
process models would be adapted to the clinic-speciﬁc properties of the procedures.
Secondly, a continuous update might take the recording date into account to adapt the
models step by step to new guidelines, novel devices, and modiﬁed surgical approaches.
However, with the current methods, it would only be possible to implement a supervised
learning mechanism. The potential recognition errors in the low-level work steps as
well as classiﬁcation errors in high-level perspectives, such as abstract task or patient
status, need to be corrected manually. Afterwards, the validated process recording
may be included into the training sets. The basically corresponds with the concepts
of a workﬂow management life cycle proposed in business process management [Zur04,
pp. 85]. There, the implementation of processes is continuously monitored after an
initial design phase. An analysis and potential redesign of the process deﬁnitions is
performed to ensure a proper adaptation to changing external and internal conditions.
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A growing number of available process recordings in the training sets will improve the
quality of the models. Additionally, it allows an increasing diﬀerentiation of the models
with the fundamental trade-oﬀ between the speciﬁcity of the model and the size of the
training set. In his Master's thesis, Erik Schreiber developed a method to generate case-
speciﬁc generic process models [Sch14]. The similarities of preoperative parameters,
like the patient's age, the surgical team, or the type of tumor, were analyzed. Based
upon the similarities, a weight is calculated for each process recording and incorporated
into the model generation analogously to the weight-based approach for Adaptive Trace
Models, which was discussed in Section 3.3.3. These methods may also be included in
a common infrastructure for workﬂow management in the surgical domain.
7.3 Context-aware assistance technology
The infrastructure for workﬂow management, which consists of the WIS as well as a
middleware for process model distribution, forms the basis for the assistance applica-
tions. The feasibility of the overall concept was proven by a demonstration setup. The
assistance for the FESS included the adaptation of established devices as well as novel
applications.
The proposed assistance functionalities are associated with automation in surgery.
With the overall aim to unburden the surgeon, the machine becomes responsible for
deﬁned activities. The kind of automation and its degree diﬀer between the applica-
tions. Manzey et al. proposed a classiﬁcation of six degrees of automation in surgery
[Man+09]. Their scale ranged from zero (fully manually) to ﬁve (machine active, sur-
geon passive). There, three main aspects were considered: information acquisition
(perception), decision making (planning), and execution. A smooth integration of
the novel assistance into the surgical routine will require a perception, in this case
a workﬂow recognition, with the highest automation possible, since any manual no-
tiﬁcation would be an inappropriate disturbance of the workﬂow. The implemented
setup largely achieves this degree of automation at the cost of minor limitations, such
as the restriction to straight optics for the endoscope. Under real conditions, further
developments in workﬂow recognition technology will be required to ensure the desired
level of automation of the perception.
An automation in the planning aspect would focus on suggesting trajectories or ac-
tions to the surgeon [Man+09]. The Surgical Process Console, presenting conﬁguration
suggestions and probable forthcoming tasks, is an example of that category. Again,
this is done fully automatically. However, the enormous complexity of the clinical de-
cision making, for instance on removing further mucosal tissue or moving on to the
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next cavity, is left to the surgeon. The proposed system directly addresses the clinical
demands to the treatment-centered decisions neither in the information acquisition nor
in the processing, but solely follows the surgical process implemented by humans.
In terms of execution, an automation of surgical activities would require the devel-
opment of novel actuators, such as surgical robots and active tools, as for instance
discussed in [Kra+13b]. However, concerning the automation of supportive tasks, the
conﬁguration of infrastructure and device parameters were implemented automatically
within the frame of a reasonable risk management. In summary, the proposed assis-
tance functionalities are not designed to automate surgical activities but achieve a high
degree of automation for supportive tasks, which allows the OR team to focus on the
patient treatment.
Besides the degree of automation and the complexity of the tasks, the functionalities
also highly diﬀer in their demands to the backend technology. Whereas some behaviors,
for example switching the display to the navigation, are reactive and solely rely on the
perception of the actual situation, other behaviors, such as the reduction of the shaver
revolution limit, are proactive. Proactive assistance also considers forthcoming tasks.
Thus, it is more demanding to the underlying workﬂow technology. Furthermore,
resource management for devices shared among multiple ORs or calling the next patient
in time require even long-term projections. Although these projections may not be fully
detailed, they are as well demanding for the backend. The implementation may require
methods tailored to the targeted application. The presented method for the prediction
of the remaining intervention time serves as an example of such specialized modules.
The modular architecture of the assistance concept eases the integration of additional
methods required for further functionalities.
A commercial implementation of context-aware assistance functionalities requires
regulatory approval. Unfortunately, the current legal regulations do not explicitly
cover this topic. Especially the distributed architecture is problematic, since the legal
regulations are focused on monolithic devices at the moment. Changes towards the ac-
creditation may be triggered by the OR.NET project on medical device interoperability.
With the distribution of the rule sets for device behavior, proposed in Chapter 5, the
devices keep the control and risk management. For the operators of future intelligent
ORs, this may impose an additional task. Concurrent behavior of devices, especially
of multiple devices with same functionality, must be resolved. The veriﬁcation and
validation of distributed rule sets should be part of the initial commissioning. Thus,
whenever a new or modiﬁed rule set is installed, the consistency needs to be checked
for each possible situation to ensure a safe and reliable operation. A standardized,
formal representation of the rules, as proposed in Section 5.3.2, together with confor-
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mance boundary conditions will enable a technical support for this task. Nonetheless,
device behavior shall be conﬁgurable to enable an adaptation to the surgeon's demands
and preferences, at least to an extent that preserves overall consistency. By means of
that, the vendors may provide a frame of behavior for their devices, in which they
ensure a safe implementation, whereas the surgeon can individualize the context-aware
assistance within these boundary conditions.
Even if the behavior of the overall OR system is consistent in itself, it might not be
acceptable in terms of human-machine interaction. Although the user may not neces-
sarily retrace each and every premise of the rule sets to eﬃciently use the system, the
predictability of its behavior is a key factor for user acceptance. For example, one might
use a car navigation system without thinking about the Global Positioning System or
the algorithms to solve the shortest path problem. Instead, the user relies on the pre-
dictable, consistent behavior: The navigation system will provide situation-dependent
assistance to ﬁnd the most eﬃcient way (directions, lane guidance, speed limits, etc.)
wherever the user drives. Besides user acceptance, patient safety might be increased,
especially when focusing on a reduction of complexity of the OR system [DG05]. How-
ever, the development should focus on a simpliﬁcation of the frontend interaction by
autonomous device behavior rather than of the backend technology. By means of that,
a transparency of technological complexity might be achieved. Also, proactivity is
only eﬀective if the system tracks user intent to be able to determine useful actions,
as for instance noted in [Sat01] for a totally diﬀerent scenario in mobile computing.
For surgical workﬂow management, the future challenge will be to implement this in a
modular, dynamic, safety-critical working environment across vendors.
The predictability of behavior might conﬂict with the objective of learning. For a
(surgical working) environment to be considered intelligent, the ability to learn might
also be important [AIA10]. An optimization of the provided assistance requires learn-
ing user behavior and preferences. Reﬂecting this to the operating room and the
proposed approach, the user behavior is represented in process models, whereas the
preferences are formalized by rules. Thus, learning would inﬂuence both aspects: mod-
els and rules. Due to the safety-critical processes, only supervised learning might be
considered acceptable. Learning user behavior might be implemented by including
newly observed process instances into the training set for the stochastic models, as
discussed above. Whereas this aspect is directly deduced from the surgeon's actions,
the preferences are not directly observable. However, suggestions for the modiﬁcation
of the rule set might be derived from an analysis of the human-device interaction. The
OR integration technology provides information of the adaptation of operational pa-
rameters of medical devices induced by manual user interaction. In combination with
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the present formal description of the surgery state (process context), a set of examples
can be compiled, from which new rules might be learned. Again, learning through
an adaptation of the knowledge bases of the system is driven by the user behavior.
However, there is a complex interplay between user behavior and system behavior.
Improving the workﬂow-driven assistance provided by the technology will aﬀect the
process implemented by the user, the preferences, and thus the expectations on the
system's behavior. This will lead to continuously repeated adaptation cycles rather
than a probably converging improvement process. Overall, the right behavior of the
OR technology, which was initially set as the goal of this work, may need to be con-
sidered as a moving target. Conversly, learning is essential and should be considered
in more detail in future work.
The developed assistance functionalities may be integrated into the surgical working
environment. The demonstration applications show key characteristics of intelligent
environments, which were summarized for instance by Augusto et al. in their manifesto
[Aug+13]: to recognize relevant situations, to deliver help according to the actual
needs, to have autonomous behavior, and to adhere to the principle that the user is in
command and the technology obeys. Compared to common applications, for instance in
ambient assistance living [Neh+06; RM13; Mem+14] or smart oﬃce assistance [DS08;
Ram+10], the concept proposed in this thesis is explicitly focused on the work process.
The surgical procedure ultimately frames the application in time, available resources,
considerable user activities, and especially relevant user intentions. The modeling
of the process in multiple perspectives signiﬁcantly contributes to the system's task of
"mindreading" [Aug+13] the implicit aims of the surgeon. Although surgical situations
were modeled in explicit surgical process context instances, the key information entities,
which describe the operating context of the medical devices, were derived from the
process. The course representation enables the description of the actual situation, its
history, and projections of forthcoming process states. Overall, the presented work
approaches surgical assistance technologies from the surgeon's work perspective and
derives its design rationale from that. Focusing on patient safety might justify the
applied context-awareness principles just as well, as for instance argued in [Gué+17].
A formally modeled, multilayered understanding of the surgical process remains the
key for context-aware assistance systems.
Neither the recognition of activities nor their mathematical modeling could have
an impact on the eﬀectiveness, on the eﬃciency, or on the safety of surgical care.
The actual added value to the process is realized through a context-aware behavior
of the technology. The technical applications of the contextual information ﬁnally
provide something useful for those working in an operating room. So far, the imple-
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mented setup demonstrates initial example applications. The translation of concepts
for context-awareness and smart behavior to the clinical and especially the surgical
domain is yet very limited. The dissemination may be slowed down by the safety
requirements of the surgical working environment, although the enormous potential
has been illustrated in demonstration applications. Furthermore, intensive testing and
clinical trials will be necessary to validate its eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency for each set
of applications. When context-aware behavior of medical systems is implemented in
commercial products, most likely starting with intelligent information provision, it
may increase patient safety and improve patient care. The ultimate goal is an im-
provement in the surgical treatment of the patient, indirectly achieved by assisting the
OR personnel. In the long run, such a technology will oﬀer new possibilities and enable
innovations in daily clinical routine. The presented work is meant to be a step in that
direction.
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